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Dear Mr. Badaroco: 
Re: Fi na 1 En vi ronmenta 1 Impact Statement 
Demel it ion of Pruitt-Igoe Public Housing Complex 
St. Louis, Missouri 
IN REPLY REFER TO: 
Pursuant to Section 102(2)(C) of P.L. 91-190 and implementing Federal 
regulations, I am forwarding for your information the Final Environmental 
Impact Statement for the referenced project. 
The Draft Environmental Statement was distributed for review and comment 
on May 8, 1974. Comments received on the draft have been taken into 
account in the preparation of the final statement. Comments received 
and HUD discussion of these comments are consolidated in a special 
section of the f inal statement . 
Copies of this Final Environmental Impact Statement are available for 
reading or acquisition from the Information Centers in the HUD Regional 
Office in Kansas City, Missouri and the HUD Area Office in St . Louis, 
r~issouri. Copies may be purchased from the Environmental Law Institute, 
1346 Connecticut Avenue, N.W., Washington, D.C. 20036. 
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SUMMARY 
( ) Draft (X) Final Environmental Statement 
This document examines the impact on the environment of the proposed 
demolition of the Pruitt-lgoe Public Housing Complex in St. Louis, 
Missouri. The Captain Wendell 01 iver Pruitt Homes were completed 
in September, 1955; and the William L. I9oe Apartments were completed 
in May, 1956, under the provisions of the United States Housing Act 
of 1937, P. L. 412, as amended. The complex consists of 30 ll-story 
buildings and includes 2,422 dwelling units. Originally there were 
32 buildings in the complex but two buildings were demolished by HUD 
as a part of a controlled demolition experiment in 1972. The project 
area covers 57.28 acres and is located approximately one and one-half 
miles north and west of downtown St. Louis. 
In June, 1973, the St. Louis Housing Authority, with concurrence of 
its Board of Commissioners, elected to cease operation of its Pruitt-lgoe 
Complex . Since that deci s ion , the Hous ing Authority has provided 
housing for the res idents of Pruitt-lgoe in its other facilities , or 
at the option of the residents, assi s ted them in locating other than 
public housing. (See Exhibit N, Letter from the St . Louis Housing 
Authority t o Mr . El mo 0 . Turner, Director, St. Loui s Area Office, HUD, 
dated March 18, 1974. ) As of May 3 , 1974, all tenants were moved from 
the project and relocated by the Hous ing Authority. 
Due to the conti nued de t erioration of the phys i cal, social and 
aesthetic environment in the Pruitt-Igoe Complex, and the extremely 
- A-
high cost of rehabilitating the project, with uncertain results, the 
Department of Housing and Urban Development proposes to demolish the 
project. Because of the massive scale of demolition and solid waste 
disposal required •. it is appropriate to prepare an Environmental Impact 
Statement. 
1. Name of Action: Administrative 
2. Brief Description of Action : The project consi-sts of the complete 
demolition of 30 11-story buildings and appurtenant facili ties and 
the removal of the rubble from the site. 
3. Summary of Beneficial and Adverse En vi ronmenta l Impacts: 
Beneficial - The removal of uninhabitable, vandalized, vermin-infested 
buildings -- occupancy of which posed dangers to the tenants in the 
form of physical assault and vandalism, and unreliable elevator and 
heating systems. The stigma of Pruitt-Igoe stymied the efforts of 
the land Clearance for Redevelopment Authority and the Model City 
Agency to develop north St. louis. The cost of maintaining Pruitt-
Ioge severely drai ned the financial resources .of the Housing Authority 
forcing the Authority to use funds from financially healthy projects for 
maintenance, and .restricting the Authority's ability to adequately 
maintain all its projects . . The former tenants of Prui tt-Igoe are 
benefiting by occupying other dwellings which offer far better physical, 
social, and aesthetic surroundings. 
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Adverse - Consumption of large amounts of fuel for hauling away of 
~: ~-; ·,j;·pl:' . . ·. ,~·:' · · r· . ·. . ' ~· ';;,-, 
an unusually huge volume of rubble; prolonged disruption of traffic 
in the area due to .long ·period of time required to ·demolish the pro-
ject and remove rubble; generation of higher than normal levels of 
noise and air pollution during time required to demolish buildings 
and clear site; and decline in enrollment of schoo 1 s and patronage 
of health facilities. 
4. Alternatives Considered: 
A, Secure the buildings and leave the complex as is. 
B. Completely rehabilitate the buildings to provide a lower density, 
mixed income, residential environment and provide hi ghly devel-
oped commercial, institutional and recreational areas. 
C. Partially demo! ish the project. 
D. Rework the site using the rubble to create a park with new land 
forms. 
5. Federal, State and local agencies and other parties from which written 
comments relative to the Draft Environmental Impact Statement have 
been received: 
Senator Stuart Symington 
Advi sory Council on Hi s tori c Preservation 
Department of the Army, Corps of Engineers, St. Louis District 
Department of Health, Education and Welfare, Region VII, 
Kansas City, Missouri 
Department of the Interior, Missouri Basin Region, 
Denver, Colorado 
Department of Transportation, Region VII, Kansas City, Missouri 
Environmenta l Protection Agency, Region VII, Kansas City, Missouri 
Office of Economic Opportunity, Region VII, Kansas City, Missouri 
Air Conservation Commission, State of Missouri 
Department of Community Affairs, State of Missouri (A-95 Clearance) 
Missouri Department of Conservation 
Missouri State Highway Commission 
Missouri State Historic Preservation Officer and 
Director Missouri State Park Board 
Local/Regional 
East-West Gateway Coordinating Council 
Laclede Gas Company 
Southwestern Bell Te 1 ephone Company 
St. Louis Housing Authority 
St. Louis Regional Commerce and Growth Association 
Union Electric Company 
6. Dates Statements made available to Council on Environmental Quality 
and public : 
Draft: May, 1974 
Final September, 1974 
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I. DESCRIPTION' OF· THE PROPOSED. ACTION 
A. Genera 1 Desc ri pt ion 
' ' 
The Pruitt-Igoe Public Housing Project, St. Louis, Mi ssouri consists 
of two separate projects totaling 30 ll-story buildings; the Captain 
Wendell 01 i ver Pruitt Homes and the Willi am L. Igoe Apartments. 
Pruitt Homes , containing 1,477 dwell i ng units, was completed in 
September, 1955 at a cost of $21,689,412. The Igoe Apartments , con-
taining 945 units, were completed in May, 1956 at a cost of 
$14,438,146. This adds to a total of $36,127,557. The units are 
vacant at thi s time . 
The proposed action is complete demolition of Pruitt- Igoe and r emoval 
of the rubble from the property. The purpose of this action is to 
relieve the St . Loui s Housing Authority, the City of St . Louis, and 
1 
th~ Federal Government of the crushing finanical burden of an uninhab-
itab 1 e pub 1 i c housing project and to erase for the neighborhood, the 
City, and the country , t he s ti gma which Pruitt- Igoe has become. Ironi-
cally, th i s action wi ll help to realize the national goal of a "decent 
home and suitab 1 e 1 i vi ng environment for every American family," as 
established by the Housi ng Act of 1949 and reaffi rmed in the Hous ing 
Act of 1968. 
Statement from l etter wr i tten to Mayor John Poel ker by Housing 
Authority Director, Thomas Costell o, May 18, 1973 : "From a fi scal 
standpoi nt, t he cl osing down of Prui tt-lgoe would, in our estimation, 
ef fect a savi ngs in excess of $1 million annually . . . In thi s com-
putation, we have projected that 50 percent of the t enant rentals 
would be transferred t o other units wh ich would ass i st t he other 
deve 1 opments approximately $150 mi 11 i on." 
B. 
c. 
Location 
Pruitt-Igoe is bounded by Jefferson Avenue on the west, Cass Avenue 
on the north, 20th Street on the east, and Carr Street on the south. 
The project area covers 57.28 acres and is located approximately 
one and one-half miles north and west of downtown St. Louis (see 
maps, Exhibit A). The Pruitt-Igoe complex is located within the 
Model City area and is adjacent to the following Model City neighbor-
hoods: Yeatman, Montgomery Hyde-Park, Carr Central, and Murphy-Blair. 
It is just to the north and west of the DeSoto-Carr Urban Renewal 
Area. 
History and Status of Project 
The area immediately adjacent to and surrounding the Pruitt-Igoe 
site has always featured essentially a working class and lower income 
population occupying re 1 ative ly deteriorated structures. During the 
19th Century and early 20th Century, the area was occupied largely 
by Irish, German and Italian ethnic groups. Most of the immigrants 
were poverty stricken when they settled in St. Louis and consequently 
they moved into the least expensive and most dilapidated dwellings 
in the City. As these groups improved their socio-economic status, 
they began to move into better quality housing in other parts of 
St . Louis, leaving their previous housing to the black migrants from 
the South. Few o·f these families had adequate funds to restore their 
dilapidated dwellings. Thus·, the area continued to deteriorate. As 
deterioration. proceeded, many families would leave the area as soon 
as they could afford to do so and the buildings remained va·cant. 
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Pruitt-Igoe was c·onceived _ in 1951', ' a~~ 'the -Architectu'ral- Forum _ (1951) 
·,. : ~-. ·_,:. :i ""1'<~ •:,~j:f l,j!~.~ .' r<t,:;-)':.: 
heralded its unique vision as' follows: 
Replacing ramshackle old g~~ses j;amnied with p~opl~, an~ rats, 
will be 11-story apartment houses which, even unbuilt, have 
already begun to change the public housing pattern in other 
cities. Skip-stop elevator service will be combined with 
open galleries every third floor to build vertical nei-ghbor-
hoods for poor people in a city, which up_ to now, have 1 i ved 
90 percent in single, houses. Compared with the unimaginative 
public housing prototypes the architects were given to match, 
the new plans save not only people, but money, and as instructive 
as the buildings is the site design; a city-purchased park will 
be stretched out to wind through the area like a river. 
The design was not implemented until several cuts were made to save 
money. Those amenities that were discarded included landscaping, paint-
ing the concrete walls of the galleries and stairwells, insulation of 
steam pipes, screening on gallery windows, and public toilets on the 
ground fl cor. 
Pruitt and Jgoe were completed in 1956. Pruitt was built for black 
occupancy; I gee for integrated occupancy. The white population was 
never sizable in relation to the black population. This discouraged 
further white occupancy and the project eventually become entirely 
black . 
At the time Pruitt- lgoe was opened, the City was undertaking a massive 
urban renewal program in the Mill Creek area, immediately west of 
3 •, 
downtown . As b 1 ock after b 1 ock was demo 1 i shed, the poor b 1 acks of 
Mill Creek were forced to seek housing elsewhere. For many, Pruitt-lgoe 
became home . 
Mill Creek was one of the most deteriorated slums in the country. The 
families living there were poor almost to the point of destitution. 
The family size was large, with as many as three generations sharing a 
single dwelling . Unfortunately, Pruitt-Igoe had mostly one and two-
bedroom units, which forced families to live in overcrowded conditions. 
"It proved unattractive to elderly because the elevators stopped at only 
three of the eleven floors, necessitating much climbing of stairs. More-
over, each building had only one elevator, which was often out of order. 
People who worked, or wanted to, found the location impractical because 
it was isolated from the business section and not easily accessible to 
public transportation. During the first five years, the vacancy rate 
averaged 15 percent, more than twice the' fi gu.re at which a project is 
economically viable. This meant little money was available for mainten-
ance. To make matters worse, the vacant units were · attractive to 
2 
vandals.~~ 
Several attempts have been made over the years to do something about 
Pruitt-Igoe·; ln ' July, 1962, HUD (·then HHFA) and HEW- announced a Concerted 
Services Program for Prui tt-lgoe and committed over $5· million of HEW 
funds to the project area for a four-year period. "Accordi ng to the 
testimony of Professor Lee Rainwater of Washington Univers,ity before the 
· 2 - ··, ~ ·, 
Barron's, January 10, 1972 
Ri tii coff Subcorrmi ttee of the Senate Government Commi ttee. in December, 
• ' J, I , T ·t ' ' 0! < • • (\ :• ~· '• 
1966, the only tangible result was an : increase in· the·number'of social 
workers assigned to' the project HUD found that the results of 
. 3 
this effort were not discernible' ; 
"In 1964, the Federal Government authorized the expenditure of $7 mill ion 
to repair damage and create four and fiye-bedroom units out of the 
sma 1] er ones. But it gave up after spending $5 mi 11 ion ; vanda 1 s were 
4 
destroying f as t e r than workmen could build . " 
Other propos a 1 s for the rehabilitation of Pruitt-Igoe have been made by 
the Authority , special HUD Task Forces, survey teams, and outside 
interests, but they have all been rejected for one reason or another . 
Perhaps the dilerrma can be surrmed up by a s t at ement that appeared in a 
report s ubmitted to the Secretary of HUD on February 28 , 1967 by a 
spec i a l . Pruitt-l goe s urvey t eam: 
"The probl em i s extremel y diff icul t t o r esolve . The unsuit-
ability of t he phys i cal env·i r onment for family living, the 
high concentration of the disadvantaged, the low l evel of 
welfare ass istance , the high unemployment rate for non-white 
population, and the difficulty of access to the princ ipa l 
empl oyment centers exacerba t e the probl em and make it di ffi-
cult to fo rmul at e solutions with any conf i dence i n their 
5 
effi ci ency ... 
3 
Ibid . 
4 
Ibi d. 
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Pruitt-Igoe Background Paper , HUD 
On February 15, 1969, the tenants of Pruitt-Igoe and other public 
housing in St. Louis began what was to become the nation's 1 ongest 
rent strike up to that time -- nine months. The rent str ike, various 
community pressures, and a report written by a team of HUD consultants 
led to the resig.1ation of both the Executive Director and the entire 
Board of Commi s sioners. A rent agreement was then signed with t he 
striking tenants, the St. louis Civic Alliance for Hous i ng was formed, 
new Commissioners were appointed, and the Authority staff was halved. 
The Authority then began to redirect its operations. 
One of the most significant acti ons of the revamped Authority has been 
to implement the recommendation of the Civic Alliance to consolidate 
the many vacancies in certain proj ects, including Pruitt-lgoe. The 
Authority correctly berieved that there would be a vast cost savings 
on maintenance and utility costs if some buildings were closed. 
Second, there was a belief that resident security would be improved 
if there were fewer vacancies i n occupied buildings. Third, there was 
a dwindling demand for accommodations in Pruitt- Igoe and a widespread 
belief that the units were not habitable. This consolidation, which 
began in early 1970, was accomplished by vacating entire structures --
with families in thOse structures being moved into other sections of 
Pruitt-Igoe and other public housing. By mid-December, 1970, 23 of 
the Pruitt-lgoe buildings, containing more than 1 ,900 dwell irig units, 
were completely vacant. 
On November 10, 1970, Terence K. McCormack, Acting Director of the 
St. louis Civic Alliance for· Housing, wrote to HUD enclosing the 
I . ' . • •··' . . 
results of a study the Alliance had performed to ascertain the cost 
6 
·, . 
·: of comp 1 ete ly redeve 1 oping 0~ rehabILi tati ng Pruitt- Igoe. The rehabi li . 
tation costs were estimated 0to be $38,757 ,ooo .c $2 ·million more'than " 
the origina) cost of building Pruitt-Igoe. The cost of completely 
demolishing the Complex and redevelopment was estimated at $22,100,000. 
The high costs of either proposal could not be accepted by HUD , 
Early in 1971, Hu·o authorized preparation of a plan for the complete 
rehabllitatioh of Pruitt-Igoe. A task force was organized and a con-
sortium consisting of Skidmore, Owings and Merrill of Chicago, Illinois ; 
Harland Bartholomew and Associates of St. Louis, Missouri, and others 
were employed to undertake the development of a comprehensive plan for 
the complete rehabi 1 i tat ion and redevelopment of Pruitt- lgoe. The 
result of this undertaking by the task force and consultants was the 
"Pruitt-Igoe Action Program" which evaluated the reuse of the existing 
buildings and site for industry, offices, business, institutional use, 
market housing, public housing, and combinations of all such uses . 
After extensive study and consideration of the Action Plan the only 
practi ca 1 alternative that emerged was the complete demo 1 i ti on of Pruitt-
Igoe -- thu s releasing the site (57 acres) for other uses . 
As previously stated, the St. Louis Housing Authority, with concurrence 
of its Board of Commissioners, elected to cease operation of the Pruitt-
lgoe Complex in June 1973. In August, 1973, after lengthly discussions 
and a meeting with H. R. Crawford, Assistant Secretary for Housing Manage-
ment, HUD, Mayor John H. Poel ker announced, "We will proceed with plans 
to completely vacate Pruitt-Igoe. .we will attempt to have Pruitt-
lgoe vacant by next spring. . . . all Pruitt-Igoe buildings will be 
razed ..... renovation funds will be used in other public housing 
to provide for rehousing of Pruitt-Igoe residents .. . " 
Since that date the Housing Authority has satisfactorily relocated 
those remaining residents to other public housi ng, and in some cases 
at the option of the r esident, to other than pub 1 i c housing . As of 
r~ay 3, 1974, all tenants had been moved and the Pruitt-Igoe Complex 
was secured. 
8 
II. DESCRIPTION OF EXISTING ENVIRONMENT 
A. Physica·l Elements 
l. Climate 
The St. Louis area's climate can be categorized generally as 
humid continental with moderately cold winters and hot, humid 
summers . Monthly mean temperatures range from 32°F in January 
to 79°F in July. The maximum recorded temperature was ll5°F 
in July, 1954 and the minimum recorded temperature was -23°F 
in January, 1884. 
Precipitation averages approximately 40 inches annually. The 
maximum r ai nfall for a 24-hour period of 8 .8 inches was recorded 
in Augus t, 1946. The average annual snowfall i s 17 inches. The 
heavies t prec ipi tation generally occurs from April through June 
and the 1 east preci pi tati on from December through February. 
w·inds are generally southerly, averaging nine miles per hour . 
The City has an average of 102 clear days per year. "A major 
factor to be considered in the demolition of a building mass as 
large as Pruitt-Igoe i s the rel ationship between climate and 
air pollution. St. Louis i s located i n a belt of relatively low 
probability of days of tot a 1 air or weather stagnation. St. Louis 
can expect between 0 and 10 days of weather stagnation per year 
compared with some areas in the country whi ch have well over 100 
per year. Daily thermal-type inversions will di ss ipate 
around mid-mor ning to noon of any given day, depending upon the 
6 
meterol ogical conditions whi ch pers i st at the given t ime. " 
Blaine J. Rhodes , City of St. Loui s Divi s ion of Air Pollution 
Control, letter to A. J. Wilson, dated November 14, 1973. 
2. Soil and Geology 
Soil in the project area generally is sandy loam underlain by 
c 1 ay . The 1 oad bearing capacity is above average. Being a 
developed area, there is no evidence of erosion and the poten-
tial for erosion is not significant. The sandy loam soil . is 
quite permeable, where as the clay generally being the deeper 
subsoils, is rather impermeable. 
The area is underlain by 1 imestone bedrocks at depths varying 
from 15 feet to 50 feet. There are no known major · faults in 
the project area. 
3. Topography 
There are no special topographic features which would hinder 
demolition or redevelopmert. None of the project land is in a 
flood plain, has steep slopes or has a potential for landslides, 
mudslides or subsidence. Major earthquakes do not occur in the. 
project area. There are underground utility 1 i nes, but they are 
in known 1 ocati ons. 
The topography of the Pruitt-Igoe site is relatively flat . The 
land slopes gently downward from the southwest to the northeast 
quadrant of the site. Mean elevation is 510 feet above sea level. 
4. Drainage 
Surface runoff and drainage is presently accommodated by the com-
bined sewers serving the area.. Drainage i.s generaliy considered 
adequate; however, when heavy prolonged rains occur, some minor ·· 
ponding, due to obstruction ofdrainage inlets, does occur. 
10 
· 5. Air Quality 
Existing air pollution levels ·;n ·the Pruitt-Igoe area have been 
estimated for the following pollutants: dustfall, sulfation 
and suspended particulates. 
Dustfall: Util.izing data from the Division of Air Pollution 
Control, the 1972 dustfall levels were computed. Sites closest 
ll 
to the Pruitt-Igoe area were used to extrapolate dustfall levels 
at the center of the Pruitt-!9oe complex. Levels at Pruitt-I9oe 
for 1972 were 46.6 tons per square mile per month , approximately 
75.3 percent higher than the average of all the sites in the City. 
Sulfation: This is a measure of total sulphur compounds in the 
air. The same monitoring sites used to measure dustfall were 
used to determine sulfation levels at Pruitt-lgoe . The 1972 
Pruitt- lgoe sulfat ion average was found to be 0. 73 micrograms of 
so3 per 100 square centimeters per day . This average is approxi-
mately 12 percent hi gher than the average of all s ites in the City. 
Suspended Particulates: Estimates of suspended particul ates in t he 
vicinity of the Pruitt-Igoe complex indicated t he probable geo-
metric mean in 1972 to have been 99.16 micrograms per cubic meter. 
The City of St. Louis, Division of Air Polluti on Control, operates 
a continuous air quality monitoring network . A tota l of 10 
monitoring s tations, strategically l ocated throughout the City 
and county provide averages of 10 parameters on an hourly, e i ght-
hour and twenty-four hour basis . Values in the Pruitt-lgoe project 
area have been extrapolated as follows: 
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TABLE I 
Expected Nonna 1 
12 
Est. Average 
Pollutant Hourl ~ Range PPM Da~ PPM Fed. Std's. 
Oxidant (OX) Otol.lO 0.01 0.08 (hr.) 
Nitrogen Dioxide (NO ) Oto0.12 0. 01 
2 
Nitrogen Oxide (NO) OtoO.lO 0.01 
Tota 1 Hydrocarbons (THC) l.5to2.5 1. 60 
Carbon Monoxide 2.0 to 7.0 3.50 9.00 (8 hr.) 
Coefficient of Haze (COH) 0 to 1.0 Q.20 0.40 
Wind Speed - 1972 average about 8.8 mph with about 20 percent less 
than 5.0 mph. 
Wind Direction - predominately SSE to ESE (27 percent of the time). 
Temperature - varies with season. 
In June, 1967, the Division of Air Pollution Control conducted inciner-
ation surveys ·Of the units in the Pruitt-Igoe Complex. Forty-three 
(43) "Economy Brand" incinerators were existing at the time . The 
units were rated at 500 lbs. per hour burning capacity based on 
2D 1 bs. of refuse per square foot of ·grate area per hour. The units 
were identical and all were single-chambered incinerators. The 
particulate emission factor for refuse incinerators in this type 
of unit is 28 lbs. of particulate per ton of refuse burn~d. 
Exp.ected refuse generation at Pruitt-Igoe was 55,000 lbs. of refuse 
per day (assuming full occupancy) .. The ·particulate emissions from · 
T~b.ie_f:~presents data f;om 1.972-1973 records of City of St . Louis, 
Division of Air PollutionControL · · 
;~f::i:,~: ', .. 
this refuse would be 770. lbs. per day, or 138.5 tuns per year. 
Air Pollution Ordinance 54699, enacted March 27, 1967, sets out 
criteria for incinerators as noted in Sections 15 and 16. The 
type of units surveyed at Pruitt-lgoe became illegal as of 
September 27, 1970, because they were not a multiple-chamber 
design (see Section 15C, Ordinance 54699). 
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The St. Louis Housing Authority experimented with two alternatives 
for correcting the air pol !uti on problems associated with refuse 
disposal. The alternatives were to install scrubbers on the 
incinerators or to convert to compaction equipment. At the 
present time, compaction equipment is being installed in all 
Housing Authority locations, except Pruitt-lgoe. 
The Housing Authority has found that to convert the Pruitt-lgoe 
incinerators to bring them into compliance would cost $13,000 per 
incinerator for compaction equipment, or $23,000 per incinerator 
for scrubbing equipment. Thus, the cost of bringing Pruitt-lgoe 
into compliance with existing air pollution regulations would 
cost $990,000 with scrubbers, or $558,000 with compaction equipment. 
On November 2 and 3, 1972, the Division of Air Pollution Control 
cited the Housing Authority with 19 violations against Pruitt-lgoe 
incinerators for excessive smoke. 
6. Noise 
At present, comprehensive legislation regulating noise is non-
existent at the State and local level. At the Federal level the 
General Services Admi ni strati on does have a set of construction 
noise specifications (see Exhibit C). The noise levels in the 
specifications are not to be exceeded at a distance of 50 feet 
from the equipment being used. Noise readings were obtained from 
the Missouri Highway Commission for the intersection of Franklin 
and 20th Streets. This intersection is 2 blocks south of Pruitt-
lgoe, which is bounded on the east by 20th Street. Unfortunately, 
the traffic flowing by the point where the measurements were taken 
does not flow by Pruitt- lgoe, un 1 ess it turns off Frankl in Avenue 
onto either Jefferson Avenue or 20th Street . A noise specialist 
at the EPA Regional Office in Kansas City, Missouri has stated 
that the noise measurements immediately adjacent to Pruitt-Igoe 
would be comparable . These measurements were taken on August 20 
and 21, 1971. No signif;cant changes have taken place since then 
which would significantly alter these readings . There are no 
airports in the vicinity, nor is Pruitt-Igoe within an airport 
approach zone . 
A summary of the readings is attached in Exhitit D. These read-
ings indicated the noise level of a busy street. 
B. Biological Elements 
l. Vegetation, Wi 1 dl i fe and Natura 1 Areas 
No natural areas exist in Pruitt-Igoe. The only grassy area is 
DeSoto Park, which extends to 20th and Cass Streets . Wildlife is 
' non-existent in this urban setting. 
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c. Cultural Elements . 
1. Historic Sites 
There are no special .natural or man-made features .of historic note 
on or in proxmity to the Pruitt-Igoe site, nor are there any 
structures cin or being considered for nomination to the National 
Register of Historic P,.aces . James L. Wilson, Missouri State 
Historic Preservation Officer advises, " ... there are no historic 
or pre-historic resources that will be affected by the demolition," 
and therefore offers no objection to the removal of the buildings. 
(See Exhibit 0.) 
2. Land Uses 
The DeSoto-Carr Urban Renewal Area, which is adjacent to Pruitt-
lgoe, is an area consisting of extensive blight and physical 
decay with all of the existing structures vacant and vandalized 
an·d in advanced stages of deterioration. 
Almost every conceivable land use may be found in the nei ghborhoods 
immediately adjacent to Pruitt-igoe. The predominant use is resi-
dential . However, the largest category of land use is vacant 
land. The following table summarizes existing land uses in the 
areas immediately adjacent to the Pruitt-igoe site: 
8 
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TABLE II 
EXISTING LAND USES IN AREAS ADJACENT TO PRUITT -IGOE SITES 
Land Use Proportion of Total Land 
Residential 28% 
Commercial ll % 
Industrial 3% 
Transportation 6% 
Public, Semi-Public 12% 
Vacant 39% 
Frequently, industrial and trucking activities are interspersed 
among res identi a 1 uses. Margi na 1 1 and uses, such as junk and 
salvage yards, also occur adjacent to residential areas, thus 
contributing to the general deterioration of the Pruitt-Igoe 
neighborhood. Although the data used to prepare Table II was 
collected in 1971, the information is still valid, as the only 
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substantial change in land use has been an incre.ase in the amount 
of vacant land. The increase in vacant land is due to the 
unchecked deterioration in building conditions and the consequent 
razing of structures (see Exhibit B) . During the years 1972 and 
1973, a total of 337 structures, containing 1,345 dwelling units, 
g 
were demolished in the area surrounding Pruitt-Igoe. The 
increased vacant land and structural loss manifests itself in a 
This data was collected in 1971 as input to the preparation of a 
land use plan for the Model City area. 
g 
·Demolition Permit Records of the City of St. Louis. 
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population loss for the area surrou·nding Pruitt-Igoe. For example, . 
. ( ·. ' 
between 1g6o and 1970, the population in this area declined 37 per-
10 ' 
cent -- from 79,311 to 49,915. 
The area surrounding Pruitt-Igoe is one of the oldest sections. in 
St. Louis, which is one of the oldest cities in the United States. 
Settled in 1764, St. Louis was incorporated as a town in 1809 and 
as a city in 1822. Most of the brick row structures which remain 
standing date from the period 1880 to 1910 . Of the total structures, 
70 percent have been found to be more than 70 years o 1 d, and 93 per-
11 . 
cent are more than 50 years old. This helps explain the occur-
rence of such a high degree of deterioration. As of now, only 
g percent of the units in the Model City area are considered sound, 
as opposed to 84 percent which are considered deteriorated. (See 
Exhibit B.) 
It will become clear in a later section, where the physical con-
ditions of Pruitt-Igoe are discussed, that Pruitt-Igoe's drastic 
physical deterioration is not an anomaly in its neighborhood. 
Rather, Pruitt-Igoe reflects and is reflected by the general con-
dition of the neighborhood in which it is located. Pruitt-lgoe 
is special because of its massive size . It overwhelms the good 
and the bad in the surrounding physical environment. 
1960 and 1970 Census of Population Figures 
1971 Building Survey conducted by City Plan Commission 
3. Schools 
Pruitt- lgoe was served by four pub 1 i c elementary schoo 1 s: Carr 
Lane School, located at 1004 North Jefferson Avenue; Blewett 
School, located at 1927 Cass Avenue; Pruitt School, located at 
18 
1212 No,·th 22nd Street; and Franklin School, located at 814 North 
12 
19th Street. All of these schools were built in the 1950 ' s to 
serve Pruitt-lgoe. Table III summarizes a ten-year period's 
enrollment trend for each public school, together with the pro-
portion of pupils who were Prui tt-Igoe residents. 
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TABLE III 
SCHOOLS: Carr Lane Blewett Pruitt 
Enrollment 1041 1319 1201 
1960-1961 
% Living in 100% 100% 100% 
Pruitt-! oe 
Enrollment ll73 ll91 ll20 
1965-1966 
% Living in 96% 100% 100% 
Pruitt-igoe Less than 
Enrollment 548 751 400 
1970-1971 
% Living in 60% 65% 95% 
Pruitt-Igoe Less than 
Enrollment 239 619* 394 
1973 
% Living in 50% 9% 75% 
Pruitt-Ig oe 
*7th and 8th Grades - 9th Grade not included 
Data obtained from St . Louis Board of Education 
Frankl in 
886 
5% 
635 
1% 
383 
5% 
250 
10% 
., 
J 
I 
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As. the ta~le indicates, the proportion of Pruitt-Igoe students 
. ... . · J .~, ., .:_,: . -~h • .' )!·~: ~ - . ' ·, ( ·, 
has declined sharply at each school during theperi9d 1960-1973. 
This trend correspon9s to a sharp. loss. of populatio~ at the 
,Pruitt-Igoe Complex during the_ same period. The sharpest decrease 
occurred at Blewett School where the percentage of Pruitt-Igoe 
students dropped from 100 percent in 1960-1961 to 9 percent in 
1973; while the least decrease occurred at Franklin School, which 
relatively few Pruitt-Igoe students have attended due to the dis-
tance involved. Total enrollment at all four schools has declined 
drastically from 1960 to 1973, in response to the steep population 
losses which have occurred in the areas adjacent to Pruitt-Igoe. 
As mentioned previously, between 1960 and 1970 , the population in 
the area surrounding Pruitt-Igoe declined by 37 percent. 
At the present, the Pruitt Elementary School has been cl osed; the 
Blewett Elementary School has been converted to a middle school 
for grades 7, 8, and 9 with all of its student s being bussed from 
the neighborhoods of Walbridge and Walnut Park, thus relieving the 
overcrowded Northwest High School ; t he Carr Lane Elementary School 
wi ll remain open with students in grades 4 through 8 being trans-
ferred from the Divoll Elementary School, which is being cl osed; 
and the Frankli n Elementary School, which had been pl anned for 
closing, will remain open. Thi s information was obtained from 
Mr . James E. McClelland, Director , Maintenance and Construction , 
Board of Education of St. Loui s Public School s in a tel ephone 
conversation on August 16, 1974. 
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Pruitt-igoe was served by two Catholic parochial schools: 
St. Bridget, which served grades 1-6; and St. Leo's, which served 
grades 7-8. In 1961, there were five parochial schools serving 
Pruitt-Igoe and surrounding neighborhoods. By 1965, only three 
school s were left. The Archdiocese School Office feels that the 
closing of the schools was due to the declining population, the 
costs of maintaining the school buildings, and the difficulty in 
obtaining competent teachers. The type of detailed information 
that was obtained from the St. Louis Board of Education (Table III) 
is not obtai nab 1 e from the Archdiocese. 
4. Parks and Recreation 
Park and revreational facilities available to Pruitt-Igoe residents 
are (1) Murphy Park (9.6 acres) located immediately adjacent to 
the east with facilities for baseball and football; (2) DeSoto 
Recreation Center in DeSoto Park (18.35 acres) with a swimming 
pool, gym, and space for arts and crafts; and, (3) Grunden Library 
at 2008 Cass Avenue. 
5. Religious Facilities 
Bible Way Church of Christ 
First Baptist 
Grace Hill Epi scopa 1 
Gree 1 ey Pr.esbyteri an 
Providence 
Zion Lutheran 
Sacred Heart (Catholic) 
St. Augustine's (Catholic) 
St. Laborius (Catholic) 
St. Leo (Catholic) 
St. Stanislaus (Catholic) 
6. Health Services 
Hea]Jh services were provided to Pruitt-Igoe residents by the 
Pruitt-Igoe Medical Action Center located at 2407 O'Fallon 
Avenue, and the Jefferson Muni ci pa 1 He a 1 th Center at 1421 North 
Jefferson Avenue, near Cass Avenue. 
The Pruitt-Igoe Medical Action Center offered medical treatment 
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for minor illnesses and injuries, a weight reduction program, 
prenatal care and limited gynecological care . This facility, 
funded by the Model City Agency, served Pruitt-lgoe residents 
almost exclusively, was closed during the relocation of Pruitt-
lgoe tenants . Its personnel are now affiliated with other clinics . 
The Jefferson Munici pa 1 Health Center offers comprehensive chi 1 d 
health care, prenatal classes, obstetrics and family planning, 
X-rays and TB treatment. The boundaries of this facility, 
operated by the Health Division of the City of St. Louis, extend 
beyond the Pruitt-Jgoe area. Service is still being provided to 
residents of the area. 
7. Police 
Pruitt-igoe is served by the Fourth District Police Station located 
at 1200 North Clark Avenue. The boundaries of this District are 
the Mississippi River on the east, Chouteau Avenue on the south, 
Jefferson Avenue on the west, and North Market Street on the north 
For the District as a whole, the percent of total City crime 
has declined from 17 .7 in 1955, when Pruitt-igoe was being completed 
and was partially occupied, to 8.8 percent in 1972, when Pruitt-igoe 
13 
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was occupied by approximately 600 families. 
Table IV shows crimes against persons in 1972 in Pruitt-Igoe and 
adjacent census tracts. This table shows a high crime rate in 
Pruitt-Igoe and the surrounding area, as compared to the rest of 
the City. However, Table V, which shows total index crimes com-
mitted between 1969 and 1972 in Pruitt-Igoe, clearly indicates the 
tremendous decline in crime, from a high of 931 crimes in 1969 to 
a low of 210 crimes in 1972. Another comparison shows that in 
October, 1972, 22 index crimes were reported in Pruitt-Igoe; in 
October 1973, the total index crimes had been reduced to 17. 
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TABLE IV 
CRIMES AGAINST PERSONS IN PRUITT -IGOE AND ADJACENT CENSUS TRACTS 
Murder Rape 
Census Tract No. Per 1000 No. Per 1000 
1213 
1201 
1203 
1261 
14 
6 
City-Wide 205 
1.3 
1.3 
0.8 
0.5 
0.3 
12 
10 
512 
l.l 
1.3 
1.2 
1.7 
0.8 
Aggravated As sua lt 
No. Per 1000 
104 
44 
80 
52 
32.6 
9.4 
9.8 
10.7 
9.1 
5.2 
1972 data from St. Louis Police Department. Crimes per 1000 
population obtained from 1970 Census Data. Tract No. 1213 includes 
both Pruitt-Igoe and Vaughn Apartments Public Housing Projects. Tracts 
No. 1201, 1203 and . 1261 are adj~cent to the Pruitt-!goe tract on the 
north. · 
, !.I• •"\ .1.: 1 v• 
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TABLE V 
Metropolitan St. louis Po.llce District · 
·Crime Comparison by Pauly Block 
Pruitt-Igoe Housing Project 
Year 1969 
Tota 1 Crimes 931 
Block 4-75 
1970 
391 
lW. 
210 
1972 
210 
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The conclusion must be drawn that among the variables accounting 
for the decrease in crime, the one variable that most contributes 
15 
to the decrease is the tremendous decline in the area's population. 
Other factors contributing to the decrease in crime ' were the addi-
, tion of City of St. louis police foot patrols, the Hous ing 
Authority's own efforts at security and maintenance, and the effort s 
of the Tenant Affairs Board. 
8. Fire Protection 
14 
The project site is served by Engine Company No. 5, which is approxi-
mately five blocks away. This firehouse has two pumpers and one 
hook and l adder mobile unit, and is located at 2123 North Market 
Street. The District Five Chief personally responds to all fires 
and can call for additional fire equipment and resources if needed. 
Fire hydrants line the major streets and service roads. Adequate 
fire protection presently exists in the area. 
Index crimes are murder, rape, robbery, aggravated assualt, l arceny 
and auto theft. 
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This fact, and the information for Tabl~ V, were supplied during a 
personal interview on December 28, 1973, with Dr. Arthur Meyer of St. louis 
Universi ty, who is the s tatistician for the Police Department . 
9. Infrastructure 
Pruitt-Igoe is served by all utilities as follows: 
Water - provided by the City of St . Louis, Department of Public 
-- Utilities , Water Division 
Sanitary Sewerage - Metropolitan Sewer District 
Lighting- City of St. Louis, Department of Public Utilities, 
Water Division 
Gas - Laclede Gas Company 
Telephone - Southwestern Bell Telephone Company 
10. Demographic Characteristics 
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Exhibit E describes a Pruitt-Igoe population that was very young --
the 1 argest single age group was the 5-13 group; had an unusually 
high number of large families, was extremely poor and lacked a 
male head of household in 80 percent of the families. This data 
was collected in 1972. In a January, 1972 article in The Plain 
Truth, St. Louis Housing Authority Director, Thomas P. Costello, 
stated: "In 1966, the 'known ' population had reached 10,564 --
72.5 percent of which were minors . Further, 67 . 2 percent of the 
families were without rna le heads ; 20.8 percent of the fami 1 i es had 
gross incomes of under $2,500 per year. . . The unemployment rate 
for residents of Pruitt-Igoe has always been high ... In 1966, 
only 35 . 5 percent of the families derived their sole source of 
income from emp 1 oyment. " 
According ~o the census, in 1970 . the tract in which Prui tt-Igoe 
is located had a total population of ll, 124; 99 percent of which 
were' b1 ack . . .The median family income·.·was $3,325, and 56.3 per.-
cent ·of the fami 1 i es in the tract had incomes be 1 ow the poverty 
level of $3,479 for . . a family of,.four. Qf . ~he approximately 
2,800 householdsin the census tract,1,668 were receiving some 
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form of welfare as of March, 1972 . The median number of school 
years completed was 8. 6, one of the lowest figures in the City . 
The unemployment rate was 19 percent. 
11. Employment and Commercial Facilities 
Other than a Brown Shoe Company factory in the neighborhood, there 
are no employment centers . Commercial facilities are comprised of · 
marginal corner store type of operations. These· are mostly food 
stores. 
D. Aesthetic Elements 
1. Pruitt-lgoe Image 
It is appropriate here to quote from observations of Pruitt-Igoe 
which have been made in recent years. 
In a memorandum dated July 13, 1970, Betty Thompson of the Pruitt-
lgoe District Community Corporation wrote : "According to a sur-
vey made by our Housing Speci a 1 i st, 30 percent of buildings in 
the area are substandard, 70 percent of the re s idents live in 
dilapidated, rat-infested buildings . .There are none of the 
following rooms on ground floor level : playground, automatic 
wash house, day care center. 
The Pruitt-igoe Neighborhood Corporation wrote a pamphlet called 
"A Dream Deferred" in 1966. It was written by the Pruitt-igoe 
residents and neighbors. Excerpts follow : 
Missouri Division of Welfare, St. Louis City Office. 
"Tenants of Pruitt-lgoe are subjected to inconveniences 
which residents of more affluent areas of the community 
would not tolerate. No box for deposit of mail ... 
telegrams are seldom delivered. Some large St . Louis 
department stores refuse to de 1 i ver furniture to res i-
dents ... Filth and stagnation characterize the grounds. 
Broken glass, rusty cans and other metal scraps, garbage 
and 1 i tter are abundant . 
should have flourished. 
Hardened mud exists where grass 
Only unswept, broken sidewalks 
and equally dirty, cracked streets and pavements provide 
access between buildings and entrances and exits to the 
outside world. 
"When one drives or walks into Pruitt-lgoe, he is confronted 
by a dismal sight. Glass, rubble and debris litter the 
streets, the accumulation is astonishing ... abandoned 
automobiles have been left in parking areas; glass is 
omnipresent; tin cans are strewn throughout, paper has 
been rained on and stuck in the cracked, hardened mud . 
Pruitt-lgoe from without looks like a disaster area. 
Broken windows are apparent in every building. Street 
lights are inoperative ... As the visitor nears the 
entrance to a building, the filth and debris intensify. 
Abandoned rooms under the building are receptacles for 
all matter of waste. Mice, roaches, and other vermin 
.. thrive in these open areas . 
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, "The infamous sk_ip-stop e_lev_ator is a revelation. even for 
those considering themselves prepared for a~ythi ng. 
Paint has peeled from the elevator walls. The stench of 
urine is overwhelming; ventilation in the elevators is 
non-existent. . . When the visitor emerges from the dark, 
stench-filled elevator on to one of the building's 
gallery floors, he enters a grey concrete caricature of 
an insane asylum. Institutional grey walls give way to 
institutional grey floors. Rusty institutional-type 
screens cover windows in which no glass exists. Radiators 
once used to heat those public galleries have been, in 
many buildings, stripped from the wa 11 s . Incinerators, 
too small to accommodate the quantity of refuse placed 
into them, have spilled over -- trash and garbage are 
heaped on the floors. Lightbulbs and fixtures are out; 
bare hot wire often dangles from rna 1 functioning 1 i ght 
sockets . 11 
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An article in Barron's on January 10, 1972, is introduced with a 
quote from Senator Abraham A. Ribicoff: "I can't imagine a more 
horrible way to live than Pruitt-Igoe." In the body of the articl e 
i s the s tatement : "Pruitt-Igoe i s a disgrace, a human disaster 
area ... Children fall out of windows or into elevator shafts in 
Prui tt-Igoe' s hi ghri se bui 1 dings, or burn themse 1 ves on exposed 
steam pipes (insulation was eliminated as an economy measure), or 
cut themselves on the broken glass outside." 
Severa 1 photographs showing exterior and interior condi ti ens 
are appended as Ex hi bit F. 
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III. RELATIONSHIP OF PROPOSED ACTION TO LAND USE PLANS, POLICIES AND CONTROLS 
1. Regional Planning 
The East-West Gateway Coordinatfng Council, the St. Louis Area 
Council of Governments and regional A-95 clearinghouse, have sub-
mitted the following comments: 
Our primary concern is the amount of consideration given to 
alternatives to the proposed demolition ... Our concern with 
alternatives is particularly prompted by the impact the pro-
posed demo 1 i ti on will have on the housing market for the area. 
Pruitt-Igoe is located in planning district nine as delineated 
in the Regional Housing Plan for the St. Louis Metropolitan 
Area. This district has an estimated need for 5,700 additional 
standard units as of April, 1970, the second highest need for 
any planning district in the region, and the highest in the 
Missouri portion. 
The Pruitt-Igoe Action Plan, completed in April, 1972 proposed 
demolition, rehabilitation and new construction in the Pruitt-
Igoe complex which would result in over 2,000 standard dwelling 
units . Therefore, we are concerned with (1) the rationale for 
rejection of the Action Plan as well as other alternatives to 
total demolition, and (2) expectations for future use of the 
land with respect to residential development. 
Alternatives will be discussed more specifically later in the State-
ment, but as shown in the Existing Environment and History Status 
portion of this document, the case for demolition of Pruitt-lgoe is 
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quite clear. Because of the nature of the surrounding neighborhoods, 
which are as troubled as Pruitt-lgoe, but on a lesser scale; it 
cannot be assured that rehabilitation and/or redevelopment would be 
successful in eliminating the type of problems which have beset the 
project. 
As noted previ ously, t he cost of r ehabilitation was estimated at 
$38 million in 1970 ; the cost of complete redeve 1 opment, inc 1 udi ng 
commercial, institutional and park areas was $30 million . This, in 
addition to the outstanding debt obligation of approximately 
$25 million, makes redevelopment and/or rehabilitation financi ally 
infeasibl e . No private interests have r ecently come forward to 
underwrite part or all of the cos t s, and the local and Federal 
Government cannot underwrite the cost. Finally, HUD no longer has 
any programs which could he 1 p to underwrite red eve 1 opment and/or 
rehabilitation costs . 
2. Missouri State Highway Commission 
The l~i ssouri State Highway Commission states that" . .. if the 
Pruitt-lgoe Complex is demolished, we suggest that previous to 
redevelopment, the Highway Commission be contacted so that this 
and other lands in the area may be considered for the development 
of an optimum transportation corridor in the area ." 
3. St . Louis City Plan Commission 
The Ci ty Pl an Commission st ates t hat " . .. the proposed demolition 
is fully consistent .with current plans, policies and controls for 
_,., .. ' ·both the Pruitt-lgoe and the .surrounding Model City Area . " See 
Exhibit G for full text of the City's comments . 
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4. St. Lou .is Land Clearance for Redevelopment Authority 
'· 
Mr. David Hrysko, Director of Planning for the Land Clearance for 
Redevelopment Authority, states that: "the contemplated demolition 
of the Pruitt-lgoe housing development will eliminate many of the 
problems which have served as obstacles to the redevelopment of the 
DeSoto-Carr area and the near north stde in general. . The 
existence of Pruitt-lgoe and the negative physical and social envi-
ronments which have been created by it, have greatly prohibited the 
future. growth of areas surrounding Pruitt-lgoe ... It is important 
to recognize that the availability and subsequent development of 
the 57 acres, in and of itself, although extremely important, may 
not necessarily be the major consideration in determining the value 
attributed to the release of the 57-acre Pruitt-lgoe tract of land. 
Possibly more important is the 'catalystic' function that develop-
ment of the site may have on influencing additional redevelopment 
activity in areas surrounding the Pruitt-igoe site." The entire 
text of Mr . Hrysko's comments is appended as Exhibit H. 
5. St . Louis Model City Agency 
~lr . Arthur Kennedy of the City of St. Louis Model City Agency 
states the following: .. the demolition of Pruitt-igoe can only 
have a positive effect on our efforts in the Model Cities Program 
to develop the Carr Central, Montgomery-Hyde Park and Yeatman 
neighborhoods. The e limination of the overwhelming blighting 
effect of the massive, vacant and vanda 1 i zed bui 1 dings wi 11 e 1 imi-
nate a deterrent to investment in these nearby neighborhoods which 
has retarded our efforts of the past .. 
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"Finally, I believe a point needs to be raised about the importance 
in moving ahead in an expeditious manner to complete the demolition 
of Pruitt-Igoe . As you are surely aware, the St. Louis Model 
Cities Program, during all of the years of its operation, has been 
plagued by the uncertai nty and false starts. on efforts to do some-
thing about Pruitt-Igoe. I, along with the Chairman of the Model 
Cities Boa rd, served on the spec ial task force ... whi ch worked for 
over a year to develop a Pruitt-Igoe renewal plan. This plan was 
subsequently rejected by HUD as being economically unfeasible. In 
that report, it was the unanimous recommendation of the task force 
that should such a finding be made, then the a lternative action 
should be the demolition of the project. reiterate that this was 
the position adopted by the task force .. The action to demolish, 
therefore , is direct coordination with our previous recommendations." 
The entire text of Mr . Kennedy's comments is appended as Exhibit I. 
6. Private and Public Opinion 
In its review, the East-Wes t Gateway Coordinating Council also 
included the following comments : 
The immediate social impact has already presented problems . Of 
the 587 families 1 iv ing in the complex at the time of the demo-
1 it ion announcement, 90 have moved out . A group of the tenants 
has initiated a court case ·against the Housing Authority for 
unwarranted evictions . The relocation program, the extent to 
which relocation monies are available and the nature and status 
of the court case should be addressed. 
Jack ·Saunders, Corrrnuni.ty Ser.vices Advisor .in the St. Lou j s Area 
Office of HUD, in the last months of 1973, met with a wide variety 
of individuals and citizen groups (see Exhibit J for lists) . 
Several times , discussions of Pruitt-lgoe 's demolition and its 
effect on the context of other activities in the black community 
arose. The opinions should be viewed in the context of the black 
community's past experiences with government and housing in the 
City of St . Louis . Mr. Saunders, summarizing the feelings of the 
citizens he has met with, states: "Traditionally, St. Louis 
renewal programs have provided minimal, marginal opportunities to 
low-income persons for improving thidr life styles. Citizens and 
professionals alike indi cated that decisions of this nature 
(development/redevelopment) are arbitrary and the process is most 
unpleasant for those receiving the brunt of the negative activity 
conducted under the pretentious name of 'progress'." 
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Mr. Saunders has been told by these groups and citizens that they 
perceive the chain of events leading to the construction of the 
Convent ion Center and the demolition of Pruitt-lgoe as an indi ca-
tion that there is a plan between the City and the major business-
men to e 1 imina te poor , b 1 ack peop 1 e from the Convention Center area. 
This would inc lude the eventual demolition of the Cochran Apartments, 
a public housing project near Pruitt-Igoe. 
The real concern of t hese c iti zens is that the reuse of the Pruitt-
lgoe l and is being planned without considera tion of the low-income 
and black community's needs. 
Exhibit K contains letters from groups and citizens concerning 
the demolition of Pruitt-Igoe. 
On February 25, 1974, a suit was filed on behalf of the former 
resident s of Pruitt- Igoe . The suit seeks to establish the rights 
of the former tenants to the benefits of the Uniform Relocation 
Act. A motion to dismiss the action was filed by all the defend-
ants. The Court has not yet ruled on this motion. 
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IV. PROBABLE IMPACT OF PROPOSED ACTION ON THE ENVIRONMENT 
A. Physical Impacts 
1. Demolition 
17 
Demolition of Pruitt-lgoe involves 30 11-story buildings and 
appurtenant facilities, the most significant being seven boiler 
plants. Based on the experience of the demolition of two Pruitt-
!gee buildings in March, 1972, it is estimated that the rubble 
will have a volume of approximately 270,000 cubic yards and weigh 
17 
351,000 tons. The composition of the rubble, exclusive of boiler 
plants, will be brick, mortar and steel reinforcing rods. 
18 
It 'has been determined by seeking professional opinions that the 
brick has no salvage value because it has no antique value, and 
the brick and mortar will not separate upon demolition making them 
too costly to clean and salvage. However, as described later, the 
bricks may be recycled for other uses. 
Most of the valuable metals in the buildings have been stripped by 
vandals. However, the boiler plant metal is sa lvageable and the 
scrap market for s teel is excellent at this time. 
This informat ion obtained from Marvin Veesaert, General Aggregate 
Corporation, who, from experience with many types of demo1 ition, estimated 
that the type of rubbl e from Pruitt-lgoe would weigh 1.3 tons per cubic 
yard. 
18 
Individual s interviewed: Sidney Jacks, St. Louis Housing Authority; 
Ronald Hayden, Hayden Lumber and Wrecking Co.; Buddy Hackman, Alcoa Wrecking 
Co.; Arnold Spirtos, Spirtos Wrecking Co. 
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The Housing Authority will not remove the foundations from the site, 
as this is too expensive. A small amount of the rubble will be 
used to fill the foundations . 
Demo 1 iti ori is proposed to be by b 1 asti ng. Other techniques, such as 
headache ball, jackhammer, and high speed saw will be used only if 
blasting presents a danger to a nearby structure or utility line. 
However, precise information on the need for alternative demolition 
methods has not yet been determined. 
It should be noted that other types of demolition techniques produce 
some adverse effects as follows: 
1. They raise air pollution levels over a longer period of time 
than does blasting. 
2. They are as noisy as blasting, but the noise is continuous and 
basically lasts throughout a wo~king day. 
3. They take far longer to demolish a building and thus prolong 
the time for remova 1 of the rubb 1 e from the site . 
4. Unlike b1asting, which immediately kills all rodents in a 
building, these alternative techniques attract rodents to the 
workers' 1 unch scraps and simultaneously allow the rodents to 
escape to other areas. 
According to the Federal Register, Volume 38, Number 66, Page 8829, 
Subpart B - National Emission Standards for Asbestos: 
"any owner or operator of ·a demolition operation who intends to 
demolish •.. any apartment buildings having more than four 
dwelling .units·, structure, facility, installation, or portion 
thereof which contains any boiler; pipe or load supporting 
structural member that is insulated or fireproofed with 
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friable material shall comply with the requirements set forth 
in this paragraph. The requirements are that the Administrator 
of EPA be advised 20 days prior to demolition of the intent to 
demolish; that friable asbestos material shall be wetted and 
removed prior to wrecking load supporting structural members, 
that no pipe or load supporting structural members covered with 
fri ab 1 e asbestos sha 11 be dropped or thrown to the ground, that 
no friable asbestos debris shall be dropped or thrown to the 
ground or . from any floor to any other floor - for structures 
50 feet or higher, friable asbestos debris shall be transported 
to the ground in dust-tight chutes or containers. The bid 
specifications and contract will require adherence to these 
requirements . 11 
The City of St. Louis Building Commission has prepared a draft 
"Suggested Additional Precautions for Demo! it ion" which describes 
various precautions for damage prevention. A summary of the most 
important provisions is described as follows : 
1. The Contractor shall file a complete description of how the 
explosives will be deployed, including total quantity and types 
of explosives, temporary storage location, public security 
measures and delivery and routes approved by the ICC. 
2. The public shall be barred from the site for a distance of no 
less than 300 feet during the period from two hours before 
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delivery of explosives to the site to not less than four hours 
after demolition. The public shall be barred from a distance 
of no less than 100 feet during the period while the building 
site is being cleared, leveled and graded . 
3. There will be no magazine storage of blasting agents permitted 
at the site. A single blast occurrence shall be trucked in 
properly marked vehicles and parked or located as prescribed 
by the Building Code, Federal and ICC Regulations. 
4. The Contractor must submit for approval a mechanical or electri-
cal monitoring system, whereby each charge under separate delay 
and location can be verified as expended or unexpended. 
5. Wherever the use of explosives is anticipated within 300 feet of 
·privately owned buildings or structures and/or any public sewer 
and/or any public utility service, such as gas, electric, tele-
phone, or water which service other than Pruitt-lgoe; the use of 
explosives shall be predicated on a full and complete pre-blast 
seismic and photographic survey of such buildings or structures 
and a seismic survey of such utility services. 
6. Basement slabs and foundations are to be broken and cracked 
sufficientl y to permit drainage of fill ed basement areas . 
The effect of the proposed specifications is to protect the public 
from the dangers of flying mortar; from the danger of undetonated 
blasting caps and from the danger of service disruption to areas 
outside of Pruitt-lgoe due to damage to utilities. These provisions 
a're merely proposals as of this time . 
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2. Removal of Debris 
19 
Removal of the brick and mortar rubble from the site will be by 
truck. One truck trip one-way to a dumping place will involve an 
average of 18 tons per load. At this rate, it will take approxi-
mately 19,500 loads to remove the rubble. This will create the 
consumption of a large amount of fuel at a time when fuel is scarce. 
Assuming a round trip of 20 miles, and with the knowledge that 
average fuel consumption of a heavy truck is three miles per 
gallon, one trip would use 6.66 gallons of fuel. At 19,500 loads, 
19 
this would mean the consumption of 129,870 gallons of fuel. 
The cost of mo'ving the rubble to a di sposal site ll miles away 
20 
equals $1 . 45 per ton (this figure was available) . Assuming an 
average load of 18 tons, the cost of one load would be $26.10. 
Assuming 19,500 loads, the cost of hauling the rubble would be 
$508,950. Obviously, as mileage goes up or down, the cost per ton 
also varies . 
The 1 arge number of truck trips required to remove the rubb 1 e 
implies that it will take many months to clear the site. The 
removal of the previously demolished two buildings took three 
months . At this rate, removal of the rubble from the 30 remaining 
buildings will take from 12 to 45 months, depending on the capac ity 
of the contractor . This length of time necessary for rubble 
See Footnote 17 for source of information for entire paragraph. 
20 
Ibid. 
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removal extends the time when vehicular and pedestrian traffic will 
be disrupted; noise will be created by heavy equipment and trucks, 
and the City wi 11 need to protect the site. 
3. Di sposa 1 of Debris 
21 
Because of the deficiency in municipal waste disposal sites in the 
St. Loui s area; if the Pruitt-lgoe debri s has to be disposed of in 
these sites, this would definitely be a negative impact. However, 
the Pruitt-lgoe debris i s inert and clean- known as demolition 
debris. Therefore, it can be disposed of in ways which municipal 
refuse cannot. The possibilities of disposal sites are listed as 
follows : 
a. For use as fill in mined-out quarries. Two quarries contacted 
21 
expressed interest. The quarries would charge $1.20 per ton 
for dumping the r ubb 1 e . 
b. As fill for abandoned strip mines in St. Clair County, Illinois . 
Due to the distance, the hauling costs would be extremely high . 
This means of disposal would constitute reuse, rather than mere 
disposal of the rubble, and thus have a positive environmental 
impact . 
The di sposal of the 30 buildings will be made in accordance with 
established regulations and practices of the Federal Government, 
the State of Missouri and the City of St. Louis. 
Westlake Quarry,, Rock Hill Quarry 
· The Environmental Protection Agency's "Guidelines for Thermal 
Processing and Land Disposal of Solid Wastes" sets forth steps 
which must be taken to properly dispose of solid waste . HUD 
compliance with these guide! ines is required by Section 2ll of 
the Solid Waste Disposal Act of 1965, as amended. Compliance 
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with the guidelines is required of a Federal agency if the agency 
has jurisdiction over any real property or facility which involves 
it in solid waste disposal activities. The provisions of the 
Guidelines which are revelant to this decision may be summarized 
as follows: 
1. A facility may only accept wastes it has been designed to 
accept. 
2. Site selection and utilization shall comply with appropriate 
federal, State or local health, environmental, planning and 
solid waste management agency requirements and plans. 
The State of Missouri has published .solid waste rules and regulations. 
The following sections are applicable: 
"(2.1.1) All so lid waste except the materials listed in 
Requirements may be accepted for disposal at an approved sanitary 
landfill without special approvai from the Division. (Since the 
Pruitt-lgoe material is inert, it does not need special approval.) 
Section III- Demolition Landfill Rules and Regulations 
3.3 .0 Scope 
3.0.1 These demolition landfill rul es and regulations are 
intended to provide for land disposal of certain solid wastes 
.;.];" 
which do not present the potential water poll uti on and public 
health hazards associated with municipal solid wastes and 
hazardou s wastes. 
3.1.0 Solid Wastes Accepted 
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3.1.1 Requirement: Only the following so lid waste materials 
shall be accepted for disposal in a demolition landfill: 
demolition wastes, construction wastes, brush, wood wastes, 
tires, inert plastics, so il, rock, concrete and nondecomposa-
ble inert solids insoluble in water. The demolition and 
construction wastes shall not contain more than a minor amount 
of metals. 
3.2.0 Solid Wastes Excludes 
3.2.1 Requirement: All other wastes not specifically listed 
in Requ ir ement 3.1.1 shall be excluded from disposal in a 
demolition landfill. Any of the solid wastes listed in 
Requirement 3.1.1 which has been combined, mixed or contaminat-
ed with any other wastes not 1 i sted shall be excluded. 
The East-West Gateway Coordinating Council published in June , 1973, 
a document entitled Interim Recommendations on Solid Waste Disposal 
in the Metropolitan St. Louis Area. The Interim Recommendations 
document estimates solid waste disposal needs for the five-year 
period, 1973-lg78 . The summary includes the following points: 
1. Provisions must be made for disposing of 17 million tons of 
solid waste' in the next five years. Existing operational 
22 
disposal facilities have onl~ 1D .3 million tons estimated 
capactiy, however, and facilities must be developed for the 
remaining estimated 6.7 tons. 
2. San itary landfill sites outside the City of St. Louis will 
have to be used during the interim period since there are no 
suitable sites within the City . Residential, commercial, 
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demolition and industrial wastes are presently disposed of in 
the western parts of Madison and St. Clair Counties in 
22 
Illinois, and northern Jefferson County, Mi ssour.i. 
Interim Recommendations also discusses the log1stics of moving 
solid waste . "The distance from the area in which solid waste is 
generated to the disposal site is a critical factor in determining 
disposal costs .... The estimates of cost per mile range as high 
as $0.83 per mile per truck. At this rate, a 2D-mile trip to a 
disposal facility would cost $16 .6D, or for a full 17 cubic yard 
packer truck carrying refuse with a density of 5DD lbs . per cubic 
23 
yard, the cost would be $3.9D per ton." 
When the two buildings were demolished at Pruitt-Igoe in March, 
1972 , 871 loads in 2D cubic yard trucks were hauled at a cost of 
Sverdrup and Parcel and Associates, Incorporated, Interim Recommen-
dations for So lid Waste Disposal in the Metropolitan St. Louis Area, 
prepared for the East-West Gateway Coordinating Council, June, 1973 . 
23 
Ibid, p. 18 computed from formula p . 33, Cohen, L. H. et al 
(Combustion, Engineering, Inc.) Study of the Advantages of Burning Wood 
Residues in Mixture with Municipal Waste to Generate Power, USDA, using 
factors applicable to the St. Louis area . 
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$51,000. This averages to a cost of approximately $58.00 per trip, 
including on-site work . 
The Interim Recommendations were adopted by the East-West Gateway 
Coordinating Council and are included in the Council's "Comprehen-
sive So 1 i d Waste Management Plan for the Metropo 1 i tan St. Louis 
Area" which is presently being printed. 
4. Climate, Soil, Geology and Topography 
Completion of the proposed action would not effect the regional 
climate and no major impacts on soil or bedrock formations is 
anticipated . Upon the removal of the debris there should be no 
major revisions to the topography. 
5. Drainage 
Existing storm water collection systems are adequate and storm water 
will continue to be discharged through existing storm sewers and 
surface drainage ways. During demolition, the possibility of 
obstruction, . plugging up or damaging sewers, inlets or drainage ways, 
is always present. To minimize this condition, precautionary 
practices with close supervision of machinery and men will be required. 
Demolition waste rubble will require some adjustments to correct 
surface water runoff . However, there should be no major revision to 
the existing storm drainage patterns. 
6. Air Quality 
Because of the effect that meterological conditions have on the amount 
of air pollution which may be caused by demolition proceedings, it is 
. . . .: . 
impossible to predict precisely 'the impact of the demolition of the 
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30 remaining buildings of Pruit~-Igoe on the env.irp,?ment. The 
Division of Air Pollution has· stated: "From an air pollution 
standpoint, it is the recommendation of this Division that 
demolition occur as quickly and as efficiently, from a dust 
standpoint, as possible. It the.refore, indicates that the complex 
be razed by blasting, utilizing all such safety precautions as 
deemed necessary by other agencies within the jurisdiction of the 
Department of Public Safety. It is the experience of this agency 
that other methods, i.e., 'headache ball,' jackhammers and other 
piecemeal attempts at demolition prolong periods of exceptionally 
high dust emissions beyond limits considered tolerable. 
"From an air pollution standpoint, it makes no difference as to 
either the hour of the day or the day of the week as to when demo-
lition takes place. 
" . . . The Divis ion of Air Pollution Control requires other tempor-
ary measures be taken in order to minimize dust, such as temporary 
enclosures, continuous hosing, building saturation, area and road-
way wetting, etc . 
"It i s the feeling of thi s Division that if Pruitt- Igoe is demol-
i s hed, that it can be accomplished and expedited in the minimum 
time duration possible, utili zi ng maximum preventative techniques 
for restoration of excessive pollutants . We feel this may best 
accomplished by blas ting techniques, even though the short-time 
emissions may prove higher than other demo 1 i tion techniques which 
may continue for many months. 11 
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Air quality will be effected by demolition and removal of debris, 
but these problems would not be expected to become severe. 
The fact that air qual i'ty in the project area is often poor due 
to existing sources of metropolitan pollution may make even 
small e r sources of pollution particularly objectionable. 
7. Noise 
As stated in the Existing Environment section, comprehensive legis-
lation regulating noise is non-existent at the State and local level 
and the City of St. Louis ·is in the process of preparing noise 
regulations. HUD does have guidelines for the evaluation of noise 
impact in Circular 1390 . 2. When redevelopment takes place, the 
guidelines in Handbook 1390. 2 will be adhered to. See Exhibit L 
for standards for construction sites and internal residence noise 
levels. 
The type of noise which will be generated will be noise from demo-
1 ition, on-site work and the movement of trucks in· and out of the 
s ite. Thi s type of noise will fall into the 85 to 125 decibel 
noise level range (see Exhibit M). The noise generated by demoli-
tion by blasting will last only a few minutes. That of on-site 
work and truck traffic could last for up to 45 months. The noise 
will not take place during sleeping hours and will be intermittent 
so that the adverse effect will not be totally disruptive. 
B. Cultura( Impacts 
l . Land Uses 
At this time, the City of St. Louis has no plans for the reuse of 
the 57 acres which will be. released after removal of the rubble • 
.No negative impact is expected from future reuse because of 
protection by the City's zoning ordinance, and other regulatory 
controls; the anticipated noise ordinance and other City codes 
and ordinances. 
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The zoning for the Pruitt-Igoe area is flexible enough to provide 
for any land use but heavy industry. Since this is the only type 
of use which would have a chance of adversely affecting the environ-
ment with noise, heavy equipment, air and water pollution, it is 
expected that the future reuse of the land will not adversely 
affect the environment. 
As stated in letters of review by the Plan Commission, the Land 
Clearance for Redevelopment Authority and the Model City Agency, 
the demolition of Pruitt-lgoe is expected to have a salutary effect 
on the 57 acres in the future and a more immediate effect on the 
developability of surrounding land. Prior to . any redevelopment 
of the land, an Environmental Impact Statement discussing the 
specific proposal will be written . HUD will reserve the right to 
give fi na 1 approva 1 to any proposa 1 s which may occur. 
2. Schools 
As discussed earlier, four elementary schools served Pruitt-lgoe. 
Table Ill showed that total enrollment had declined drastically in 
all four schoo 1 s. The impact on the schoo 1 s serving the area has 
already been experienced with the closing of Pruitt-lgoe. Realizing 
this the Board of Education has acted by closing some of the schools 
serving the area and consolidating others as previously discussed 
under Schools, Section II, Description of Existing Environment. 
3. Health Facilities 
As with the schoo 1 s, the impact on the health fac i 1 it i es serving 
Pruitt-Igoe and the surrounding area has been effected. 
The Pruitt-lgoe Medical Action Center, which served exclusively 
the residents of Pruitt- lgoe, has been closed and its personnel 
are now affiliated with other clinics. 
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The Jefferson Municipal Health Center, which offers comprehensive 
child health care, prenatal classes, obstetrics and family planning, 
x-rays and treatment of TB, is operated by the Health Division of 
the City of St. Louis and served a much larger area than just 
Pruitt-lgoe. This facility is continuing to operate and provide 
health services to the residents of the area. It is likely, that 
the boundaries of the health district served by the Jefferson 
Municipal Health Center, will be shifted to the west, particularly, 
since the Courtney Health Center has opened to the east . 
4. Recreation and Parks 
Recreation facilities will be impacted positively by the demo-
lition of Pruitt- lgoe. Stated earlier was a suriiT!ary of existing 
recreational facilities and services in the Pruitt-Igoe area. 
The DeSoto Recreation Center will continue to operate after 
demolition of Pruitt-lgoe. A major problem which has constrained 
use of the recreation center for neighborhood residents is that 
Pruitt-Igoe residents had declared 'the recreation center part of 
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their "turf" and refused to allow non-residents to ·USe the 
facilities. With the elimination of Pruitt-Igoe, the center 
should · begin to attract a greater number of neighborhood residents . 
5. Fire Protection 
Adequate fire protection for the area is as inconsequential 
a problem as primary utility services. The only problem that 
may be encountered by the fire department will be the increased 
truck traffic serving the site. However, during the removal 
of debris existing roadways will be used in such a way ·so as 
not to affect the movement of traffic. Emergency vehicles 
should be able to travel this section with the same speed and 
safety. 
6. Pol ice Protection 
Or . Arthur Meyer, statistician of the St. Louis Police Department, 
believes that the demolition of Pruitt-lgoe will have little effect 
on the deployment of police personnel in District Four. Crime in the 
neighborhood has been declining for years, primarily because of the 
population decline. The vandalism and violence which plagued Pruitt-
lgoe peaked several years ago and, thus, the pol ice have had a de-
clining role for some time. 
7 . Infrastructure 
The Southwestern Bell Telephone Company indicates that demolition 
will not disturb their operations, as all on-site facilities serve 
the Pruitt-lgoe complex only . The St. Louis Water Department, 
Metropolitan Sewer District, Laclede Gas Company and Union Electric 
Company all feel that precautions will have to be taken to 
protect their facilities, as their facilities serve areas outside 
Pruitt-lgoe. This might require demolition of some buildings or 
parts of buildings by methods other than blasting . The precise 
areas of concern could not be determined at the time of writing 
the Impact Statement. Adjustments can be accompli shed without 
disruption of service to neighborhood users. 
C. Aesthetic Impact 
The description of Pruitt-lgoe ir the sec tion on existing ·environment 
clearly shows a human habitat which provides more misery and discom-
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fort than anything else . The removal of Pruitt-lgoe_ from the 57 acres 
on which it now stands will leave a large open area . As desolate as a 
huge unused and fenced tract of land might be, it must be compared with 
the existing environment. Those who have seen Pruitt-lgoe in its present 
condition will agree that the elimination of the damaged buildings and 
the filth and vermin accompanying them can only beneficially affect the 
environment. 
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V. ALTERNATIVES TO PROPOSED ACTION 
A. Redevelopment and Rehabilitation 
In early 1971, HUD authorized preparation of a plan for the complete 
rehabilitation of Pruitt-Igoe. "The Department is prepared to commit 
substantial funds to implementing an acceptable plan." A Task Force 
was convened and a consortium consisting of Skidmore, Owings and 
Merrill of Chicago; Harland Bartholomew and Associates of St. Louis; 
along with other firms and individuals specializing in the analysis 
of social problems, was hired to undertake the preparation of the 
plan. HUD paid $150,000 for the plan. 
"The Pruitt-lgoe Action Program evaluated the reuse of Pruitt-
Igoe buildings and l and for industry, offices, business, 
institution a 1 , market housing, pub 1 i c housing, pub 1 i c and 
private housing , and combinations of a 11 such uses. Eva 1 u-
ation of current markets showed that there would be no 
immediate use of this particular s ite for industrial, office 
or institutional use because there was other l and and buildings 
currentl y available at equivalent or better cost in equivalent 
or better locations. The site, therefore, offers its major 
potential as a residential area with the inclusion of those 
community and commerc ial activities which wou ld relate to 
24 
residential use . 11 
In describing the Devel opment Pl an, the consultant " ... emphasized 
the need in any redevelopment of Pruitt-lgoe of a viable economic and 
24 
"Pruitt- lgoe Action Program" . page 4 
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family-size mix adding a minimum of 40 percent new families to the 
existing Pruitt-Igoe community. . . Every effort in the Redevelopment 
Plan was made also to provide definable community areas at a residen-
tial cluster scale different from the massive existing Pruitt-lgoe 
and combining low, medium, and high-rise units. New street patterns, 
parking and open space shopping facilities are proposed also to pro-
vide that quality of life that should be available in an urban 
25 
location. n 
The most important conclusions of the consultant and the ' Task Force 
were: 
l. It is possible to redevelop Pruitt - lgoe; 
2. It requires the combined effort of the political, civic and 
community elements of Metropolitan St. Louis; 
3. It requires vigorous continuation of Federal and local pro-
gram in the surrounding neighborhoods; 
4. If the above supporting programs are not forthcoming, the 
Action Program recommends the complete demolition of 
Pruitt-lgoe . . 
The cost of the consultants' recommendations for residential develop-
ment was $22,110,029, of which $4,735,113 was to be borne by the 
Federal Government and the remainder by private developers. This, 
combined with costs for commercial, park and institutional development, 
added to a total of $30,058,576 . 
Before any firm steps were taken to implement the proposal, HUD spent 
about $275,000 to test various demolition techniques and to test the 
25 
Ibid, page 5 
feasibility of partial demolition of the buildings, while keeping 
the remaining portion of the building intact. This test was 
successfully carried out on March 16, 1972. 
It must be understood that at the time of completion of the Pruitt-
Igoe Action Program, only $9 , 389 ,000 of the bonded indebtedness had 
been paid off, leaving a balance of $26,000,000 . The Housing 
Authority had incurred additional indebtedness of $5,757,000 for 
modernization expenditures . The Barron's article (January 10, 1972) 
quotes Skidmore, Owings and Merrill as follows : 
"Previous studies show that while the existing buildings may 
be remodeled into good housing, the cost of doing so is such 
as to leave them with little, if any, residual value that 
may be assigned to this debt. Further, some of this debt 
has been incurred for purchase of the site . When purchased, 
the site was covered by buildings which had to be removed. 
The value of the site today is probabl y in the vicinity of 
$10,000 to $12,000 per acre, about 10 percent of the price 
paid for it . There is simply no practical or conceivable 
program for this s ite that can carry this debt . Virtually 
all of it will ha ve to be written off." 
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The second and third conclusions of the Action Program could not be 
met. The City and Hous ing Authority had no money for additional large 
expenditures concerning Pruitt-lgoe . The civic and conrnunity elements 
s howed no interest. The Federal Government could not guarantee the 
l evel of funding in the area in future years . The final blow came in 
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early 1973, when the moratorium and pending termination of HUO programs 
Vlhich would have been involved in the redevelopment of Pruitt-lgoe 
was announced . 
Both the St. Louis Civic Alliance for Housing and the Pruitt-lgoe 
Action Program contemplated the redeve 1 opment of the Pruitt- Igoe 
site and immediate neighborhood and the rehabilitation and/or partial 
demolition of some of the buildings. The proposals would completely 
~ change the appearance of the bui 1 dings, redesign the site, 1 ower 
densities, and provide easily accessible commercial social services. 
The estimated cost of making these improvements was $22 mill ion for 
red eve 1 opment and $38 million for rehabi 1 i tati on . The costs waul d 
have to be borne in addition to the outstanding bonded indebtedness 
of $26 million. 
The impact of redevelopment/rehabilitation on the physical environment 
is as follows: 
Removal and disposal of debris - The Pruitt-lgoe Action Program 
recommended complete demolition of 12 buildings and partial 
demolition of ten buildings. This would generate approximately 
one-half the volume of rubble· that complete demolition would 
create. Thus, there would exist, though on a smaller scale, 
the adverse effects of fuel consumption in hauling and a sub-
s.tantial amount of time needed to remove the rubble from the 
site. 
Land reuse - Redevelopment/rehabilitation of Pruitt-Igoe would 
constitute a productive use of the land. Design criteria would 
specify a variety of housing types at a scale <1nd in a style 
which would be visually pleasing and convenient to use. The 
housing, which is not planned to be public housing, would be 
on the tax rolls . However, since the land could possibly be 
red eve 1 oped under Section 353 of the Missouri Revised Statutes, 
tax payments might be deferred. Residential land use, using 
modern design standards and built in accordance with the City's 
codes, would not pollute the environment from either air, water, 
or noise aspects. One question mark is the effect of deteri-
orated surrounding areas on the viability of a renewed Pruitt-
lgoe. 
The effect of redeve 1 opment/rehabi 1 i tati on of Pruitt- Igoe on 
the social environment is tentative at best. On one hand, the 
lowered densities and mixed incomes and the well designed 
dwelling units would seem to provide a social environment 
more conducive to constructive social interaction and a more 
positive outlook on the world. On the other hand, there is 
no assurance that .the social environment will be improved, 
when the prob 1 ems of unemp 1 oyment, undereducati on, di scrimi na-
tion and deterioration of surrounding areas can be expected 
to r ema in unsol ved in the foreseeabl e future. The provision 
of sou nd housing cannot counter the se prob 1 ems. 
The effect of red eve 1 opment/rehabil i tati on on the aesthetic 
environment would. undoubtedly be beneficial. The redesign and 
rehabilitation of the buildings, as shown in the Pruitt-lgoe 
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Action Program, would create visually attractive bui 1 dings, 
which would contain dwellings of comfortable dimensions. The 
style and dimensions of the buildings would be varied and 
compatible, creating an architecturally integrated community. 
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As previously indicated, the redevelopment/rehabilitation of Pruitt-
! gee would cost between $20 and $40 million. It is felt that the 
success of this venture is tentative because of the continuing prob-
lems of the minority and low-income people who would become tenants, 
and because of the continuing deterioration of the surrounding 
neighborhoods. 
B. Securing of Existing Buildings and Site 
This alternative is most akin to maintenance of the status quo, except 
that the _ buildings would rel'lain unoccupied. 
The securing of existing buildings would not have an adverse effect 
on the noise, air pollution, and solid waste aspects of the physical 
environment . . There would be no fuel used for rubble disposal, no 
generation of noise by demo 1 iti on and hauling operati ens, and no 
generation of dust by demolition and post-demolition operations . 
The securing of the buildings would have an adverse effect on land 
reuse. If the buildings remain and are not r eused for any purpose, 
the productivity of the land economically and socially .is nil. 
Securing the buildings would have both beneficia 1 and adverse effects 
on the social environment. On the positive side is the fact that 
prospective public housing r es idents would not have to experience 
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the misery of residing in Pruitt-Jgoe. The negative effect is that 
the continued existence of the buildings would preclude the develop-
ment of employment generating, recreation or low-.income oriented 
institutional land uses. 
By far, the most adverse effect of this alternative, is on the aesthetic 
environment. As documented in the section on the history and status 
of Pruitt-lgoe, the buildings were chambers of horrors for the people 
living within, and of.fensive to the people in the surrounding neighbor-
hoods who had to live with the monoliths every day. Securing of the 
buildings would not improve their appearance. Thus, the buildings 
would continue to perpetuate their ugly influence on the surrounding 
area. 
C. Partial Demolition 
This alternative could become a possibility if the $3.5 million allo-
cated for the proposed complete demolition was not enough to cover the 
costs of demolishing the entire 30 buildings. 
Partial demolition would adversely affect the physical environment in 
the same manner as total demolit·;on. Noise and air pollution would 
be generated and considerable amounts of fuel would be required for 
hauling. The extent of adverse impact would depend on the number of 
buildings demolished. 
Land reuse would be adversely affected as the continued existence of 
some of the buildings would tend to preclude realization of the full 
potential for development of the cleared land. 
As in complete demolition, the social environment would be adversely 
affected in that enrollment in schools and patronage of health 
facilities would be diminished. 
The aesthetic environment would be most adversely affected, as both 
buildings and a large amount of vacant land would exist. 
Other adverse effects of partial demolition would be that the 
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Housing Authority would have to continue to bear the burden of caring 
for the property; the costs of demo 1 ish i ng the remaining bui 1 dings 
would continue to rise as time goes by ; and the possibility of obtain-
ing a lower cost demolition and hauling contract would be lessened 
with the smaller scale of work. 
D. Rework the Site Using the Rubble to Create a Park with New Land Forms 
This alternative involves removal of the buildings, but the rubble 
would . remain on site. The rubble would be shaped into hills, decor-
ative walls, barbecues and other facilities, and the land would be 
developed into a park. 
The impact on the physical environment would be adverse in that the 
demolition of the buildings will cause air and noise pollution. 
Also, the fuel for hauling in soil cover, which could be as much as 
·200,000 cubic yards, would have to be used. The beneficial effects 
on the physi ca 1 environment waul d occur from the park's flora which 
would circulate fresh air and lower temperatures in hot weather. 
Socially, the park alternative would have outstanding beneficial 
effects in that the park would provide a source of active and passive 
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recreation for the entire coRIIlunity. 
The aesthetic benefits also could be outstanding, as the beauty of 
a well-designed park would substantially offset the deterioration 
of the surrounding neighborhoods. There is, however, an existing 
City park on the south periphery of the Pruitt-lgoe site which 
tends to preclude official interest at this time; and finally, of 
greater importance, the development of a park, no matter how inno-
vative and unique, would preclude the ability to effect a total new 
pattern of land use. 
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VI. PROBABLE ADVERSE ENVIRONMENTAL EFFECTS . THAT CANNOT BE AVOIDED 
It can be stated that there will be no adverse effects which are long-term 
or permanent in nature, or which might not have occurred in the next one 
to five years naturally, due to the continuing decline of the population 
of Pruitt- Igoe and of the surrounding neighborhoods. The adverse effects 
may be summarized as follows: 
1. Amount of fuel used to haul the rubb 1 e away will be at 1 east 
129,870 gallons. This comes in the midst of serious fuel 
shortages and rising fuel prices. 
2. Based on the experience gained from the previous demolition of two 
Pruitt-Igoe buildings, the rubble will take from 12 to 45 months 
to remove from the site; depending upon the capacity of the con-
tractor and the number of problems enc·ountered . This will prolong 
the adverse aesthetic effects of Pruitt-Igoe, the disruption of 
vehicular and pedestrian traffic in the neighborhood, the produc-
tion of heavy equipment and truck noise and the need for City 
protection of the site . 
3. Noise >~ill occur from demolition, on - site work, and the generation 
of truck traffic moving into and out of the site. All will be at 
the 85 to 125 decibel level (see Circular 1390 . 2, Appendix 2, 
page 1) . Because this noise will be intermittent and will not 
take place during sleeping hours, it will not be totally disruptive . 
4. Air Pollution levels will rise during demolition. The precise level 
cannot be predicted because it depends on weather conditions. 
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5. Enrollment in the schools serving Pruitt- Igoe wi 11 further decline 
and in fact, this decline has already taken place. With the clos-
ing of Pruitt-lgoe the schools serving the area were consolidated. 
For a description of how this consolidation was implemented, see 
Schools, Section II, Description of Existing Environment. 
6. Health facilities, particularly the Pruitt-Igoe Medical Action 
Center, will be negatively affected. As prev iously mentioned, 
the Pruitt-lgoe Medical Action Center has closed and its personnel 
are now affiliated with other clinics. This closing occurred at 
the time the Pruitt-Igoe Compl ex ceased operation and its residents 
were relocated by the St. Louis Housing Authority. The remaining 
health facilities serving the area are continuing to provide their 
services to the residents of the surrounding neighborhood. 
VI I. RELATIONSHIP BETEEEN LOCAL SHORT-TERM USES OF MAN'S ENVIRONMENT 
AND THE MAINTENANCE AND ENHANCEMENT OF LONG- TERM PRODUCTIV-ITY 
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This section is a statement of trade-off's between short-term en vi ronmenta 1 
losses and long-term gains and vice-versa; and whether the proposed demo-
lition would foreclose future options with respect to Pruitt- lgoe. 
Based on the foregoing portions of thi s Environmental Impact Stat ement, it 
can be said that the demo 1 it ion of Pruitt- lgoe i nvo 1 ves the burden of 
short-term environmental loss es and the reward of long-term gains to the 
environment. It has been shown conclusively that Pruitt-lgoe has no 
viability as it now exists. Countering this is the possibility of recy-
cling of the rubble to recl ai m a strip mine or reclaim a quarry. Equally 
important, 57 acres of land one and one-half miles from downtown St. Louis 
will be freed for development, with the possibility of providing employment 
fo r people in the surrounding neighborhoods, enlarging the City's ever-
diminishing tax base and attracting other desperatel y needed new devel opment 
to the near north side .. 
The demoliti on of Pruitt-lgoe will foreclose future opti ons with r espec t to 
the use of the Pruitt-lgoe buildings. However, as expla ined previous ly, 
considering the enormous cost involved in reclaiming Pruitt-Igoe with the 
knowl edge that the pr i vate market has ev inced no interest and that re-opening 
the bu i ldings for hous ing may fail - the r i sk s i mply is too great . What the 
demo li tion of Pru i tt-lgoe does not foreclos e is the reus e of the l and . Ti me 
wi ll help the pub 1 i c forget the tragedy of what exi s ted on the 57 a cr e s ite 
and inter es t in the s ite for new, produc tive uses will have the c hance to 
develop. 
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As noted previously, all suggested means of disposal · of the rubble will 
recycle the rubble materials, thus prolong the usefulness of the material . 
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VIII. IRREVERSIBLE AND IRRETRIEVABLE COMMITMENTS OF RESOURCES 
It is believed that no irretrievable and irreversible commitments of 
resources will arise from the demolition of Pruitt-Igoe . The adverse im-
pacts are either transitory in nature, as with noise and air pollution, or 
inevitable, as with the decline of school enrollment. For the most part, 
material sources involved in the demolition will be non-recoverable . How-
ever, in terms of total national resources, the uses of explosives is 
infinitesimal . The use of diesel fuel assumes importance only because of 
the "energy crises." Rather than curtailing the use of environment, mean-
. ing the 57 acres of land, demolition of Pruitt-Igoe will expand the 
potential uses . 
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IX. HOW INTEREST OF FEDERAL POLICY OFFSETS ADVERSE IMPACTS 
Finding solutions to the problems of Pruitt-lgoe has perplexed HUD since 
the early 1960's. The public housing program has been an important means 
of housing low-income people since it came into being in 1937. Pruitt-
lgoe, the outstanding failure of public housing, has been a stigma on 
public housing for many years. Although public housing can claim many 
successes, the nationwide reputation of Pruitt-lgoe has prevented many 
needy communities from taking advantage of the program. 
It is strongly believed by HUD that the stigma of Pruitt- lgoe must be 
permanently removed. The need to remove Prui tt-lgoe offsets all adverse 
effects on the environment, all of which are temporary and not of large 
magnitude. None of the other alternatives discussed will accomplish the 
same effect as total demolition and removal of the rubble, which will 
enable the use of the land to take on an entirely different character, and 
will put an end to the drain on the resources of HUD and the City of 
St. Louis . 
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COMMENTS RECEIVED 
1. The proposed demolition of Pruitt-Igoe. seems to be 
the best solution to the tragic problems of this 
proj ect. We support your proposal and hope the 
demolition and disposal of resultant rubble will be 
carried out as expeditiously as possible. 
1. Show evidence the National listinQ of Historic 
Places published in the Federal Register has been 
consul ted. 
a. If no National Register property listed i s 
affected by project a section de~ailing this 
determination must~~· 
2. Show evidence of contact with State Historic 
Preservation Officer and include a copy of his 
conrnents in the Statement . 
l. It is felt that the impact on Department of 
Health, Education, and Welfare programs will be 
mini mal and that they have been adequately dis-
cussed in the Draft Statement . · 
1. Section II 
We suggest that it may be appropri ate to recon-
sider the second paragraph, page 6, in the fina l 
statement. Some of our reviewers arrived at an 
opposite conclusion from the rationale presented. 
HUD RESPONSE 
1. Noted. 
1. See Section II, C 1. 
2. See Section II, C 1 and letter from James Wilson, Missouri 
State Historic Preservation Officer appended as Exhibit 0 . 
1. Noted. 
1 . Noted . 
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COMMENTS RECEIVED 
2. On .page 24, it is stated that there are no 
adjacent features being considered for in-
clusion in the Nationa l Register of Historic 
Places, however, this assertion is not docu-
mented. The final statement should reflect 
support of this statement by the State Historic 
Preservation Officer . 
3. Section III 
The discussion of debris disposal cofl111encing on 
page 43, does not adequate ly address probable 
impacts upon fish and wildlife. The Bureau 
of Sport Fisheries and Wildlife has reviewed and 
investigated the application for permit under 
the authorization of the Fish and Wildlife 
Coordination Act, and determined that severe 
adverse effects on the riverine habitat would 
occur. It has recomnended that the Corps not 
issue the required pennit. 
4. We note on page 56, that a proposal has been 
made to leave the debris on site and develop 
the area for a city park. This certainly is 
a viable disposal alternative and as such, 
should be added to the l ist presented in this 
subsection. 
HUD RESPONSE 
2. See letter from James Wilson, Mis so uri State Historic 
Preservation Officer. appended as Exhibit 0. 
3. Noted and concur. See l etter from Corps of Engineers 
appended as Exhibit Q. 
4. Noted. The alternative of a park was discussed at some 
length on pages 56 and 57 of Draft Environmental Impac:t 
Statement and again in the Final EIS under Section V (D) 
RESPONDING AGENCY/OFFICE 
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C0f1f·1ENTS RECEI VEO 
5. We have serioUs concerns over the conclusion 
drawn in the last paragraph of the section . 
While reuse !of the rubble is an objective , the 
three alternatives mentioned are not without 
negative impact on the environment. In open 
river r eaches devoid of s ide channel s, the 
shallow main channel border areas provide 
valuable habitat for fishes . The narrow border 
of land found between flood control levees and 
the river is usually the only riverine wildlife 
habitat remaining in metropolitan areas. Shore-
line fills cause destruction of habitat with 
resultant losses to fish and wildlife. This 
section should be revised to address these 
negative impacts . 
6. It also should be noted that abandoned strip 
mine lands have certain wildlife values. De-
pending on the chemical nature of the spoi l in 
the strip mine, thes~ areas can be revegetated 
either by plantings or natural success ion. Often 
they can develop into good habitat supporting 
a diverse fauna, and we cannot agree with the 
implication that a ll strip mine lands are with-
out value. These impacts should be addressed 
in this subsection. 
HUO RESPONSE 
5. · Noted. There will be no dumping of debris or rubble in 
rivers, open r i ver reaches or side channels. Thus, 
there wioll be adverse impacts on aquatic habita t or 
riverine wi ldli fe. 
6. Noted. 
RESPONDING AGENCY /OFFICE 
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COMMENTS RECEIVED HUD RESPONSE 
7a. Section IV 
We are pleased to see that the alternative to 
rework the site usi ng t he rubble to create a 
7a. I f par t of the rubbl e was left on site to form mounds, 
park is included along with the various develo-
_ment R.r:oposals. Leaving the rubble on site would 
riot only .be a significant cost reduction measure, 
but would el111)1''1ate the Potent ,:al adverse impacts 
of_the 0:t~.er ~li.re~ ,d~bris di_sp6s.al ,P~oposa l s .. 
. Thls alternatwe should be given ser1ous consld-
era;~on. · · · · 
7b. ' HOwever, there is a potential adverse impact of I 7b. 
stlc.h a propos a 1 :. our rodent · centro 1. experts 
advise that the covel-ed rubble piles would be 
attractive to burrowing rodents, particularly 
rats. The inescapable voids left when covering 
theSe pi1e,S 9f r:ubble with soil woul d habor 
many of' these pe~ts . and control measur:es would 
be i!hpera~iVe . ·' ThiS adVerse impact a11d the 
contrOl measur·es should be discussl'!'d in• the 
final statement . 
8. section 'V 1 8 . 
-~adverse effects wh1ch cannot be 
avo.ided and the irreyetsible ~orrmi tments or 
r esources sections · should address the impacts on 
fish and wildlife habit.ilt whiCh could Occur 
should e ither the Mississippi Riyer fil l or the 
strip mine ,land disposal alternatives be selected. 
In additioO, ·these subsect i ons should reflect 
the pennanency of these impacts, should the 
alternative be implemented. 
it is very unl i kely t hat t here would be a financia l 
savi ng. Due to the nature of the rebar and rubble, 
subs t antial preparatory work as well as cons iderable 
clean dirt would be requ ired t o cover over the rebar and 
rubble . Equally important , it would preclude the right 
to effect a tota l new pattern of land use . It should 
also be noted t hat there is a city owned park area on t he 
south per iphery of the Pruitt property . 
The contractor will be required to provide proper rodent 
control and extennination procedures prior t o bui l ding 
demolition. Total removal of debris should fu r ther 
reduce the possibility of future rodent inf es tation 
of this site. Additionally , City Hea l t h Department 
will supervi se and monitor. 
Noted. 
RESPONDING AGENCY/OFFICE 
Department of Transportation 
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COMMENTS RECEIVED 
1. Indicate whether Exhibit A-1 or A-2 correctly 
illustrates the boundaries of the Si acres. 
2. Indicate truck routes and disposal sites so 
that maintenance needs, ~isruption of local traffic, 
and special safety requirements can be better 
identified. 
3. Letters from which excerpts have been taken 
would be meaningful if letters were reproduced 
in full. Particularly interested in Missouri 
Highway Corrmission's letter quoted on Page 35. 
HUO RESPONSE 
1. Both exhibits are correct. A-1 shows the location of 
the project in relationship to the whole city and · 
surrounding suburbs . A-2 shows the location of the project 
in relationship to the Model Cities Area and inmediately 
adjacent neighborhoods. 
2. The St. Louis Housing Authority, the .agency responsible 
fo·r awarding demolition contract, advises that the truck 
routes and disposal sites will be detennined by the 
contractors bidding for the work and that approvals ~,v 
all political entities and agencies will b~ obtained 
prior to the execution of a contract. See Exhibit P, 
1 etter from the St. Louis Housing Authority dated 
August 9, 1974 . 
3. Noted. Correspon~ence from agercies conmenting on the 
Draft EIS or from agencies from which information was 
obt~ined in order to prepare the initial EIS are included 
as exhibits in the Final Statement. 
:ESPONOING AGENCY/OFFICE 
Envfronmenta 1 Protection 
Agency, Region VII 
KCMO 
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C0~1MENTS RECEIVEO 
The report states "The noise will not .take place 
during sleeping hours and wi ll be intennittent 
so that the adverse effect will not be totally 
di sruptive." It wau l d appear from the data pro-
vided that the area is already subject to high 
noise levels with LlO readings of 72 to 76 dBA 
(Exhibit D). The January l, 1975, noise levels 
on the equipment to be used are not to exceed 
75 to 95 dBA at 50ft. (Exhibit C), however, these 
levels are above those normally acceptable 
(Exhibit L). The statement should be expanded 
to identify the oper:ati ng _hours and the noise 
mitigation mea~ure~ that w111 b~ implemented at 
the d~molition site, the disposal site and along 
transport route. -
The document, Interim Recomnendations on Solid 
~s~!dP§~aih~E!~~-~:;~~~~~!:; ~~~r~~~~ea, 
Council 1 was cited on page 14, of the statement 
as saying that estimates of costs per mile of 
packer truck transport range as high as $0.83. 
Trucks to be used': for'- the removal of the demolition 
refuse are not compafable to municiPal waste 
vehic les. We recorrmehd that this example be re-
placed with data on the type of equipment to be 
used on the project. The last paragraph on page 14 
of the statement, provides some actual costs of 
transporting demolition wastes for disposal. This 
examPle ·shoul,d inclUde ' the distance of the haul 
and define the expenses indicated as "on-site 
work." 
11· 
l 
I 
-2. 
HUO RESPONSE 
The contractor will be allowed to choose his operating 
hours provided that the contractor's noise level:> are 
below those as required by applicable city, state, and 
federal laws and regulations . The supervising engineer 
of the St. Louis Housing Authority will be required to 
periodically at random and without warning measure the 
sound levels to enforce this requirement. 
Meaningful data on the type and size of vehicles to be 
used for the removal of rubble is not a\.'ailable until 
such time as bids for the contract are received. Also , data 
on distance of haul is unavailable as disposal sites are 
not known 'at this time, and are to be determi·ned by ·the 
contractor. The contractor will be requ i red to follow all 
applicable Federal, State and local regulations relative 
to ·the disPosal of debris . "On-s ite" work is defined as 
implementing those precautions necessary to protect from 
damage such permanent facilities as electrical vaults, 
stonn drain and sewer openings, etc. 
RESPONDING AGENCY/OFFICE 
Environmental Protection 
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COMI1ENTS RECEIVED 
3. The average load of rubble is estimated at 
18 tons (page 42). The statement should re-
cognize that present state regulations allow 
trucks with five axles to carry a gross weight 
of 73,000 lbs. {36.5 tons) . The use of the 
larger vehicles with a load of 25 to 30 tons per 
trip would significantly reduce the number of 
trips and the noise and air pollution from the 
vehicles. 
4. The transport routes for the demolition refuse 
and the associated with the transport of refuse 
should be identified in the final statement. 
Possible impacts include noise, loss of debris 
during transport, traffic congestion and 
damage to streets. 
5. The draft statement identified several alter-
native disposal sites. The final statement 
should specify the selected site and assess the 
associated impacts. If landfil l is selected 
the statement should assure that Missouri State 
regulations on derool it ion landfills will be met . 
6. According to the statement, the demolition rubble 
is composed of brick, mortar and steel reinforcing 
rods(page 39). The description of the buildings 
and area indicate the presence of other materials 
including garbage and refuse. A determination of 
the amount of these non-inert materials should be 
included. This i s of particular importance if 
t he material is to be used to construct a river 
front dock or as quarry fill since it may degrade 
water quality. It may be advantageous to remove 
all non-inert materia ls from the bui ldings prior 
to demolition. If this is done, the impacts 
associated with the di sposal of this material 
shoul d be considered. 
HUD RESPONSE 
3. Use of 5-axle vehicles is allowed provided contractor 
obtains special permit from the City of St. Louis · 
Department of Streets wit,tl concurrence from ·the Traffic 
Oivjsion. However, the use of such vehicles will be 
determined by their availability to the contractor 
and penni ss ion from other po 1 itica 1 subdivisions through 
which such vehicles would have to pass enroute to 
disposal site(s). · 
4. Impossible to identify transport routes and disposal 
& sites at this time. Truck routes and disposal s.1tes 
5. will be determined by contractor. However, prior to 
t he awa.rding the contract, routes and sites muSt be 
approved by all appropriate political entities and 
agencies relative tO noise, lo;;s of debris d~:Jring ', 
transi t. traffic congestion, damage to streets, and: 
associated impacts. 
6. The total volume of non-inert materials is relatively 
insignificant as measured against the total volume of 
material. However, the specifications will require that 
t he contractor shall remove the non-inert mat~ri,al Prior 
to removal of the debris from the site. ..o;' ''1.. 
~ ~] 
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COMMENTS RECE I VEO 
7. Under the State of Missouri Solid Waste Rules 
and Regulations cited on page 13 of the draft 
statement, demolition and construction wastes 
shall not contain more than a minor amount of 
metals. The .quantity of metal allowable in the 
rubble should be defined since the buildings do 
contain a sizeable amount of metal {e.g., re-
infor~ing ·rods, window- frames, plumbing and 
heating·.pipes, wiring, etc.). I'( the quan~ity 
of ·metal is found · to be significant the state-
ment should identlfy measures which will be 
taken to reclaim this material. 
8. The statement indicates the building founda-
tions 11ill not be removed. It is proposed to 
break and crack the basement floors to permit 
. drainage of water from the filled basement areas. 
The statement; should explain how this is to be 
done and identify the il]lpacts of the action. 
Possible significant impacts include damage 
to public utilities and other structures in the 
surrounding area. It is indicated that the pro-
hibitive expense of .remov.ing the Pasement and 
foundation structures is the reason for. leaving 
the· foundations. By leaving these structures, the 
futur~ use Of this 57 acres may be lirilited to 
surface use only. J"he fi .nal statement should 
discuss the impac.ts which may result from not 
removing the foundations and floors. 
r 
HUO RESPONSE 
7. In so far as practical, the contractor will remove metal 
items from the rubble for salvage or recycling. However, 
the final choice will be the responsibi -lity of the con-
tractor governed by existing regulations and laws. 
8. The contract specifications will require the contractor 
to remove all material from the basement including the 
remo.val of tanks. The contractor will then be required 
to break in the basement floors·. Generally, this is 
Performed through the dropping of a headache ball on the 
concrete floor. although the contractor may use his dis-
cretion as to the methods of accomplishment of . this task. 
While the foundations will be left intact, the contractor 
will be required to break the foundations for a distance 
of at least two feet below grade level. This procedure 
i s not uncoiiJilon in cities as old as St . Louis and does 
not preclude Or make prohibitive future building on the 
site. 
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C0t1MENTS RECEIVED 
9. The future use of the area following de-
mo lition should be discussed, and the· impacts 
of. the future uses should be identified and 
assessed in the final statement as they are of 
signi ficance in determining the total impact of 
the project . 
10. The statement should also recognize and evaluate 
the impacts resulting from contaminated runoff 
from the project area. Contaminative materials 
may include erodible soil particulates, fuel 
spills, building refuse and other pollutants 
during and following demolition. Measures for 
control of dust and suspended particulates 
during demo 1 it ion of the structures, transport of 
the refuse and deposition at the disposal site 
should be identified. 
11. The section on alternatives should discuss the 
possible use of the buildings for other than low 
income ·housing. It shOuld also indicate if the 
alternative of selling or giving the land and 
faci11ties ·t0 private ownership was considered . 
This would add · the land to the tax roles and 
possibly provide employment and/or housing for 
people of the area . 
HUD RESPONSE 
9. There are no plans for the future use or redevelopment 
of the site at this time. An Environmental Impact 
Statement will be required at such time future de-
velopment is planned. 
10. The contractor will be required to follow the various city, 
state, and federal pollution regulations that appertain. · 
. . · ~·· {. , .... ~;~ ~ .. 
~,;. 
11 . This was discussed and considered . See Section V, 
Alternati ves to Proposed Action, particularly the 
Pruitt·Igoe Action Program. 
,; J l.); 
lESPONliiNG. AGENCY /OFFICE 
EnV~i~~~·tal Protection 
Agency, Region VII 
KOO (Cont'd) 
I 
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C0f1f·1ENTS RECEIVED 
12. Cost estimates are provided for several 
alternati.ve plans for the "disposition of the 
Pruitt-I~e Complex. These include re-
hibil itation and/or redevelopment of. the 
complex as well as complete demolition 
'• folloWed by redevelopment. However, none of 
these· alternatives are the ' prOposed "action, 
·i .e., complete destruction of t he housing 
complex without any proposed redevelopment. 
Therefore, the fi nal Statement should ' also 
include a cost estimate of the proPosed pro-
ject. 
13. The statement identifies the St. Louis Housing 
Author1ty, the City of St. louis and the 
U. S. Department of Housing a"nd Urban Develop-
ment as agencies· having interests in and 
authority over various aspects of the Pruitt-
Igoe Complex and in its demolition . The state-
·ment should identify which of t hese agencies 
·owns the land and buildings . This fs of· 
sfgnfficance in detenn~ning the responsibility 
· for compl fance with the various· environmental 
regulations . 
14 . The circulation list presented in the SlJTITlary 
section statement should include the Missouri 
Division of Health , Bureau of Solid Waste 
Management . 
HUD RESPONSE 
· 12. The Departinent of Housing and Ur ban Development 
has agreed to provide the St. lou i s Housing Authority 
wi t h financial assistance in demol i shing Pruitt-Igoe. 
Unable to project costs of demoli tion until bids are 
received. 
13. St . Louis Housing Authority presently holds title to 
t he Pruitt-Igoe land subject to a Declaration of Trust 
in favor of the Government and t he bondholders. Wi t h-
out some actiOn on t he part of HUO, this will continue 
to be true after demol ition. 
14 . Noted . Will send· copy of Flnal Envi ronmental Impact 
Statement as recommended. 
RESPONOING AGENCY /OFFICE 
Office of Economic 
Opportunity. Region VI I, 
KCMO 
Air Conservation 
Colllllission 
State of Missouri 
CO>t\ENTS RECEIVEO RE: ORAFT PRUITT·IGOE ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT STATEMENT 
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COMMENTS RECEIVEO 
1. No adverse colllllents regarding t he sl~ted de-
molition. 
2. The demolition should be expeditiously com-
pleted. 
1. We are glad that you have previously contacted 
the St . Louis City Division of Air Pollution 
Control. This local agency should be given 
prime consideration. 
2. Dust will obviously be a major problem. Blast-
ing, transporting, debris storage and other 
project phaSes are to be carefully controlled. 
Please see that all contractors are aware of 
the restrictions imposed by Regulation IX of 
the Air Quality Standards and Air Pollution 
Control Regulations for the St. louis Metro-
politan Area. 
3. Regulations also prohibit open burning, or the 
creation of excessive odors or smoke. Past 
experience says that a massive project as this 
will produce refuse that can be burned. The final 
impact statement should make reference to the 
fact that open burning will not be conducted. 
HUO RESPONSE 
:1 . Noted. 
2. Noted. 
1. Noted . The St. Louis Housing Authority will continue 
to consult with the City's Division of Air Pollution 
Control. · 
2 . Noted . All pertinent requirements as provided for in 
applicable regulations and laws will be fncluded ..,i n the 
specifications for bidding on the demolition contract . 
3 . Noted. See item 2 above. 
RESPONDING 'AGENCY /OFFICE 
Department of ·conmunity 
Affairs , State of Missouri 
Missouri Department 
of Conservation 
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COMMENTS RECEI VEO 
1. State Clearinghouse forwarded only corrrnents from 
the State Highway Corrrnission and t he [}e partment 
of Conserva£iori : All other State agenci es had 
no co11111ents or recdtrmendations . 
1. Page 43 - The di scus sion of debris disposal does 
not include the park proposal presented on page 56 . 
The statement on ' 1ine 3, page 44 ignores the fact 
that dumping rubble in the Mi ss i s s ippi would have 
an adverse 1inpact on aquatic life. and' increase· t he 
flood crest by filling the river channel . 
2. Page· 56 - The park proposal coul d inc l ude utili-
zat i on of suitable building foundations as small 
ponds or fish lakes. The need for ·200,000 cubic 
yards ·of soil to cover the building rubbl e could 
for the most part be met with sand dredged from 
the Mi ssiss ippi and either pi ped or hauled t o the 
site . 
HUD RESPONSE 
1 . No r esponse necessary 
1. Whil e the creat ion of a park is a viabl e alternati ve 
and was ment ioned as such, a discussion of the use 
of the debri s fo r t hi s pur pose was not i ncluded as 
it i s not 1 i ke ly t o rece i ve favorabl e cons iderat i on. 
There are exi sting a number of ne ighborhood parks 
serving t he ar ea. No rubbl e will be dumped in t he 
rf ver nor wi.l 1 be· used to construct any dikes or 
leeves . See Exhi bi t Q; Corps of Engi neers letter 
dated Jul y 24 . 1974. 
2 . Noted . A check w.itt) the Cor ps of Engineers r eveal s 
that dredged sand cannot be piped. The hauli ng of , 
such material i.s poss i bl e . but would equal the adver se 
impact of ha ul i ng the demol ition rubbl e away f rom the 
si t e . 
RE SPOI:O IIIG AGENCY /OFF IC E 
M1 ssouri Department 
of Conservation (Cont'd) 
Missouri State 
Highway CorTIDi ss ion 
Missouri State Historic 
Preservation Officer 
and Director, Missouri 
State Park Board 
COI·~'IENTS RECEIVED RE: DRAFT PRUITT-IGOE ENVIRONMENTAL ;IMPACT STATEMENT 
CO:J;·!ENTS RECEIVED 
3. Page 60 
il. 
I 
I 
I. 
I 
a. The advantages of park development on the 
rubble as opposed to hauling to the Missis-
sippi for fill with attendant aquatic habitat 
losses, are not discussed. 
b. The possibility of depositing the rubble along 
the Mississippi River for park development 
is not discussed , Such a use could have 
benefits to a large segment of the publ fc. 
Find Statement to reflect adequately concerns of 
the Corrmission, however, recorrmend that any re-
development emphasize the provision for adequate 
highway facilities in the area. Also, prior to 
any redevelopment recoiTJJlend that the CoiTillission 
be contacted so that the area may be considered 
for the development of an optimum transpOrtation 
corridor. 
There are no objections to the demolition of 
Pruitt-Igoe as there are no pre-historic or 
historic resources affected by the demolition 
of the Pruitt-Igoe Public Housing Complex. 
HUD RESPONSE 
3. 
a. No aquatic habitat losses as rubble will not be 
dumped in the Mississippi River. See Corps of 
Engineers l etter appended as Exhibit Q. 
·b. No such ·site is known to be available and there 
is .no sponsoring agency . 
1. Prior to the redevelopment of the 57 acres all such 
alternatives will be discussed and an Envirorvnental 
Impact Statemerit will be prepared thus offering 
further input by concerned agencies. 
1. Noted. letter appended as Exhibit 0. 
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RESPONOING AGENCY /OFFICE 
~~s-t-We~t ~ateway 
';cop!di'rt'!~i nQ Co~nc.jl , 
LS.t. lo.uts. Missour_i 
i·' (' ~-:· .' ~ 
.. ,.,. 
CO~ENTS RECEIVED RE: DRAFT PRUI TT-IGOE "ENVIRONMENTAl IMPACT STATEMENT 7 9 
COMMENTS RECEIVED 
1 . . The~e should ~~ a cl ear explanat i on 'of where 
and how disposal of the rubble wi ll be accom-
pli shed. Whi 1 e the statement _di scusses ' sever a 1 
alternatives, .none iS actually' proposed as the 
best choice . There is not sufficient infor-
mation provided in the statement t o pennit a 
knowledgeable recoiiiTiendation as t o the choice 
~f one type of disposal site over another. 
2. 1' The imPact - soCial, eco~bmic and PhYsical -
' the pne. kind of disp_osal site 'over another 
must . be more' adeQu~tety surfaced. The alter-
native of disposing of the rubble on site by 
Using it in the development of a par k shouid 
be explored further in the sta tement. 
3. A mor e precise esti mate of t he amount of solid 
. i 1 waste anticipated should be made and documented. 
4. The 'sta t ement should exPlain whet heY. or not 
parking areas wi ll be iliclud~d i n t he disposal 
plan . · 
5. The impact of t he proj ect, particu l arly the 
di spos.~l ph.ise, on the area's t ransportation 
syst.em should be assessed to· det ermi ne the 
deg'ree-·of. disruption, congestion, et c. (if any) 
which is ' anticipated. 
HUO RESPONSE 
1. Can not discuss un t il demoliti on contract is awarded . 
The choice of disposa l si te ( s ) is that of the contractor ,"' 
so 1 ong as he full y compl ys with a 11 app 1 icab 1 e f edera 1, 
sta t e and local regul ations and laws . 
2 . Same as 1 above . See response t o Department of 
Inter ior corrment number 7a. 
3 . Unable to estimate . To be estimat ed by contractor . 
4 . I t i s expected that s ome roadways and paved ar eas 
may be left intact for possibl e f utur e use or as an 
a i d to future construct i on. 
5 . Tr uc k routes will be detenni ned by cont ract or a f ter 
r eceiving appropriate approval s and permits f rom 
appl i cabl e publ ic entit i es. 
RESPONOING AGENCY/OFFICE 
East-West Gateway 
Coordinating Council, 
St. Louis, Missouri 
(Cont'd) · 
laclede Gas Company 
St. Louis, Missouri 
COMMENTS RECEIVEO RE' CRAFT PRUITT-IGOE ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT STATEMENT 
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COMMENTS RECEIVEO 
6. Alternatives for use of the site on an interim 
basis following completion of the project should 
be explored, It should. at the very least, be 
insured that weeds, will be cut, and the grounds 
not allowed to become a dumping area, but be 
kept in a safe, environmentally aesthetic and 
health condition. · 
7. The concept of implementing a method to control 
the spread of rodents before the first phase of 
the project begins, should be explored in the 
draft statement . 
1. Our conrnents are entirely concerned with re-
ferences on pages 39, 40, and 47, of the State-
ment to the precautions which will have to be 
taken to protect those utility fadlities which 
must remain in the area, and are necessary in 
pro vi ding to adjacent areas. 
2. laclede's primary concern is for a 24 inch cast 
iron low pressure gas main, which extends through 
the entire Pruitt-Igoe area and is essential to 
maintenance of adequate service to areas outside 
Pruitt-Igoe. 
HUO RESPONSE 
6. During the interim period the Authority will maintain 
the grounds as to provide safe and healthy coilditions 
including the cutting of weeds. 
7. See response to Department of Interior corrment number 7b. 
1. The St. Louis Housing Authority has met with the various 
utilities, public and private, which traverse or supply 
the deniol it ion site. The Authority will require the 
contractor to properly preserve the utilities during 
the. deroolition. In addition, the contractor will be 
required to provide sufficient surety to cover any 
conceivable contractor damage to any part of these 
uti 1 ity systems. 
2. Techniques such as seismic metering and x·ray, will be · 
used prior to and after demolition to insure the 
integrity of the gas main and other utilities such 
as sewers . 
RESPONDING AGENCY/OFFICE 
lac:l ede Gas Company 
St. Louis, Missouri 
(COnt 'd) 
So!Jt.hwestern Bell 
Telephon~ Compa_n.Y_. 
St. Louis Regional 
Conmerce and Growth 
Association 
COMMENTS RECEIVED RE: DRAFT PRUITT-IGOE ENVIRONMENTAt IMPACT STATEMENT Bl 
COMMENTS RECEIVED 
3. claclede's letter of February 28, 1974 , to the 
St. Louis Housing Authority, explains our con-
cern for the 24 inch gas main ·in detail. Appre-
ciate if those entrusted with completing final 
Plans for demolition, consult with and offer 
Laclede the opportunity to participate in 
decisions for demolition which might affect 
the 24 inch gas main. 
1. Demolition of the buildings will not affect 
telephone service to other areas. We have 
removed all of our salvageable facilities from 
the site and are not now involved with the 
timing or method of demolition as far as damage 
to our facilities is concerned. 
1. Believe that ·complete demolition of the Pruitt-
lgoe project will greatly benefit the City <::Jf 
St . Louis, by providing the city with a large 
tract o! land ava11able for redevelopment. 
2. Believe it is essential that the demolition be · 
·accomplished quickly with appropriate ·safe-
guards to in~ure a min-imum of disruption, and/or 
damage to the surrounding area. Secondly, it 
is absolutely essential that the land be re-
developed without delay . 
HUD RESPONSE 
3. In completing the final plans for demolition. Laclede 
Gas and other concerned utilities will have the 
opportunity to participate for the purpose of insuring 
the integrity of their systems and equipment. 
1. Noted. 
1. Noted. 
2. Noted. 
RESPONDING AGENCY/OFFICE 
St. Loui s Regional 
Corrrnerce and Growth 
Association (Cent 'd ) 
Union Electr ic Company 
St. Louis. Missouri 
COMMENTS RECEIVED RE: DRAFT PRU ITT-IGOE ENVIRONI·IENTAL IMPACT STATEMENT 
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CO~U~ENTS RECEIVED 
3. The RCGA is prepa red to assist the city in i ts 
planning for this area, as well as, to provide 
infonnation and assistance to prospective de-
velopers. 
1 . We feel t hat t he statements covering the effects 
of the demolition work on Union Electric 
facilit i es are sati sfactory, although not 
specific. Our l etter of February 8 , 1974, to 
the St. Louis Housing Autl)ority covers in 
deta il the precautions that we feel will be 
necessary t o protect our facilities, and to 
insure cont inuity of servi ce in the surrounding 
area. 
HUO RESPONSE . 
3. Noted. 
1. Expressed concerns are noted and appropriate precautions 
wi l l be .. overed by specificat ions in the demolition 
contract bidding documents . 
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LOCA liON MAP 
EX HIBIT A-I 
- MODEL CITIES BOUNDARY 
• • • • ••• MODEL CITIES NEIGHBORHOOD 
BOUNDARIES 
c:::::J PUBLIC HOUSING 
- BUS ROUTES 
VICINITY MAP 
EXHIBIT A·2 
EXI!IBIT B 
BUILDING CONDITIONS BY NEIGHBORJ!OODS 
(BY DWELLING UNITS) 1960-1970 
Montgomery-
H.yde Park M~!1y-Blair Pruitt-I~e Carr- Central 
1960 1970 1960 1970 1960 
Sound 2055 152 3643 131 2867 
47% 5% 71% 3% 84% 
Deteriorated 1982 2574 1246 4022 411 
46% 87% 24% 88% 12% 
Dilapidated 313 220 211 428 151 
7% 8% 5% 9% 4% 
-- -- -- -- --
Total 4350 2946 5100 4581 3429 
* Pruitt-Igoe Excludes Public Housing Projects (2 ,870 Units) 
4 Source: 1960, U. S. Census of Population, 1970 
1971, Building Conditions Survey 
1970, Land Use Survey, City Plan Commission 
1970 1960 1970 
* 2700 0 59% 
264 1021 2975 . 
85% 20% 97% 
48 1024 80 
15% 21% 3% 
-- -- --
312 4745 3055 
Yeatman 
1960 1970 
1542 1333 
20% 2).% 
4284 4683 
57% 72% 
1699 474 
23% 7% 
----
7525 6490 
Tot a l 
Model Ci t;;: 
1960 
12991 
51% 
8944 
35% 
3562 
14% 
--
25497 
1970 
1616 
9% 
14518 
84% 
1250 
7% 
--
17384 
00 
"' " 
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CONSTRUCTION NOISE SPECIFICATIONS 
17 . 1 Equipment to be employed on this site shall not produce a noise level 
exceeding the following limits in dB (A) at a distanceof 50 feet from the 
equipment under test in conformity with the Standards and Recommended 
Practices established by the Society of Automative Engineers, Inc . , in-
eluding SAE Standard J 952 and SAE Recommended Practice J 184: 
Effective Date 
Equipment July I, 1972 January 1, 1975 
Earthmoving 
front loader 79 75 
backhoes 85 75 
dozers 80 75 
tractors 80 75 
scrapers 88 80 
graders 85 75 
truck 91 75 
paver 89 80 
Materials Handling 
concrete mixer 85 75 
concrete pump 82 75 
crane 83 75 
derrick 88 75 
Stationary 
pumps 76 75 
generators 78 75 
compressors 81 75 
Impact 
pile drivers 101 95 
jack hammer s 88 75 
rock drill s 98 80 
pneumatic tools 86 80 
Other 
Saws 78 75 
vibrator 76 75 
EXHIBIT C 
COUNTY: CITY OF ST, LOUIS 
JOB NO: 6-U-755-23 
RTE: U-755 • 
DETAILED LOCATION: FRANKLIN ST. BTWN. 20TH & 21ST STS . , 12FT. 
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NORTH OF CENTERLINE OF NEAR LANE FRANRTINST. 
Graphic Sound Level Recordings 
By 
Dr. Wm. S. Gatley & R. H. Schaffart 
Univ. of Mo. - Rolla 
Resulting Levels in dBA: 
Date: 8-26-71 B-26-71 
Time : 1215 1605 
Reading I nterva 1: 5 Sec. 5 Sec. 
Min: 56 54 
Max: 85 90 
(ARITH . MEAN) L5o: 63 66 
(Accumulated %)Llo: 72 73 
Aver . Energy: 68 72 
Aver . Energy (From 
ntergrating Graphic 
Recording): 68 72 
Scale Horiz. in. 12 Sec . 
Vert. in. 10 dBA 
1 in 2 in 
The figures shown express sound levels in decibels. 
The readings were taken about two blocks from the 
Pru1tt-Igoe s ite and are typical of a busy city 
s treet. 
8-26-71 8-26-71 8-27-71 
2028 2305 0833 
5 Sec. 5 Sec. 5 Sec. 
57 60 60 
84 88 90 
68 69 68 
73 74 76 
70 71 76 
70 70 73 
3 in 
MO. STATE HWY. DEPT . 
EXHIBIT D 
0-4 
5-13 
14-19 
20-34 
35-62 
OVER62 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
OVER10 
RESIDENT AGE 
485 
996 
668 
467 
401 
203 
FAMILY SIZE 
89 
103 
122 
108 
73 
64 
51 
34 
22 
24 
25 
DWELLING UNIT - EXISTING 
1 BR 
2 BR 
3 BR 
4 BR 
5 BR 
75 5192 
0-2000 
1127 
; 75 112 
30589 
INCOME 
2000-3000 165 
3000-4500 124 
4500-6000 78 
OVER 6000 67 
I 255 265 
277 
315 
HEAD OF HOUSEHOLD 
MALE 
FEMALE 
FAMILIES 
177 
PRUITT- IGOE PROFILE 
AND NEEDED: 
. -· .. . 
This profile shows graphically, on separate scales, several socio-
economic measures of Pru itt-Igoe residents. 
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EXHIBIT E 
INTERIOR V IEW OF UNOCCUPI ED APARTMENTS • 
--, 
89 
EXHIBIT F 
90 
[,\'TER IOR. V IEW OF UNOCCUI'I I:D A I'ARTMENT 
EXH I BIT F 
EXTERIOR VIEW 
EXH IBIT F 
92 
EXTER IO R V I EW 
EX HIBIT F 
EXT ERIOR VIEW 
EX HI BIT F 
CITY PLAN COMMISSION 94 
MEMBERS E X-OFFICI O OF 
SAINT LOUIS 
CITIZEN MEMBERS 
s. GEO RG I" B U CKOW ITZ 
RT CTO~ , ~ · ~· ~ . <>(C ~ rAtoON At<O ~ O P £S fl .. 
; EPH W. 8. CL ARK 
J ~tCT0" 0~ P U 8 ~ 1t 5 • TC TY 
JOHN H. POELKER 
. J, W!I..SON 
"tCTOR0T $ 1RCCT S CIVI L COURTS BUILDING- 63 101 
Mr. Ke nneth Lange 
Program Manager 
Department of Hous ing and 
Urban Developme nt 
-Area Office 
21 0 No rth 12th St reet 
453-4417 
J a nuary 3 , 1974 
Sa i nt Louis , M isso u r i 6 3101 
J, KENNETH HYAiT, CI<"I~MAM 
CHARLES L. F"ARRIS. v te •.·c•U•IOO .. AII 
DHUD, ST. lOUIS AREA OFC 
RECEiVED . 
JAN 3 1974 
BY ... 
REFERRED TO .. 
Subject : P ru itt -Igoe Envi ronment al Impact Statement 
Dear Mr . Lange: 
Your letter of December 20 request ed my comments on the pending 
demolition of P ruitt - Igoe o n land use plans , pol icies and controls 
for the affected area. 
In June 19 72, the City Plan Commission adopted a Comprehensive 
Plan for the Model City Area which includes and surrounds the Pruitt -
Igoe complex, and a copy was furnished earlier for your files . This 
plan recognized the pl anning recommendations of the Pruitt -Igoe Action 
Program prepared by the joint res i dent - city - federal .task force. The 
rehabilitation recommendations of the task force could not be imple -
mented due to lack of sufficient funding but the report did recommend 
that if the rehabilitation was not possible , the complete demolition of 
Pruitt-Igoe was recommended. 
In m y view, the proposed demolition is fully consistent with current 
plans, policies and controls for both the Pruitt - Igoe Area and the 
surrounding Model City Area . With the removal of deteriorated Pruitt-
Igoe structures, the total environment of the surrounding community 
will take on a more positive character and will set the stage for the 
development of future new construction. It is , of course, obvious that 
the removal of dwelling units will reduce the load on existing community 
facilities in the area. 
EX HIBIT G 
Mr. Kenneth Lange 
January 3, 1974 
page 2 
CITY PLAN COMMISSION 
We look forward to working closely with you on the development of a 
full-range of programs to continue the total Model City rehabilitation 
and construction effort. 
If any further information is required to respond to your inquiry of 
December 20, please do not hesitate to contact me. 
Sincerely, 
IV~~ 
Norman Murdoch 
Director of Planning and Development 
NM:MP:ns 
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• JOHN H . POELKER. " ""' 96 
St. Louis Redevelopment Authority 
l.,O.N['l CLEA R ... NCE F O R REOE\IEL.OPM [NT AUTHORITY O F THE CITY OF SAINT LOUIS 13 00 DELMAR B l.VO • S T L.OUIS M O 63103 
l(L[PHON E 31 4 • 4)6-0200 
January 4, 1974 
Mr . Elmo Turner 
Area Di rector 
Department of Housing 
and Urban Development 
210 Nor th Twel fth Street 
St. Lou i s, Missouri 63101 
ATTENTION: Kenneth Lange 
Dear Mr . Turner: 
DHUD, Sf. l OUIS AREA OFC. 
R ECE I VED 
JAN 7 1974 
BY .. 
REFERRED TO 
Re : Pruitt- Igoe Environmental 
Impact Statement 
In accordance with a request from Mr . Kenneth Lange of your office , and his 
letter of December 20, 1973 relative to the above r eferenced subject matter, we 
are transmitting information pertaining to the preparation of an Envir onmental 
Impact Statement for Pruitt-Igoe. Par ticul a rl y, our comments will relate to 
the pending demolition of Pruitt- Igoe and the subsequent release of 57 acres of 
land as it relates to the Authority' s plans for the DeSoto- Car r Urban Rene-val 
Area . 
The contemplated demoliti on of the Pruitt- Igoe housing development will 
e liminate many of the problems which have served as obstacles to the redevelop-
ment of the DeSoto-Carr Area and the near north s i de i n general. The demo! i tion 
of the various structures comprising Pru i tt-Igoe will not onl y serve to e liminate 
the numerous problems associa ted with P:rui tt- Igoe, but help t o create an atmospher e 
whi ch will be conduciv~ to the r edevelopment of areas surrounding t he Pruitt- Igoe 
site . The existence of Pruitt- I goe , and the negative physical and social 
envi r onments which have been created by it, have greatly prohibited the future 
gr owth of a r eas surrounding Pruitt-Igoe . Further , the exi stence of Pr uitt-Igoe 
has had tremendous adverse effe cts on futur e growt h and potential redevelopment 
activity which othenvise might have materiali zed if Pruitt-Igoe had not had 
such a de trimental impact on areas in close pr oxi mity to the Pru itt- Igoe site 
and the City of St . Loui s as a whol e . 
Redeveloper s have been ext r eme! y r e luctant to undertak e redevelopment activity 
in a r eas which a r e i n cl ose proximi ty to Pruitt-Igoe because of numerous and 
far--reaching negative effects s temming from the Pruitt- Igoe development . The 
e limi nation of Pruitt-Tgoe , and the numerous problems r elated to it , will serve 
t o create an atmosphe r e conducive t o encouraging new redevel opment activity. 
The demolition of Pruitt- Ig oe is not contrary t o the objectives of the 
Redevel opment At:thori ty. 
The release (availability) of 57 acres of land as a result of the demolition 
of Pruitt- Igoe will further serve to encourage s ubstantial redevelopment of not 
only the Pruitt- Igoe s ite, but areas adjacent to and surrounding the Pruitt- Igoe 
EXHIBIT H 
LAN D C LEARANCE FOR REDEVELOPMENT AUTHORITY OF THE C I TY OF ST . LOUIS I COMMISSIONERS 
JAMES A. RANOALL - Ch o~tm<>n RUSSELL E . E C. AN · V•ce·Cho,mon ' WAYMAN F. SMITH , Ill JEROME T. 60LLAT0 / WILLIAM J . COSTELLO 
Mr. Elmo Turner 2. 
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Area. The availability of 57 acres of land, in and of itself, will provide 
the inducement for large scale redevelopment activity. The large tract· of 
land, whether developed entire! y or subdivided into smaller portions, will 
also influence the redevelopment of land in close proximity to the 57 acre 
site. It is important to recognize that the availability and subsequent 
development of the ·57 acres, in and of itself, although extreme! y important, 
may not necessarily be the major consideration in determining the value 
attributed to the release of the 57 acre Pruitt-lgoe tract of land . Possibly, 
more important is the "catalystic" function that development of the site may 
have on influencing addi tiona! redevelopment activity in areas surrounding the 
Pruitt-Igoe site . The availability of a tract of land of thi s magnitude should 
enable a more comprehensive approach to be employed by potential redevelopers in 
their initiation of redevelopment activity. 
In addition to the foregoing, the redevelopment activity which is expected 
to materialize on the Pruitt-Igoe site will create an entirely different atmosphere 
upon the areas immediately adjacent to the Pruitt-Igoe s ite and on the entire near 
north side. As opposed to being negative in its influence on surrounding areas, 
as was the existence of Pruitt-Igoe, new development activity will have an extr emely 
positive effect on the physical, soc~al, cultural and economic considerations, not 
only on the DeSoto- Carr Area, but also the City of St. Louis as a whole. The 
release of the 57 acre Pruitt-lgoe tract of land is in accord with the Authority's 
plans and objectives for the DeSoto-Carr Urban Renewal Area. 
We hope this information will be of service t o you and if we can be of 
any further assistance relative to this matter, please don't hesitate to let 
us know. 
cc: Kenneth Lange 
Sincere! y, 
""'-<'· .. . -· ,· 
···~. 
David M. Hrysk o 
Director of ~,lanning 
Mr. Kenneth Lange 
Program Manager 
Area Office 
MODEL CITY AGENCY 
CITY OF SAINT LOUIS 
MISSOURI 
January 3, 1974 
Dept. of Housing & Urban Development 
210 North 12th Street 
St. Louis, Missouri 63101 
Dear Mr. Lange: 
ARTHUR J. KENNEDY 
DHUD, ST. LOUIS AREA OFC. 
RECEIVED 
JAN 4 1974 
BY .... 
REFERRED TO .... 
I am writing in response to your letter of December 20 
concerning the impact of the demolition of Pruitt-Igoe on 
development plans in the Model Cities Area . 
First, let me indicate that pursuant to the action of 
the Sairi.t Louis Housing Authority in a·nnouncing the c l osing 
of the Pruitt-Igoe Housing Project, we have taken the action 
to reloCate all service programs out of the area. We are 
continuing to provide services from nearby locations for the 
residents who have not as yet moved. 
Second, the demolition of Pruitt-Igoe can only have a 
positive effect on our e f f or ts in the Model Cities Program to 
develop the adjacent Carr Central, Montgomery-Hyde Park, and 
Yeatman neighborhoods. The elimination of the overwhelming 
blighting e ff e ct of the massive vacant and v anda li zed buildings 
will e liminate a d e t e rrent to investment in the s e ne arby 
n e i ghborhoods whic h has r etarded our efforts of t h e past . 
Concerning the future use of the fifty-seven acre tract 
which will result from the demolition, it is my conclusion 
f rom conversations with the Mayor and other City o ff icials that 
there are no defined plans for its re-use at this time. In 
general, however, re- use which would provide more standard ho using 
for Model City reside nts would be in direct coordination with t he 
major goals of the Model Cities program. In no way can the r e be 
any conflict with the goals articulate d by t he Model Citie s Board. 
Finally , I belie ve a point needs to be r a i sed a bout t h e 
importance in moving ahead in an expeditio u s manne r to c omplete 
the demolition of Pruitt-Igo e . As you a r e sure ly awa r e , the 
~aint Louis Model Cities Program during a ll of the years o f 
~ts operation has been plagued by the uncertainty and false 
starts on efforts to do something about Pruitt-Igoe. 
EXHIBIT I 
Page Two 
Mr. Kenneth Lange 
January 3, 1974 
I, along with the Chairman of the Model Cities Board, 
served on the special task force chaired by Mr. A. J. Wilson 
from the Mayor's Office which worked for over a y~ar to 
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develop a Pruitt-Igoe renewal plan. This plan was subsequently 
rejected by HUD as being economically unfeasible. In that report 
it was the unanimous recommendation of the task force that 
should such a finding be made, then the alternative action should 
be the demolition of the project. I reiterate that this was the 
position adopted by the task force which included residents, 
City officials and HUD officials. The action to demolish, therefore, 
is in direct coordination with our previous recommendations. 
It is important that rapid action be taken so that the 
broader Model Cities area can be stabilized with the removal of 
the uncertainty of Pruitt-Igoe. 
Thank you very much for your continuing interest in our 
Medel Cit~es Program.~ 
Q_erely, 
::~if:61 
DISCUSSION PARTICIPANTS 
PRUITT - IGOE FUTURE 
Harold Antoine, Director, Human Development Corporation 
Arthur Kennedy, Director, Model Cities 
Dan Franklin , Administrator Board of Education 
Judge Wayman Smith 
Mrs. E. Troup, 2440 Cass- Pruitt- Igoe Resident 
Mrs. P. Sanders, 2440 Cass- Pruitt - Igoe Resident 
Mrs. M. Robinson, 2440 Cass- Pruitt- Igoe Resident 
Mr. E. Porter , Resident , Pruitt - lgoe 
Mr. Elmer Hammond , former Pruitt - lgoe resident 
Mr. T. P. Costello , Executive Director, St. Louis Housing Authority 
Gwen Giles, Director, St . Louis Human Relations Council 
Margaret Bush Wilson, Attorney 
Joseph Clark, Safe ty Director. City of St. Louis 
Major A. Warren , North Side Coordinator , Metro Police 
Captain E. Moran, 4th District Metro Police 
Dan MacDonald, Health and Welfare Council 
Alderman· L. Woodson, St. Louis City 
Henry W. Lee, Jr. , Board Metropolitan St. Louis Sewer District 
Margaret Young, Carr Square Management 
Lorretta Hall, DeSoto-Carr P .A. C. 
Mel Harlstead , DeSoto-Carr P. A. C. 
Mabel Coney, Cochran T .A.B., Rep. 
Alderman Board President J. Badaracco, St. Louis City 
John Bass, City Comptroller 
Lou Berra, Special Assistant to Mayor Poelker 
Edward Tripp, Director of Welfare, St. Louis City 
Paul Nelson, Director of Welfare, State of Missouri - St. Louis Office 
Bill Harrison, Director of Urban Programs, Washington University 
Mary Cummings PhD, Social Systems, Washington University 
Dempster Holland PhD, Urban Affairs, St. Louis University 
D. Harrison PhD , Social Practicum, Washington University 
Mrs. M. Simpson, Resident Pruitt- Igoe 
Mrs . E . McCowan, Resident Pruitt-Igoe 
Rev. R. Lowe, Resident Pruitt - Igoe 
Mr. H. Adams, Director of Model Cities Citizen Participation 
Senator Ray Howard, State of Missouri 
Congressman William L. Clay 
Pear lie Evans, Advisor 
Mader Sheppard , J e ff Vander Lou Inc. 
Terry MncCorrnick - Teamsters 
EXHIBIT J 
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A38·GA00 E:XT. 71 
RIEPRESENTATLVEG 
TEO GATLIN 
[UGENIE E. PORTER 
LU£ MAAY SCOTT 
M..,_EIEL CONEY 
D..,_RLENE JAMISON 
IEANf:STINE LLOYD 
MATTIE MASON 
JOYCE WEAVER 
MARGAAET YOUNG 
TENANT AFFAIRS BOARD 
ST. LOUIS PUBL-IC HOUSING 
~tr. Fr3:1~<. noyl:in 
BoarU of Com::tis~ioners 
lJOO ~<·lr.1ar 
June 4, 1973 
St. Louio, llir.souri 63103 
D(>ar Franl:: 
It is vith deep reeret, stern ·ai1prchP.n5ion and r.lllch con::iidr..ra-
tion th1t '~c, the Tenant Aff.:d!'s "1oard .:m•i tCli.1nt re;lrcsr.:·nt<!tl ve 
in Pruitt-Icc·~ mal:e a dcc1.5ion th.1 t will jointly caut;e u!.th 
the Board of Co1·.rrd.ssioncrs the closing doFn of a Public Housin:; 
drenn, that throug~l neglect, misur.n and c:f.ty a~vj fl~1c:;.~al apathy, 
has turned into a 1110rl~-uidP. Puhlic l!ous :f.ng nightmare. 
Therefore unless fut~ds c.'ln be n:a.dc <W"lilahle fr om the City ttnd 
·Fcdr..r a l CovcnUJent, t o meanir:e~ully up ?-r a.Jc the Pru:ttt-Icoc CCLI-
rnunity to safe, sanit:l_:::'Y 1:1.-!i,lg c:-n~d:ltion-:; t:1r::1 ':·TC ~1 ·~,.'C nQ 
other . .::~lt::-i~nntiv<?: but to r:grec ;-?1.::1! thC' l"CCUT:.>::en .. 1at..ton of 
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Hr. CC'·stcllo, f'::-:ccutive D:i.rcctor an.;. t:bc :.oanl of l'.our.ir..r, Cctr.:ni;.-
sioncrG for the. clo:>ing down of Pruitt-I~oc J.nd t:tc r.:!.location 
of itn tenants. 
He arc in acr ccrcent with thi::; pL:m ~ if tile follo~·Ting stipu-
lations .1re adher ed to n.:t:n<'.ly: tha t <.1n hon'=::;t nt t c:-!;pt bt1 t:.::ti c:-. 
by the HousJ.n(~ Authority to rcJ.oc.ltc ~md. hcu:;c .1ll the rc:.; .: .• :.-~ nts, 
and that tltC! ,\uthor:lty p-3-:J moviloe cos!:. for all rcs:i.dr;ats u:!t'1f:1 
or ~J'it:hout th!! propor.cd 5hut-<lown scherfulc as loq~ a:; t~wy rp.:l-
lify accordil1:-; to the occurancy ~anu:1l .::Hl procf!durc:; C!:' l:ablis~1cd 
jointly lJy the Tcaaat J.ffnlrs roan! .1.nd t i t ' ! 'tou::;in;; J~o.:rd o~ 
Cocm:f.rLqioaers. Al~o. that there be no dcc:!.~:1on Co!· l.~nd r c.-
ur>c m:ule (h iz!:·.-1.1Y dc•.'elopL'lcnt, neil hour:int, lhwclopl'\~:1t~, etc.) 
\·d.thout tho:! jo1r!t c.iiscus~inn an:l connit.l crat:i.on of t:hc Tcnnnt 
Aff.:d.rs I;o:trri nn<..i llousinz Cm.~:ti;.sioncrs, nnd !::d.rdly tl1.1t tli ~! 
cxistin~ l:tchti.n::; syntcl1 in Pr!.litt-!r.;oc he r c.:.ctiv . Hcd for t he 
snfcty of residences in Pruitt- Igoe ,~-.?.iting to be rcloct!.tzd. 
As stated ahove, t:!c decision to close dmm Pruitt-T~oc kts not 
been an easy one, and its closing is a responsibility t~1at v~c all 
EXHIBIT K-1 
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Hr. Fran!: noykin 
June 1,, 1973 
mu!it share; re?r.idents, Housinc Authority, City, State one\ 
Federal offici:1 l s. If our cover.nments: di,J not leatn frott 
the f:l:f.lurcro of Pruitt-I;:oe thr:=n it is fenrctl th.1.t tt1c cloglne 
of Pruitt-Isoc .inU the uprootin~ of f.1.1:1lly an(~ li.fc!>t:)'ln uill 
become an unc:x:cu~able u.1.y of life for Public Fousinf~ rc:.;:!.dcntr. 
acro3s th~ country \oiho nrc already living in suhst<1ndard and 
poorly maintained housinc. 
Sincerely yours, 
~i l,)J~[L{_-
Tod J. C,ttlin 
Prcsid en t /7 
(/ 1 / . ·x!~/ tfl;;xeai!~ 
..-Ruby P.t.l!;scll · (ftrs.) 
Tenant RP.prescmtative 
Pruitt-Igoe 
kd 
cc: T.P. Costello 
C. Grover 
T.A.B. 
T,li.C. 
!I.U.D. 
lfayor Poelkcr 
File 
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, . ....... ...... ~ ..... EXHIBIT K-2 
Downtown St. Louis, Inc. 
January 2, 1974 
The Honorable John H. Poelker 
Mayor 
City Hall, Room 200 
St. Louis, Missouri 63103 
Dear Mayor Poelker: 
500 Broadway Building 
St. Louis. Missouri 63102 
314 621-5747 
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As you know, Downtown St. Louis, Inc. is an organization of more than 350 
businesses and professional firms of all kinds and sizes devoted to the development 
and promotion of downtown as the largest business and activity center in the 
metropolitan area. 
My experience with downtown developments leads me to believe that a cleared 
site is adherently more attractive to a developer than one requiring demoliti on. 
For this reason and beca use of the negative image created by abandoned buildings, 
I hope that the emp ty buildings of Pruitt-Igo can be raise d as soon as possible. 
Kind regards. 
Yours sincer:elj' 
--c-i<\~~/ 
-i ."'-. ., 0"--- '-,c"-c-.,_ 
E ' frd A. ues ing,., \ 
Executive Director . 
/mr 
cc : 
'----- .-" 
Hr . James E. Brown 
Hr. Ethan A. H. Shepl ey, Jr. 
HI·/'' .,.,, ,,.,. 
'! .\ , )f-1':· 
t 'T~ 
MM..;h '::,' .. . , , . ,, 
EXHIBIT K- 3 
CHART : EXTERNAL NOISE EXPOSURE STANDARDS FOR NEW CONSTRUCTION . 
SITES (Measurements and projections of noise exposures are to be 
made at appropriate hei ghts above site boundaries) 
ENERAL EXTERNAL EXPOSURES AIRPORT ENVIRONS 
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dB A CNR ZONE *I NEF ZONE *I 
NACCEPTABLE 
Exceeds 80 dB (A) 60 minutes 
per 24 hours 3 c 
Exceeds 75 dB(A) 8 hours 
per 24 hours 
(Exceptions are strongly discouraged and require a 102(2)C 
environmental statement and the Secretary's approval) 
ISCRETIONARY -- NORMALLY UNACCEPTABLE 
Exceeds 65 dB(A) 8 hours per 
24 hours 2 B 
Loud rep_et it i ve sounds on site 
( Approva 1 s require noise attenuation measures~ the Reg i ana 1 
Administrator's concurrence and a l02(2)C environmental statement) 
ISCRET!ONARY -- NORMALLY ACCEPTABLE 
Does not exceed 65 dB(A) more than 
8 hours per 24 hours 
CCEPTAB LE 
Does not exceed 45 dB(A) more t han 
30 mi nutes per 24 hours l A 
* '!./ See Appendix 1 for exPlanations of Composite Noise Rating ( CNR) and 
No i se· Exposure Forecast \NEF ) . 
EXHIBIT L 
(2) 
(Note: the standards listed below are performance 
standards. The means required for achieving them will 
depend on, among other things, the external' noise levels, 
the equipment and layout used in the building, and the 
noise attentuation characteristics of the building's 
floors and walls . These standards assume open wil'_ldows 
unless other provision is made for adequate ventilation.) 
(a) "Acceptable": 
Sleeping Quarters. For the present 'time, HUD field 
personnel should consider existing and projected 
noise exposure for sleeping quarters "acceptable" 
if interior noise levels resulting from exterior 
noise sources and interior building sources such 
as heating, plumbing, and air conditioning 
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--do not exceed 55dB(A) for more than an accumulation 
of 60 minutes in any 24-hour period, and 
--do not exceed 45dB(A) for more than 30 minutes 
during night time sleeping hours from ll p.m. to 
7 a.m . , and 
--do not exceed 45dB(A) for more than an accumulation 
of eight hours in any 24-hour day. 
Other Interior Areas. HUD personnel should exercise 
d1scret10n and Judgement as to interior areas other 
than those used for sleeping . Consideration should 
be given to the characteristics of the noise, the 
duration, time of day, and planned use of the area. 
(3) Insulation Between Dwelling Units 
(a) "Unacceptable" 
For multifamily structures, including attached 
single family units, floor s and dividing wa lls 
be tween dwelling units having Sound Transmission 
Class (STC) of less than 45 are al ways unacceptable . 
EXHIBIT L 
APPENDIX 2. OOUND LEVELS FOR COMMON NOISES 
(Non- technical table for general perspective and background) 
JET PLANE, 100 FT. AWAY 130 
PNEUMATIC RIVERTER 
ROCK MUSIC WITH AMPLIFIER 120 
THRESHOLD OF FEELING PAIN 
THUNDER; DANGER OF PERMANENT HEARING WSS 110 
INTERNAL COMBUSTION AIRCRAFT ENGINE, 15 FT. AWAY 
BOILER SHOP; POWER MOWER 1 CO 
SUBWAY TRAIN PASSING STATION 
ORCHESTRAL CRESCENDO, 25 FT. AWAY; NOISY KI TCHEN 90 
CITY TRAFFIC (inside car); PNEUMATIC DRILL, 20FT. AWAY 
PERSISTENT NOISE IMPAIRS HEARING FOR SPEECH COMMUNICATION 80 
(85 DECIBELS) 
BUSY STREET 
INTERIOR OF DEPARTMENT STORE 70 
AUTOMOBILE (AVERAGE) AT 35 to 40 M.P.H. 
ORDINARY CONVERSATION, 3 FT. AWAY 60 
VACUUM CLEANER, 3 FT. AWAY 
QUIET ·AUTOMOBILE AT WW SPEED 50 
AVERAGE OFFICE 40 
QUIET OFFICE 
CITY RESIDENCE 30 
QUI ET COUNTRY RESIDENCE 20 
WHISPER, 5 FT. AWAY . . 
RUSTLE OF LEAVES 10 
THRESHOLD OF HEARING 
Sound l evel s can be measured wit h a met er and expressed i n dec i bel s . 
When used this way, the decibel is based on a comparison with the 
fai ntest sound that can be heard. The deci bel scale is logarithmic ; 
deci bel levels cannot be added arithmetically. (See Appendix 1 and 
HUD noise assessment manuals for further discussion . ) 
EXHIBIT M 
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JOHN H. POELY.ER. M•ror 
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St. louis Housin g Authority '~1 \;!!'" - • ~fll~.]. • .t_ 1221 LOCUST ST • ST lO..JtS, ,,o 6J10J 
lf~...i.~ PHONE AREA CODE 314 • 43G'S''l0 f , P. COSTEllO, E XECU TI VE DIRECTO R 
Mr. Elmo Oa Turne r 
Area Director 
Department of Housing 
& Urban Development 
210 North 12th St reet 
St . Louis, Missouri 63101 
Dear Mr. Turner: 
March 18 , 1974 
Thi s i s to advise tha t the St. Loui s Hous ing Authority 
i s currently placing Pruitt-Igoe t enants in r ep l ace-
ment housing . 
Five hundred thirty- seven (537) fami l ies and i ndividual s 
have been moved since August 24 , 1973 . Approximately 
73% of these f ami lies have moved into public housing. 
The remainder have been placed in other housing re-
sources a 
By i...l1is i e ·i.::cer we w1 s h to ;~ sc;nrf' vrm th -? t ?0",,' '?i:t;' 
hOusing r esources are avail <:~ ble for the ni nety- seven 
(97) f amil i es ·and i ndi vidua ls s till to be moved . 
Sincere! y yours , 
.\· \ / / · ,,.~/ 
1T. P. Cost e llo ·-
Executive Director 
EXHIBIT N 
MISSOURI STATE PARK BOARD 
P.O BOX 176 • 1204 JEFFERSON BLOG . • JEFFERSON CITY. MO. 651 01 • 3141751·3332 
June 28, 1974 
Mr. Elmer E. Smith 
Regional Administrator 
Department of Housing and 
Urban Development 
Federal Building 
9ll Wa 1 nut Street 
. Kansas City, Missouri 64106 
Dear Mr . Smith: 
Re : Draft Environmental Impact Statement 
Demolition of Pruitt-Igoe Public Housing Complex 
St. Louis, Missouri 
As no historic or pre-historic resources will be affected by the 
demolition of . the Pruitt-lgoe Public Housing Complex, I have no 
objections to the removal of these structures. 
It might be pointed out that the case of Pruitt-Igoe offers a clear 
demonstration of the fallibility of Urban Renewal projects . Because 
of this sort of result, which was touted as a be-all and an end-all 
CHRISTOPHER S. BOND 
Governor 
JAMES L. WILSON 
Director 
BOARD MEMBERS 
Robert H . F rost, Chairman 
Plnmburg 
Cl~o <IP. A . Jacobs, Voce Ch~i,n;on 
K " ksvi llc 
Hobert E. Lay,Memi OI'r 
Houlton 
Conn C. Winfrey , Member 
Taylor M iles. Member 
Gerald B.AOW<~n.Membcr 
Kansas City 
in the early 1950's, preservationists have every rea son to be skeptical 
of the panacea-type results promised in new projects wherever they 
appear. !'hy should we expect the projects at St . Joseph, Cape Girardeau 
and e lsewhere which are destroying fine examples of the building art, 
to have any better outcome? 
Urban Renewal can indeed be a beneficial tool in improving our citi es, 
but with this demonstration of fallibility, I can never embrace it as 
the only answer to urban blight. For these reasons I am pledged to 
the incorporation of historic preservation as part of the planning process. 
Since r e ly, 
11 SOUR! STAV/J!z BOARD 
-(JVII~ 
a es L. Wi 1 son , Director 
ssouri State Park Board 
Mi s souri State P. L. 89 -665 
Preservation Officer 
JLW:MPH :bgg 
cc : Ann W. Smith 
Loui s S. Wall 
Terry Rehma 
EXHIB IT 0 
You Are Always Welcome m Missoun State Parks and Htstoric Sit~s 
• JOHN H. POELKER. M"•' 
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St. Louis Housing Authority • 
T . P' . CO S TELLO , EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR 1221 LOCUST ST • ST LOUIS 
PHONE AREA CODE 314 • 436-6400 
August 9, 1974 
Mr. Elmo 0 . Turner, Area Director 
Department of Housing & Urban Devel opment 
210 N. 12th Str eet 
St. Louis, Missouri 63101 
Attn : Mr. K. Lange 
Dear Mr. Turne r : 
Re : Pruitt- Igoe 
Per discussions between Mr. Ha rry Bearman of the :mm Regional 
Office and Mr. Sidney Jacks of our staff on July 23, 1974, we 
a r e enclosing the Authori ty 1 s r e sponse to the Che ck List concern-
ing Pruitt- Igoe Environmental Impact State ment. 
We t rust t his inf or mation is satisfact ory f or your pur poses . 
Encl osur e 
Sincerely, 
' ,/lp· · 
- ·I / ~·· c_' ) 
/k 
/ T. P~ CoS~ 
Executive Di r ect or 
EXHIBIT P 
MO. 63103 
F RANK £ . B OYKIN, C:HAIR.,AH / C l-AREN CE SWARM / T H EL.M A GREEN / DR. LAW R E N CE E . N ICH ? L SON / M SGR . JOHN.-.. S H OCKt..EE 
RESPONSE TO "CHECK LIST OF COMMENTS" RECEIVED REGARDING 
PRUITT-IGOE DRAFT ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT STATEMENT. 
1. Page l - Dept. of Transportation # 2 
The truck r outes and disposal sites will be determined by the contractor. 
However those routes and di sposal s ites will be approved by all necessary 
polit ical entities and agencies prior t o the execution of the contract a-
ward . 
2 • . Page 4 - Laclede Gas Company # 2 
'The St. Louis Housing Authority has me t with the various utilities , public 
and private, which trav!9rse or supply the demolition site . The Authority 
will require the contractor to properly preserve the utili ties during 
the demolition. In addition the contractor will be r equir ed t o provide 
sufficient surety to cover any conceivable contractor damage to any part 
of these utility systems . 
3. Page 5 - Fred .H. Porterfield # 2 
The Valmeyer Illinois drift mine quarry is probably beyond an economical 
haul distance. Our records indicate t he quarry is 41 miles from the 
Pruitt-Igoe site. 
4. Page - Fr ed H. Porterfield # 3 
In so far as i s practical, the contractor will remove metal i t erns from the 
rubble for salvage or recycling . However, t he final choice will be t he 
responsibility of the contractor. 
5 . Page 8 - Envir onmental Protection Agency # 1 
The contractor will be allowed to choose his operating hours pr ovided that 
the contractor ' s noise levels a re below those as requir ed by applicable 
city, state, and federal laws and regulations. The supervising engineer 
of the Authority will be required to periodically at random and without 
warning measure the soWld levels to enforce this requirement .. 
6 . Page 22 - Environmental protection Agency # 4 
Refer to reply # l 
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7. Page 9 - Environmental Protection Agency # 6 
The total volume of non-inert materials is relatively insignificant as 
measured against the total volume of material. However, the speci fications 
will require that the contractor shall remove the non-inert material 
prior to removal of the debri from the site. 
8. Page 10 - Environmental Protection Agency # 7 
Refer to reply # 4 
9 . Page 10 - Environment Protection Agency # 8 
The contract specifications will r equire the contractor to remove all 
material from the basement including the r emoval of tanks. The contractor 
will then be required to break in the basement floors. Generally this is 
performed through the dropping of a headache ball on the concrete floor, 
although the contractor may use his discretion as to the methods of 
accomplishment of this task. While the foundations will be left intact 
the contractor will be required to break the foundations for a distanc-e 
of at least two feet below grade level. 
10. Page 10 - Environmental Protection Agency # 9 
At this time, no definite plan has been developed for the future use of 
the site. 
11. Page 11 - Environmental Protection Agency # 10 
The contractor will be required to follow the various city, state, and 
federal pollution r egulations that appertain. 
1 2 . Page 11 - Environmental Protection Agency # 11 
In the previous study by Skidmore, Ownes and Merrill no encouragement was 
given to such use. 
13. Page 11 - Environmental Protection Agency # 12 
The practical prospects of achieving financing, public or private for such 
alternative plans is remote. 
14. Page 12 - Environmental Protection Agency # 13 
Ti tle to the real e state is vested in the St. Louis Housing Authority as 
recorded by the Recorder of Deeds of the City of St. Louis 
15. Page .14- David 0. Meeker # 2 
Refer to reply # 2 
Page 2 
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16. Page 14 - David 0. Meeker # 3 
The utilities were adequate in the past and appear to be quite adequate 
for the future for residental use. 
l7. Page 6 - David 0. Meeker # 6 
The Authority presently considering the possible use of a local black 
citizens group in the reuse planning. 
18 . Page 15 - David 0 . Meeker # 7 
It is likely that future use of the si.te may or may not r equir e some 
removal of the existing foundations. However, at the most, only Berected 
portions of the existing founda tiona will require removal. The remaining 
foundation, being below grade, will remain. 
19. Page 15 - David 0 . Meeker # 9 
Refer to reply # l 
20 . Page 15 - David 0. Meeker # ll 
This has been determined to be economically infeasible. 
21. Page 17 - U. s. Dept . of Interior# 3, # 4 and #?a 
It is unlikely that the rubble will be a llowed as river fill. If part of 
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the rubble was left on site to form mounds, it is very unlikely that there 
would be a financial saving . Due to the nature of the rebar and rubble , 
substantial preparatory work as wel •l as considerable clean dirt would be 
required to cover over the rebar and rubble. Equally important, it would 
preclude the right to effect a total new pattern of land use. It should also be 
noted that there is a city owned park area on the south periphery of the 
Pruitt property. 
22. Page 19 - Dept. of Interior # 7b 
The contractor \.rill be required to provide proper rodent control and 
extermination procedures prior to building demolitio!l . Total removal of 
debri should further reduce the possibility of future rodent infestation 
of this site . 
23 . Pa.ge 20 - East-West Gateway Coord . Council # l~ 
It is expected that some r oadwys and pa.ved areas may be left intact for 
possible future use or ns an aid to future construction . 
24. Page 2l - East-llest Gateway Coord. Council # 6 
During the interim period the Authority will maintain the grounds as to 
provide safe and heal thy conditions including the cutting of weeds. 
Page 3 
- --- -
DEPARTMENT OF THE ARMY 
ST. LOUIS DISTRICT, CORPS OF ENGINEERS 
210 NORTH 12TH STREET 
ST. LOUIS. MISSOURI 63101 
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LMSED-BA 24 July 1974 
Mr. Elmer E. Smith 
Regional Administrator 
Department of Housing and Urban Development 
Federal Building 
911 Walnut Street 
Kansas City, Missouri 64106 
Dear Mr. Smith: 
The St. Louis District, Army Corps of Engineers has reviewed the draft 
environmental s t atement for Pruitt Homes and Igoe apartments Public 
Housing Complex as pr epared by the Department of Housing and Urban 
Development. We find that the statement is an adequate assessment of 
the relationship of the proposed action to act:ivities and projects 
under the jurisdiction of this District , 
As outlined in the section "Disposal of Debris" (p.43), we have no 
project which could make use of the type and quantities of debris that 
would be produced from the demolition of the Pruitt-Igoe Complex. Such 
debris would not be suitable for construction or reconstruction of dikes, 
l evees, or any contract work which presently relates to Corps of Engi-
neers projects in the St. Louis Distritt. 
It should also be noted that a permit from the Corps of Engineers must 
be obtained prior to spoil of debris in the river . Criteria for grant-
ing permits are covered by Corps of Engineers guidelines, as well as by 
a memorandum of understanding between the Corps a nd the Department of 
the Interior, Prior to granting a pe rmit for excavation, fill or 
dred ging in the river, coordination must occur with the appropriate 
agency of the Depa rtment of the Interior, and any sources of disagree-
ment must be resolved. In the case of the permit for which the City of 
St. Louis has applied relative to constructing a fill along the right 
bank of the Mississippi River between miles 184,7 and 185 , 7 for purposes 
of disposing of the debris from Pruitt-Igoe, the Bureau of Sport Fish-
eries and Wildlife has expressed concern over the possible detrimental 
effects to aquatic life this action might produce. 
EXHIBIT Q 
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LMSED-BA 24 July 1974 
Mr. Elmer E. Smith 
Coordination with the Bureau of Sport Fisheries and Wildlife over this 
matter has delayed a final decision on t~e permit. However, because 
unauthorized dumping by the City of St. Louis has already occurred in 
the river at this site, all processing of the permit has been discon-
tinued by this District pending a decision by the Office of Chief of 
Engineers as to whether to pursue legal or administrative sanctions 
against the unauthorized actions . 
Thank you for giving us the opportunity to review this draft impact 
statement. 
Sincerely yours, 
f 
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STUART SYMINGTON 
,uJIOHAUT1CAL AND SPACK &CIDICU 
...;.MWSERYICES 
POIU!JQH RELATIONS 
.....,.RO~RIATIOHS, £X 01'71CID 
JOINT ATOMIC OIEROV 
D&MOCRATIC P'Ot..ICY 
OD40CitATIC STEUIIHQ 
STANLEY R. FIK£ 
ADMIHI"""Tl'ls:A•••n~ 
WASHINGTON, D.C. 20510 
May 30, 1974 
Mr. Elmer E. Smith, Regional Administrator 
Region VII, Departme nt of Housing and 
Urban Developme nt 
Federal Building, 911 Walnut Street 
Kansas City, Missouri 64106 
Dear Elmer : 
Thank you for sending a copy of the Draft Environmental 
Impact Statement· on the Pruitt- Igoe public housing com-
plex. 
The proposed demolition of Pruitt-lgoe seems to be the 
best solution to the tragic problems of this project . 
Certainly, the benefits from complete removal of this 
bligh t on St. Louis far outweigh the adve rse effects , 
which would only be temporary. The 57 acres where 
Pruitt- lgoe stands, and the surrounding neighborhoods 
could l.e productive land, which is now being wasted be-
cause of the stigma attached to the project . 
We support your proposal and hope the demolition and 
disposal of resultant rubble will be carried out as 
expeditiou•ly as poss~ible. Si e r e l . --~,J 
~,/ .,.~ 
gton 
SS: fs 
' I 
-\ 
· 1' ~.~, 
f 
EXHIBIT R 
t 
! , 
Advisory Council 
On Historic Preservation ------ --· - --- ---- -
i ~ 22 l< 1) .. ·--r i'\' .\X!. )11!:.- 4JO 
Washington D.C. 20005 
Mr. Elmer E. Smith 
Regional Administrator 
U.S. Department of Housing and Urban 
Development 
Federal Building 
911 Walnut Street 
Kansas City, Missouri . 64106 
Dear Mr. Smith: 
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May 29, 1974 
This is in response to your request of May 8, 1974, for comments on the 
enviromnental statement for the proposed demolition of the Pruitt-Igoe 
Public Housing Complex, St. Louis, Missouri. Pursuant to its 
responsbilities under Section 102(2)(C) of the National Envirorunental 
Policy Act of 1969, the Advisory Council on Historic Preservation has 
determi_ned that while you have discussed the historical, architectural, 
a nd archeological aspects related to the und~rtaking, the Advisory 
Council needs additional information to adequat ely evaluate the effects 
on these cultural r esources. Please furnish additional data indicating : 
a. Compliance with Section 106 of the National Historic 
Preservation Act of 1966 (16 U.s .c. 470 (f)). The Council 
must have evidence that the most recent listing of the 
National Register of Historic Places has been consulted 
(see Federal Register, February 19, 1974, and monthly 
supplements each first Tuesday thereafter) and that either 
of the following conditions i s satisfied : 
1. If no National Register property is affected by the 
project, a section deta iling this determination must 
a ppear in the environmental s t a t ement. 
2. If a National Register property is affected by the 
project, the environmental statement must contain an 
account of steps taken in compliance with Section 106 
and a comprehensive discussion of the contemplated 
effects on the National Registe r property. ("Procedur es 
for the Protect ion of Historic and Cultural Properties " 
are detaile d in the Federal Regi s t e r of January 25, 1974, 
pp. 3366 - 3370). 
To insure a comprehensive r eview of historical, cultural, a rcheol ogical, 
and architectura l resources , the Advisory Council s ugges t s tha t 1 ~! 
EXHIBIT R 
The Cmmcil is an indcp<·lldrlll 1111il of tbr Exccufil·r Orancb of the Fcdrral Gol'l'riii/H'IIf c 
October IS, 1966 to ad1 isr th,• l'rl'sirlcnt and Congr1'H i11 fiJI.• firld of H istoric l'rnrn •ation. 
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environmental statement contain evidence of contact with the appropriate 
State Historic Preservation Officer and that a copy of his cotmlents 
.concerning the effects of the undertaking upon these resources be included 
in the environmental statement. The State Historic Preservation Officer 
for Missouri is Mr. James L. Wilson, Director, Missouri State Park 
Board, P.O. Box 176, 1204 Jefferson Building, Jefferson City, Missouri 
65101. 
Should you have any questions or require any additional assistance, please 
contact Jordan Tannenbaum (202 -254-3974) of the Advisory Council staff. 
Sincerely yours, 
(i('\..._~\i...~~ 
Ann Webster Smith 
Director, Office of Comp 1 iance 
DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH, EDUCATION1 AND WELFARE 
Hr. Elmer E. Smith 
Reg ional Adminlstrator 
Department of Housing 
and Urban Development 
Federal Building 
911 Walnut Street 
REGION VII . 
FEDERAL BUILDING 
101 EAST 12TH STREET 
KANSAS CITY, MISSOURII4108 
July 16, 1974 
Kansas City, Mi·ssour t 64106 
Dear Mr. Smi.th: 
RE: Draft Envi.ronmental Impact Statement 
Demo) rti·on of Pr uftt-(goe Publ tc Housing Complex 
St . Louis, Missouri 
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The opportun"ity to rev tew the above refe r e nced draft environmental impact 
statement is appreciated. Our review is 1 imited to the impact which the 
demolition of the 30 existing burldlngs have open the programs of the 
Department of Health, Education, and Welfare. 
As you know, HEW has in the past provided consrderable social, health, 
and educational servi·ces withi'n the boundaries defined by the Pruitt-lgoe 
housing project as well as the geographic area of the Model Cities which 
serves the housing project described . Had the Pruitt-lgoe housing com-
plex been fully inha6ited at the present time, the denx>l i t ion ·of removal 
of thi's proj ect would have had a serious i.mpact on services in the area . 
Decline in resident population ·of the past four years, however, has 
resu I ted in a dec I tne i'n service requirements with a corresponding 
redirect ton of service priorities witbin the geographic area of North 
St •. Louts. Lt i.s felt, therefore, that the impact on Department of Health, 
Educati·on, and Welfare. programs wrll be minimal and that they have been 
adequately d tscussed i n the Draft Statement. 
Sincerely 
/ /" 
4~-.;~~,0.../«--~~ 
WfTlt;;. ~H. Hen'&'rson 
Regi"onal Environmental Officer 
EXHIBIT R 
United States Department of the Interior 
OFFICE OF THE SECRETARY 
MISSOURI BASIN REGION 
DENVER, COI.ORADQ 8022> 
ER-74/653 
Mr. Elmer E. Smith 
Regional Administrator 
Department of Housing and 
Urban Development 
Federal Building, 911 Walnut Street 
Kansas City, Missouri 64106 
Dear Mr. Smith: 
JUl ~ ' ....... .. 
The draft environmental impact statement prepared upon the 
proposal to demolish the Pruitt-Igoe housing complex in 
St. Louis, Missouri, has been reviewed by Bureaus of this 
Department which have particular concerns. 
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Our comment s fo llow, organized by sections of the s tatement . 
Section II 
We suggest that it may be appropriate to reconsider the 
second paragraph, page 6, in the final statement. Some of 
our reviewers arrived at an opposite conclusion from the 
rationale presented. 
On page 24, it is stated that there are no adjacent features 
being considered for inclusion in the National Register of 
Historic Places, however, this assertion i s not documente d. 
The final statement should reflect support of this state-
ment by the State Historic Prese rvation Officer. 
Section III 
The d iscussion of debris disposal commencing on page 43 does 
not adequately address probable impacts upon fish and 
wildlife. The Bureau of Sport Fisheries and lVi l dlife has 
revie~,o.red and investigated the application for permit under 
the authorization of the Fish and Wildlife Coordination Act 
and determined that severe adverse effects on the riverine 
habitat would occur. It has recommended that the Cor;>.s·c~ 
issue the required permit . .,._-· ,~ .' · . ~ 
/",'"j/;>;· ... '· 
("· f.t ' " i:J?<) ~ \f:o~,b ~ (';.:; ;·._ ~ 
·'-!..~c _·(· EXHI BIT ?. 
We note on page 56 that a proposal has been made to leave 
the debris on site and develop the area for a city park. 
This certainly is a v iable disposal alternativ e and as 
such , should be added to the list presented in this sub-
section. 
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We have serious concerns over the conclusion drawn in the 
last paragraph of the section. While reuse of the rubble i s 
an objective, the three alternatives mentioned are not 
without negative impact on the environment. In open river 
reaches devoid of side channels , the shallow main channe l 
border a r eas prov ide valuable habitat for fishes. The 
narrow border of land found between flood control levees 
and the river is usually the only riverine wildlife habitat 
remaining in metropolitan areas. Shoreline fills cause 
de struction of habitat with r e sultant losses to fi s h and 
wildlife. This section should be r evised to address these 
negative impacts. 
It a l so should be noted that aba ndoned strip mine l a nds 
have certain wildlife values . Depending on the chemi cal 
nature of the spoil in the strip mine, these areas can be 
r evegetated eithe r by plantings or natural succession . 
Often they can develop into good habitat supporting a diverse 
fauna, and we cannot agree with the implication tha t all 
strip mine lands are without value . These impacts should 
be addressed in this subsection . 
Section IV 
We are pleased to see that the a lternative to rework t he si t e 
using the rubble to creat e a park is included along with 
the various devel opment proposals. Leav ing the rubble on 
site would not only be a s i gni f i cant cost reduction measure 
but would e liminate the potential adverse i mpacts of the 
other three d ebris d isposal proposals . Thi s a l ternative 
shoul d be given ser i ous consideration. 
However, there is a pot ential adverse impact of such a 
proposal: our rodent control exper ts advise t hat the 
covered rubble piles woul d be attracti ve t o burrowing 
rodents, particularly rats. The i nescapabl e voids l eft 
when covering these piles o f rubble wit h soi l wou l d harbor 
many of these pests and control measures would be impe rative. 
This adverse impact and the control measures should be 
discussed in the final statement . 
sec~ion v 
Both the adverse effects which cannot be avoided and the 
irreversible and irretrievable corrunitments of resources 
sections should address the impacts on fish and wildlife 
habitat which could occur should either the Mississippi 
River fill or the strip mine land disposal alternatives 
be selected. In addition, these subsections should reflect 
the permanency of these impacts, should the alternative 
be implemented. 
We appreciate the opportunity to review the statement, and 
we hope that these observations will assist you i:h pro-
duction of your final statement. 
Sincerely yours, 
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DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION 
SECRETARIAL' REPRESENTATIVE 
REGION VII 
June 19, 1974 
Mr . Elmer E. Smith 
Regional Administrator 
Department of Housing and Urban Development 
911 Walnut Street 
Kansas City, Missouri 64106 
Dear Mr • Smith ; 
We have reviewed the Department of Housing and Urban Development's Draft 
Environmental Impact Statement for the Pruitt Homes and Igoe Apartments 
Public Housing Complex, and the Department of Transportation 's comments 
are as follows: 
1. It is difficult to det ermine the exact limits of the p r oject and the 
facilities present on the 57 acres referred to throughout t he Statement . 
The d escription on Page 1 of the boundaries o f the area and Exhibit A-1 
include Desoto- Carr Park, DeSoto Corranunity Center, Pruitt School, 
St. Stanislaus Catholic Church , and at least one other church. Exhibit 
A- 2 illustrates a smaller area excluding some of the above facilities 
and decreases the number of streets that may be impacted by truck 
traffic from the Pruitt-Igoe complex. An indication as to whether 
Exhibit A-1 or A-2 correctly illustrates the boundaries of t he 57 acres 
involved is needed. 
2. The movement of 1 9 ,500 18- ton l oads through the city coul d create 
s tructur a l damage t o streets not suited to prolonged heavy t ruck 
t r a ff ic . We s uggest the Final indicate disposal sites and t ruck 
routes so that maintenance needs , disrupti o n · t o local t raffic, a nd 
special safety requi rement s can be better identified. 
3. The letters from which excerpts have been taken woUld be more meaning-
ful if the letters were reproduced in full. we are particularly 
interested in the Mi ssouri· State Highway Commission's l etter quo ted on 
Page 35. 
We appreciate the opportunity to review and comment on this Draft Statement 
and look forwa rd to receiving the Fina l. 
cc : 
Mr. John B . Kemp 
Sincerel y, 
(Foil ·R: k: :~eLe /(, rj· _ 
RADM USCG {Ret. ) , 
Secretarial Representative 
Region VII 
EXHIBIT 
UHITED STATES EHVIROHMEHTAL PROTECTION AGEHCY 
REGION VII 
17M BALTIMORE - ROOM 249 
KANSAS CITY, MISSOURI 64108 
Mr. Elmer E. Smith 
Regional Administrator 
July 11, 1974 
U. S. Department of Housing and Urban Development 
Federal Building, 911 Walnut Street 
Kansas City, Missouri 64106 
RE: Pruitt Homes and Igoe Apartments 
Public Housing Complex 
St. Louis, Missouri 63103 
Dear Mr. Smith: 
We have reviewed the draft environmental impact statement 
for the project identified above. The project and s tatement 
are rated ER-2 indicating we have environmental reservations 
about various aspects of the project and request the following 
comments be addressed in the f inal s tatenent: 
The report states "The noise will not take place during 
sleeping hours and will be inte rmittent so that the adverse 
effect will not be totally disruptive." It would appear from 
the data provided that the a r ea is already subject to h igh 
noise l evels with 110 r eadings of 72 to 76 dBA (Exhibit D) . 
The January 1 , 1975, noise l eve l s on the equipment to be used 
are not to exceed 75 to 95 dBA a t 50 ft. (Exhibit C), however, 
these levels are above those nonnally acceptable (Exhibit L). 
The statement should be expanded to identify the operating hours 
and the noise mitigation measures that will be implemented at 
the demolition site, the disposal site and along the transport 
route. 
The document" Interim Recormnendations on Solid Waste Dis-
posal !!!_ the Metro~~ Louis Area, P'UblishedbytheE'ast-
West Gateway Coordinating Council, was c ite d on page 14 of the 
s tate rrent as saying that estimates of costs pe r mile of packer 
truck tran sport range as high as $0.83. Trucks to be used for 
the r emoval of the demolition refuse are not compar able to 
municipal waste vehicles . We r ecommend that this e xampl e be 
replaced with data on the type of equipment to be used on the 
project. The last paragraph on page 14 of the statement provides 
EXHIBIT R 
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some actual costs of transporting demolition wastes for disposal. 
This example should include the distance of the haul and define 
the expenses indicated as "on-site work. 11 
The average load of rubble is estimated at 18 tons (page 42) . 
The statement should recognize that present state regulations 
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allow trucks with five axles to carry a gross weight of 73,000 lbs. 
(36.5 tons). The use of the larger vehicles with a load of 25 
to 30 tons per trip would significantly reduce the number of 
trips and the noise and air pollution from the vehicles, 
The transport routes for the demolition refuse and the 
impacts associated with the transport of refuse should be 
identified in the final statement. Possible impactS include 
noise, loss of debris during transport, traffic congestion and 
damage to streets. 
The draft statement identified several alternative disposal 
sites. The final statement should specify the selected site and 
assess the associated impacts. If land fill is selected the 
statement should assure that Missouri State regulations on dem-
olition ·landfills will be met. 
According to the statement, the demolition rubble is 
composed of brick, mortar and steel reinforcing rods (page 39). 
The description of the buildings and area indicate the presence 
of other materials including garbage and refuse. A determination 
of the amunt of these non-inert materials should be included. 
This is of particular importance if the material is to be used 
to construct a river front dock or as quarry fill since it may 
degrade wate r quality. It may be advantageous to remove all non-
inert materials from the buildings prior to demolition . If this 
is done the impacts associated with the disposal of this material 
should be considered. 
Under the State of Missouri Solid Waste Rules and Regulations 
cited on page 13 of the draft statement, demolition and construc-
tion wastes shall not contain more than a minor amount of netals. 
The quantity of metal allowable in the rubble should be defined 
s ince the buildings do contain a sizable amount of metal ( e .g., 
reinforcing rods, window frames, plumbing and heating pipes, 
wiring, et c .). If the quantity of metal is found to be s ignif icant 
the statement shou ld identify measures which will be taken to r e -
claim this material. 
. 3 
The statement indicates the building foundations will not 
be reiiDved. It is proposed to break and crack the basement 
floors to permit drainage of water from the filled basement 
areas. The statement should explain how this is to be done and 
identify the impacts of the action. Possible significant impacts 
include damage to public utilities and other st ructures in the 
s urrounding area. It is indicated that the pr ohibitive expense 
of r e noving the basement and foundation structures i s the reason 
for leaving the foundations. By l eaving these st ructur es t he 
future use of this 57 acres may be limited t o s urfac e use only, 
The final statement should discuss the impacts which may r esult 
from not removing the foundations and floors . 
The future use of the area following demolition should be 
discussed and the impacts of the future uses should be identified 
and assessed in the final statement as they a r e of significance 
in determining the total impact of the projec t . 
The s t atement should a l so r ecogn i ze and evalua t e the impacts 
r esul ting from contaminated runoff from t he project area . Con-
taminative materials may include erodibl e soil particulates , 
fuel spill s , building refuse and other pollutants during and 
folloHing demolition . ~1easures for control of d ust and suspended 
particulates during demolition of the structures, transport of 
the refuse and deposition at the disposal sit e should be 
identified. 
The section on a l ternatives should discuss the possible use 
of the buildings fo r o ther than low income housing. It sho uld 
a l so indicate if t he alternative of selling or g iving the land 
and facilities to pri vate owner s hip was considered. This would 
a dd the land to the tax roles and possibly provide employment 
and/or housing for people of the area . 
Cost estimates are provided f or several alternative plans 
for the disposition of the Pruitt-Igoe Complex . These include 
r ehabilita tion and/or redevel opmen t of the compl ex as well as 
compl e te demolition followed by redevelopment. However, none 
of these a l ternatives a r e t he proposed action, i.e . , complete 
destruction of the housing complex without any proposed r ede-
velopment . Ther efore, the final statement should also include 
a cost estimate of the proposed project. 
The staterrent identifies the St . Louis Hous i ng Authority, 
t he City of St . Louis and the U. S . Department of Housing and 
Urban Development as agencies having :interests in and authority 
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over various aspects of the Pruitt-Igoe Complex and in its 
demolition. The statement should identify which of these 
agencies owns the land and buildings. This is of significance 
in determining the responsibility for compliance with the various 
environmental regulations. 
The circulation list presented in the summary section of 
the statement should include the Missouri Division of Health~ 
Bureau of Solid Waste Management. 
We appreciate the opportunity to rev iew this draft env iron-
mental impact statement. Please send this office a copy of the 
final environmental impact statement when it is submitted to the 
Council on Environmental Quality. 
Sincerely yours, 
'! C L)i t'" Jf 
(;, Jerome H. Svore /! Regional Administrator 
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OFFICE OF ECONOMIC 
(Jilll(JI~iilJ~Iii" 
June 25, 1974 
Mr . Elmer E. Smith 
Regional Administrator 
EXECUTIVE OFFICE OF THE PRESIDENT 
Region VII 
911 Walnut Street 
Kansas City, Missouri 641DS 
Subj: Draft Environmental 
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Department of Housing and Urban Development 
Federal Building , 911 Walnut Street 
Kansas City, Missouri 64106 
Impact Statement 
Demolition of Pruitt-Igoe 
Public Housing Complex 
St. Louis, Missouri 
Dear Mr. Smith: 
Our Field Representative has evaluated the impact on the environment 
of the demolition of Pruitt-Igoe Public Housing Complex, St. Louis, Mo • 
.ind has no adverse comments regarding the s lated demolition. 
He expressed the thought that the demolition should be expeditiously 
completed with a strong emphasis on the remaining relocation ·program 
of the low-income res ident s of the area . 
Sincerely yours, 
' /1' _ .; If ~f;);JJ;0ri:<:' r/ 4-L-... ~~._ ( ( 
WILLIAM L. SHOVELL 
Chief, Public and Private 
Relations Division 
EXHIBIT R {9 _-
-;. J 
AIR CONSERVATION COMMISSION 
State of MissouRi 
117 Commerce Drive- Jefferson City, Missouri 65101 (P . 0 . Box 1062) (314) 751 -3252 
Governor 
JAMES H. BOGLE 
Chairman 
P . O. Box7 
East Prairie 63845 
H. 0 . SHEL L, P .E. 
Executive Secretary 
July 9, 1974 
W. Fred Schaeffer 
V1ce-Cha1rman 
M.P .O. Box 67 
Spnngfield 65802 
John A. Gunn, Jr. 
6414 Murdoch Ave. 
St. Louis 63109 
~tr. Elmer E . Smith 
Regional Administrator 
COMMISSION MEMBERS 
Richard L. Jarrett 
17208 E. 41st St 
Independence 64055 
Michael F . Kickham 
730 Bell arm me 
Florissant 63031 
Department of Housing and Urban Development 
Fed e ral Building, 911 \~alnut Street 
Kansas City, Missouri 64106 
Dear Mr. Smith': 
John A. Howell 
P .O. Box 231 
Malden 63863 
Alton L. Jones 
328 N. Sergeant 
Joplin 64801 
Refe rence is made to your Nay 8 , 1974 letter concerning demo-
lition of the Pruitt-Igoe housing complex. 
We are g lad that you have previously contacted the St. Louis 
City Division of Air Pollution Control. This local agency 
should be given prime consideration. 
Dust will obvi o usly be a ma jor problem. Blasting , transporting , 
debris stor age and oth e r project phases are to be car efully con-
trolled . Please see that all contractors are a ware of t he re -
stricti o n s imposed by Regulation IX of the Air Quality Standards 
a n d Ai r Pollution Control Regul ations for the St. Louis Metro-
politan Area . 
-Regulations also prohibit open burning, or t he cre ation of ex-
cessive odors or smoke . Past experience says that a massive 
project a s this will produce refuse that can be burned. The 
final i mpact sta teme nt should make refer e nce to the fact that 
open burning will not be cond ucted . 
If you need a copy of the mentioned set of regulations, please 
let me know. 
Very truly yours , 
;l:z_/ltl~~P. u_,; cdf-
../ 
Frederick w. Ott 
Air Pollution Control Engineer 
FWO/ wb EXHIBIT R 
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STATE OF MISSOURI 
CHRISTOPHER S. Bmm 
GOVERNOR 
DEPARTMENT OF COMMUNITY AFFAIRS 
Mr. Elmer E. Smith 
Regional Admi nistr ator 
505 MISSOURI BOULEVARD 
JEFFERSON CITY, MISSOURI 66101 
(314)751-4114 
june 12, 1974 
Department of Housing and Urban Deve lopment 
Federal Building, 911 Wa lnut Street 
Ka nsas City, Missouri 64106 
De ar Mr. Smith: 
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ALFRED C. SIKES 
DIRECTOR 
Subject: Draft Environme nta l Impact Statement for the Demolition of 
Pruin-Igoe Public Hous ing Complex, St. Louis, Missouri 
DOCA 74050047 
The Office of Planning, as the designated State Cle aringhouse, has 
coordinated a review of the above r e ferred draft e nvi r onmenta l impact 
s ta te me nt with va rious concerne d or affected s ta te age ncie s pursuant 
to Section 102(2)(c ) o f the Na tiona l Environmenta l Policy Act. 
Enclosed please find the comme nts r ece ived. None of the other s tate agencies 
involved in the r e view had comme nts or recomme nda tions to offe r a t thi s 
time . 
we ~pprec i ote the o ppo rtuni ty to review the sta tement a ndLn(cipate 
r eceiving the final environmenta l impact statement when pre ared. 
~~ [) 
I J - -----.!,.__ --71 4_ 
TLJ\:dk 
Enclosures 
Terry L. 1\ehma 
A-95 Coordinator 
cc: East -West Gateway Coordina ting Counc il 
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URTIS, OtaimtGn 
N. Jrffenon 
;:tield 65802 
~I LEY, Vice Choirma11 
D:~vis 
Mcdr!d 638&9 
R. LI NSIN. Member 
Hamilton 
~ouis 63136 
LOGA.i'l', Member 
63377 
~V. BAUER, /lfembtr 
1 Gr:~nd Avenue 
;a.s City 6410!1 
L W. DUNC,\N, .ifem bcr 
1 South Second SL 
Joseph 64SOJ 
May 23 , 1974 
MISSOURI 
STATE HIGHWAY COMMISSION 
GENERAL: A- 95 Review 
Application No. 74050047 
Mr. Terry Rehrna 
State Clearinghouse Coordinator 
Department of Community Affairs 
Office of Planning 
505 Hissouri Boulevard 
Jefferson City, Missouri 65101 
Dear Mr. Rehma: 
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ROBERT N. IIUNTER, Chi~f Et,81nur 
BRUCE A. RING, Chief Coumel 
L. V. MCLAUGHLIN, Ass't. Chief Engineer 
MRS. I RENE WOLLENBERG, Secretory 
Jefferson City, Missouri 65101 
Telephone (314) 75 1·2551 
The Draft Environme n ta l Impact Statement by the U.S. Departrne:-tt of 
Housing and Urban Development for the demolition of the Prui tt-Igoe 
Public Housing Complex in St. Louis may involve the future develop-
ment of highways. 
If the Pruitt- Igoe Public Housing Complex is demolished , we sUggest 
that previous to redevelopment , the Highw~y Coromissicn be ccr.~~ctcd 
so that this and other lands in the area may be considered for the 
development of an optimum transportation corridor in t he area . 
Very truly yours·, 
L . V . McLaughlin 
Assistant Chief Enginee r -
A- 95 Rev iew Agent 
>' 
MISSOURI DEP,\RHIFNT Of CONSERVATION 
29Ul North Ten Mile Drive -Jefferson Cicy , Missouri 65101 
P. 0. Box 180 · Tdtphonc 314 7~1 411) 
Mt'. Terry Rehma 
Clearinghouse Coordinator 
Dep~rtment of Comn1.unity Affairs 
505 .Missou!"i Boulevard 
Jeffe rson City, Missouri 65101 
Dear Mr. Rehma: 
CARL R. NOREN. Director 
June 10, 1974 
Re : DOCA - A -95 - 7405004 7 
We have r eviewed the Draft Environmental Statement prepared by the U. S. 
D epartm ent of Housing and Urban Development for the proposed demolition of 
the Pruitt - Igoe housing complex in St. Louis, Missouri. Our concerns are 
p'ritnarily with the us e of the 57 acre site following demolition of the housin g 
complex, and the use of the rubble. 
Our specific comments are as follows: 
1. Page 43 - The discussion of debris disposal docs not include 
the park proposal presented on page 56 of the report. The 
statement on line 3. page 44 ignores the fact that dumping 
the rubble in the Mississippi Ri ver would have an adverse 
impact on aquatic life and increase the flood cres t by filling 
2. Page 56 - ':fhe park proposal could include utilization of 
suitable building foundations as small ponds or fish lakes . 
The n eed for 200,000 c ubi c yards of 11 soil 11 to cover the 
build.ing rubble co uld for the most part b e met with sand 
dredged from the Mississippi River and e ither piped or 
hauled to the site . 
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Charleston 
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Clinton 
G. ANDY RUNGE 
Mexico 
Mr. Rehn1a 
June I 0, 1974 
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3. Page 60 
(a ) The advantages of park deve lopme nt on the rubble, as 
opposed to hauling the rubble to the Mississippi River 
for fill with attendant aquatic habitat losses, are not 
discussed. 
{b) The possibility of depositing the rubble aLong the 
Mississippi River for park development is not discussed. 
Such a us e could have benefits to a large s ement of the 
public . 
In sumrnary, w e have n0 comment s on th e demolition of the Pruitt-Igoe Housin g 
Complex. We a r e concerned that the b est use be made of the 57 acre s ite a nd 
the rubble created by the demolition. The opportunity to comment is appreciated. 
Since rely, 
~~~~ 
LARRY R. GALE 
ASSOCI.11TE DIRECTOR 
cc: Bureau of Sport Fisheries and Wildlife 
Rock Island, Illinois 
·r 
MISSOURI CURTIS, Olafrman 
oN. Jefferson 
ri••&fit!ld 65802 STATE HIGHWAY COMMISSION 
RJ LEY, Vice Chairman 
1Uavis 
w Madrid 63869 
·:It R. LINSIN, Member 
.41 Hamillon 
. Louis 63136 
LOGAN, Member 
ex 63377 
< W. BAUER, Member 
!01 Grand Avenue 
IRSliS Cily 64108 
EL W. DUNCAN, Member 
10 1 Soulh Second Sl. 
. Joseph 64503 
·May 14, 1974 
GENERAL: Draft Environmental Impact Statement 
Demolition of Pruitt-Igoe Public 
Housing Complex 
Mr. Elmer E. Srni th 
Regional Administrator 
Department of Housing and Urban Development 
Federal Building 
911 Walnut Street 
Kansas City, Missouri 64106 
Dear Mr. Smith: 
13~ 
ROBERT N. HUNTER, Olief Engineer 
BRUCE A. RING, Chief Counsel 
L. V. MCLAUGHLIN. Ass't. Chief Engineer 
MRS. IRENE WOLLENBERG, Secretary 
Jefferson City, Missouri 65101 
Telephone (314) 751-2551 
We are g lad to have your recent letter to which was attached a 
copy of the Draft Environmental Impact Statement covering the 
demolition of the Pruitt-Igoe Public Housing Complex. We have 
reviewed the Draft Statement and find that generally our comments 
are well expressed at the top of page 35 of the document as 
follows: 
"If the Pruitt-Igoe Public Housing Complex is demolished, 
we suggest that previous to redevelopment, the Highway 
Commission be contacted so that this, and other lands in 
the area , may be considered for the development of an 
optimum transportation corridor in the a rea." 
We, therefor e , recommend that any redevelopment emphasize the 
provision for adequate highway facilities in this area. 
Very truly yours, 
/1: ·-( I (; r '' ~ 
Chief Engineer 
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Monroe Cou~>lr 
John G. Br3wley 
Choirmon, 8 o-Siole 
DeYe/opment AgeA<r 
Robert N. Hunter 
Chielfnginur, Miu ovri 
Stole High• or Commiu io" 
Garred P. Jones 
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Dr. Donald J . Burkhalter 
EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR 
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720 OLIVE STREET, SUITE 2110 ST. LOUIS, MISSOURI 63101 
AREA CODE 618 274-2750 • AREA CODE 314 421·4220 
VICE-CHAIRMAN 
Nelson Hagnauer 
Cltoi<I"O" 
Modi1on Coun<r loo1d 
July 17, 19 7 4 
Mr. Elmer Smith 
Board of Directors 
CHAIRMAN 
Lawrence K. Roos 
Supe<>'iso• 
St. touiJ Counlr 
u.s. Department of Housing 
and Urban Development 
911 Walnut 
Kansas City, Missouri 64106 
TREASURER 
Ralph Smith 
Pteoidi,gJud9• 
'"'"Hin Countr 
Re: Draft EIS for Pruitt-Igoe Demolition 
Dear Mr. Smith: 
At their meeting on June 26, 1974, the Board of Directors 
of the East- West Gateway Coordinating Council reviewed 
the draft Environmental Impact Statement for the demoli-
tion of Pruitt- Igoe. Prior to this meeting, the Council's 
technical staff, Environmental Task Force and the 
Executive Advisory Committee reviewed the statement and 
recommended its endorsement contingent upon the inclusion 
in the final EIS of the considerations indicated in the 
attached reviews by staff and the Environmental Task 
Force. Further , the Board req uests a review by the 
Council of the final statement. We have enclosed a copy 
of the Board minute s . 
Comme nts were solicite d from the age ncies listed on pages 
three and four of the enclosed staff review and responses 
received are attached. 
If you have any questions concerning our review, p l ease 
feel free to contact us. 
Sincere ly, 
Euge~J~ 
Exe cut i ve Direct o r 
EGM/FC/jw 
Enclosures EXHIBIT R 
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EAST-WEST GATEWAY COORDINATING COUNCIL 
JUNE 26, 1974 
The regular meeting of the Board of Directors of the East-West Gateway 
Coordinating Council was held in the Council Offices, 720 Olive Street, 
St. Louis, Missouri, on Wednesday, June 26, 1974 at 2 :00p.m, 
In attendance were: 
Lawrence K. Roos, Chairman, St. l~ouis County 
Nelson Hagnauer, Vice-Chairman. Madison County 
Ralph Smith, Treasurer, Franklin County 
Raymond Jefferson, Southwestern Illinois Council of Mayors 
Mike Sasyk, Southwestern Illinois Council of Mayors 
Douglas Boschert, St. Charles County 
A. N . Young, Southwestern Illinois Metropolitan and Regional Planning Commission 
Francis Touchette, St. Clair County 
James C. Laflin, St. Louis County Municipal League 
Roy W. Jordan, Regional Citizen 
Dr. Donald J. Burkhalter, Regional Citizen 
John B r awley, Bi-State Development Agency 
Joseph B odaracco, City of St. Louis 
John Fedrick, Regional Citizen 
Edward Moore, Regional Citizen 
Also in attendance were: 
LeRoy Gruber, representing Mayor James E. Williams, City of East St. Louis 
Richard Ives, represe nting Al Sikes, M:ssouri. Department of Community Affairs 
A.J. Wilson, r epresenting John H. Poelker, City of St. Louis 
Frank Brown, r e presenting Gar Jones, Illinois Department of Transportation 
'Thelma Renshaw, repr esenting Frank Kirk, Illinois Department of Local Govern -· 
ment Affairs 
James Meanor. St. Louis Regional Commerce and Growth Association 
James Kendrick, Bi - State Development Agency 
Phil Taylor, St. C l a ir County 
Robert Baer , St . Louis County 
Edward Bodanski, St. Louis Area Drug Abuse Coordinating Council 
Alan C . Richter, EWGCC 
Matthew D . Melucci, EWGCC 
Lel and Dole, EWGCC 
Dee Joyner, EWGCC 
She lby Pete r s , EWGCC 
Gary McClure , EWGCC 
Terry Stuc hlik, EWGCC 
The m eeting was called to order by Chairman Roos. 
Motion by Mr. Young, seconded by Mr. Sasyk, to approve the minutes of the 
May 29, 1974 meeting with the corrected page four. 
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Motion carried. all voting aye. 
Mr. ToUchette noted that there was not a quorum at the s pecial meeting of 
the Board held on June 12, 1974 and suggested that these minutes be set aside 
and acted on at today's meeting. 
Chairman Roes stated that the June 12, i974 rninutes would be added to today's 
agenda under Old Business. Item 3 c. 
Memorandum of Cooperative Understanding between Bi-State and EWGCC regarding 
Port De ve lopment. 
Chairman Roos stated that several of the Board Members have suggested that 
inasmuch as this is a matter of importance and two of our Mayors are not in 
attendance at today's meeting that it would be desirable to hold this item until 
either the next meeting of the Board or to call a special meeting to Consider this 
matter. 
Motion by Mr. Boschert. seconcled by Mr . .Jefferson, to table the Memorandum 
of Coope rative Understanding between B i-State and EWGCC regarding Port 
Development until the next regular meeting of the Board. 
Moti.on carried, all voting aye. 
Environmental Assessment for FA P Route 409 from Sum merfield to Beckmeyer 
(St. C lair and Clinton Counties). 
This review was tabled at the last Board Meeting pending solicitation of com-
ments from Clinton County. 
Mr. Moody informed the members of the Board that C linton County was con-
tacted and have no comments to offer. The staff repeats its recommendation 
t hat this pro ject be endorsed. 
Motion by Mr. Touche tte; seconded by Mr. Sasyk, lo endorse the envi.ronmentai 
assessment for FAP Route 409 from Summerfi e ld to Beckmeyer. 
Mr. Young stated that it was he who brought up the question of whether Clinton 
County governments an d groups had been contacted regarding l~nvironmental 
assessment o f Houle -~OB . Ee stated that he f inds that only two out of the ten 
who were contacted have responded. Thi s will he thf: s ix th hiJ~hway running from 
east to west in a span of 19 miles from north to south and our problem is one 
of north and south traffic r :Jihe r than east <lrid west traffi c . 11. is amaz in g that 
a body such as this is call ed upon to take a position on cn v·ironmcntal assessment. 
of a project after most of the right-of - wa~ has apparently been obtained and 
bridges built. Mr. Ymmg sti.t led that it appcnxs t.o him that the 409 project is t hi s 
far along because . 1) someone was dissatisfied with the location of Interstate 64 
and pushed 409 to accomplish this end, 2) it is apparently more important to get 
a thousand or more fishermen from the St. Louis area to Car ly le Lake in the 
l east possible tim e on the weekends than it i s to move 20·. 000 ~orkers of the 
southern 3/4 of St. C l a ir County. Monroe, Randolph . .Perry , and Washington 
Counties to and from the City of St. Louis daily without having them run the risk 
of being blocked at up to three railroad crossings. He stated that he would have 
to record a 11 no" vote on this item. 
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Mr. Brown stated ttat the Ullnois Department of Transportation has been 
attempting to get a north- south highway through. This Environmental Assess-
rnent was a requirement of the Federal Highway Administration because it was 
not under construction before a certain date. 
Mr. Wilson stated that this was a project that was a pproved previously and the 
item on today's agenda is only whether or not the environmental assessment is 
adequate. New projects come to us with the project review and e nvironmental 
assessment side by side. All we are reviewing today is whether or not the 
assessment of the environmental impact of the project is correct. If it was 
considered that the assessment was negative then it could have some e ffect . 
He stated that Mr. Young's comments have to go along with the package. 
Mr. Young stated tha t he does not see how we can approve this assessment 
. when ten agencies were asked what they think of it and they write back "no 
comment. 11 
Mr. Touchette a nd Mr. Sasyk withdrew their motion. 
Motion by Mr. Jordan. seconded by Mr. Jefferson. to approve the Environmental 
Assessment for FAP 409 from Summerfield to Beckmeyer. 
Mr. Jordan stated this project has a lready been approve d and i s under con-
struction and this is just a matter of the e nvironmental assessment_ 
·Mr. Wilson stated that when the Council approved the 9005 network two months 
ago we also approved this project. 
Judge Smith stated that the r e are items on this agenda that he did not comment 
on that he is in f avor of, and he is not sure that a lac k of comment indic ates they 
ar e not in f a vor of this project . 
Chairman Roos calle d for a vot e on the motion. 
Motion carried, Mr. Young voting no. 
The June 12, 1974 Minutes 
Chairman Roos stated that as Mr. Touchette has po inted out there was not a 
quorum at the June 12, 1974 meeting and inasmuch as a motion was m ade a t tha t 
meeting it would be in order that this motion be considered again at today ' s 
meeting . 
Motion by Mr. Bada r acco, seconded by Mr. Touche tte. that the C h a irman of the 
Council be authorized to negotiate the groundwork of communication be tween 
Bi.':-·State and EWGCC with reference to the railroad relocation at the same time 
he is negotiating for the Port. and to activate the speci al committee. 
Motion carried, a ll voting aye . 
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State of Missouri "701 " Assistance Programs 
Authorization is requested for the Council's Executive Director to enter into 
Third Party contractual agreements by which Franklin County, the City of 
St. Louis and University City will receive "701" planning funds froni the 
Missouri Department of Community Affairs. 
Motion by Judge Smith, seconded by Judge Boschert, to authorize the Executive 
Director to enter into third party contractual agreements with the Missouri 
Department of Community Affairs and Franklin County, City of St. Louis and 
University City. 
Motion carried, all voting aye • 
.Presentation of 1995 Water Facilities Plan Summary 
Mr. Moody stated that this Plan Summary is a polic y statement of an overview 
nature ''and states the Council's feeling in terms of the validity of the land use 
plan. We will be reviewing individual systems which come to the CouncH for 
A -95 review on the basis of these policy statements. 
Motion by Mr. Touchette, seconded by Mr. Brawley, to adopt the 1995 Water 
Facilities Plan Summary as presented by the staff. 
Motion carried, all voting aye. 
Annual Review of the St. Louis Transportation Study Short - Range Improvement 
P rogram. 
Mr. Moody stated this program contains a listing of the various projects of the 
jurisdictions that provide highway facilities and transit facilities they feel are 
warranted. This is updated annually. The Executive Advisory Committee and 
the Transportation Task Force of the Regional Forum recommend endorsement. 
Motion by Mr. Badaracco. seconded by Mr. Jefferson. to approve the Annual 
Review of the St. Louis Transportation Study Short-Range Improvement Progra m. 
Motion carried. all voting aye. 
Project R ecommendations for poss ibl e inclusion in t he Fiscal Year 1976 Missouri 
State Highway Commission Five Year Right-of-Way and Construc ti on Program. 
The Counci.l had r ece ived a r equest from the Missouri State Highway Commissi.on 
to recommend projects for possible inclusion in the Commission's five year 
right-of-way and construction program for fiscal year 1976. Tn order to insure 
that these recomm e ndations are the product of an areawide r eview and con -
sensus of agreement. the Council staff has solicited recommendations from a ll 
jurisdictions in the M issour i portion of the r egion. After examinati on by the 
Council transportation staff, the recommendations which were cons id -= r ed to be 
eligible are attached with the review. Those recommendation s not e li gible for 
inclusion in the five year right-of-way and construction program were grouped 
by the staff for examination by those internal divisions of the Highway Commiss ion 
responsible for their possible implementation. The staff and the EAC recommend 
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that this be approved for submittal to the Missouri State Highway Commission 
contingent upon a listing of approved priorities still to be determined. It is 
also suggested that recommendations not eligible for the five-year program 
be forwarded to those internal divisions of the Highway Commission or other 
outside agencies responsible for their possible implementation. 
Motion by Mr. Brawley~ seconded by Mr. Badaracco, to approve the proposed 
changes in the Five-Year Program as recommended by the staff, EAC and the 
Transportation Task Force. 
Motion carried, all voting aye. 
Authorization for Council to establish optional Deferred Compensation Plan 
for its employees. 
Several of the public interest associations are now sponsoring a Deferred Com-
pensation Program for public employees. The plan has been approved by the 
IRS and would cost the Council nothing {except the administration of withholding 
and the sending of a check once a month to the plan). This would enable the 
employee to defer compensation as a retirement device. 
Motion by Judge Boschert. seconded by Mr. Badaracco. to adopt the following 
resolution: 
WHEREAS. the East-West Gateway Coordinating Council has in its employ 
certain administrative, professional and technical personnel; and 
WHEREAS, said employees are and will be rendering valuable services to 
the Council. and 
WHEREAS. the Council has considered the establishment of a Deferred Com-
pensation Plan for the said employees made available to the Council and to said 
employee by the International City Management Association Retirement Corporation; 
and 
WHEREAS, said employees often are unable to acquire retireme nt security 
under other existing and available retirement plans due to the contingencies of 
employment mobility; and 
WHEREAS, the Council receives benefits under said plans by being able to 
assure reasonable retirement security to said employee by being more able to 
attract competent personnel in its service and by increasing its flexibility in 
personnel management through elimination of the need for continued employment 
for the sole purpose of allowing an employee to qualify for retirement benefits, 
NOW. THEREFORE. BE IT RESOLVED that the Council establish said 
Deferred Compensation Plan for said employees and hereby authorizes its 
Executive Director to execute the Master Trust Agreement with the International 
City Management Association Retirement Corporation. 
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IT IS FURTHER RESOLVED that the Executive Director may, on behalf of 
the Council, execute all Deferred Compensation Employment Agreements with 
said employees and other eligible officials and officers, which are necessary 
for said persons participation in the plan, except that any Deferred Compensation 
Employment Agreement for said designated official shall be executed by the 
Chairman. 
Motion carried, all voting aye. 
Illinois Department of Transportation Environmental Assessment Improvement 
for FAP 70 (Illino is Route 157) 
This proposed improve ment would be from south of St a t e Street to north of 
Lake Drive and would cost $1,350,000 (Federal $945,000 and State $405, 000) . 
Motion by Mr. Touchette, seconded by Mayor Sasyk, to endorse the request 
from the Illinois Department of Transportation of their Environmental Assess-
men! for FAP 70 (Illinois Route 157). 
Motion carried, all voting aye . 
Route I - 255, St. Louis C ounty, Missouri 
This is an application by the Missouri State Highway Commission to extend I -255 
fr om Telegraph Road to the Jefferson Barracks Bridge. The total estimate d 
cost of the project is $11,546,000 (Federal $10,391,400 and State $1,154, 600). 
The Executive Advisory Committee recommends endorsement. 
Motion by Mr. B adaracco, s econded by Mr. Jordan, to endorse the application 
by the Missouri State Highway Commission to e xtend I -255 from T e legraph 
Road to the Jeffe rson Barr acks Bridge. 
Motion carrie d, all voting aye. 
Pruitt - Igoe E nvironmental Impact Statement (draft ) 
T his involves the demolition of Pruitt- Igoe project and the e nvironmental impacl 
thereof. The total cost of the demolition is $3. 5 million with special funds from 
the Executive Office of the President - Office of Management and Budget. T he 
Exe cutive Advisory Committee r ecommends endorsement of the statement con -
tinge nt upon the inclusion of all the considerations listed in the staff r e port under 
Technical Aspects and that the Board request a s taff r eview of the F'inal Environ-
mental Impact Statement to determine adherence to the endorsement contingency 
statem ent. The Environme ntal T"'sk Force recommends that the draft e nviron-
mental assessment be g iven preliminary e ndorsement contingent upon expans ion 
of the assessment to address the issues s tated in the Environmental Task Force 
report. and belie ve s that a r e view of the final impact s tatement by the Boar d. 
staff and Environmental Task Force is warranted on a project of this nature and 
scope. 
Mr. Brawley asked if we will be asked to approve or disapprove the tearing 
down of Pruitt-Igoe. 
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Mr. Wilson stated that will not occur in this case because ther'e will be no 
formal application from the city to HUD. There is a rultng by the OMB that any 
action by a F.'ederal Agency must have an environmental impact statement pre-
pared and HUD was required to prepare this statement and send it for review. 
HUD is responding to a requirement of the office of OMB before they can pro-
vide the funds in this case. 
Motion by Judge Boschert, seconded by Judge Smith, to endorse the Environ-
mental Assessment - Pruitt-Igoe - City of St. Louis with the comments of the 
Executive Advisory Committee and the Environmental Task Force. 
Motion carried, all voting aye. 
City of St. Louis High Impact Anti-Crime Program Update 
This is the final phase of the High Impact Anti-Crime Program of the Missouri 
Law Enforcement Assistance Council, Region· V and the primary purpose of this 
grant is to reduce stranger-to-stranger crime and burglary by 5o/o in 2 years and 
20o/o in 5 years in th:> City of St. Louis. The Executive Advisory Committee 
recommends endorsement. 
Motion by Mr. Badaracco, seconded by Mr. Jordan, to endorse the final phase 
of the City of St_. Louis' High Impact Anti-Crime Program Update. 
Motion carried, all voting aye. 
Planning and Implementation of an Emergency Medical System -- two applications 
The two applicants are the Alliance for Regional Community Health (ARCH) - the 
planning phase and the Metropolitan Emergency Dispatch, lnc. (MED, Inc.) -
the implementation phase. The project cost for the planning is $45, 000 
(Federal HEW $45, 000). The project cost for the implementation phase is 
$942,551 (Federal HEW $782,301, Bi-State' RMP $40,250 and Local $120, 000). 
The Executive Advisory Committee recommends endorsement contingent upon 
a written agreement between the agencies. 
Motion by Judge Boschert, seconded by Judge Smith, to endorse the Planning and 
Implementation of an Emergency Medical System --two applications as recom-
mended by the Executive Advisory Committee. 
Motion carried. all voting aye. 
Motion by Mr. Badaracco, seconded by Judge Boschert. to adjourn the meeting. 
Motion carried, all voting aye. 
Respectfully submitted, 
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Dopotlmo .. /o/ f ,,,,_,,.,,..,,, 
AI Sit-.e-. 
Dltorlct , Miuo ... rl 
Deport"" " '"' ('.,,., ........... . , .... , 
Furnk Kiok 
Dito<to r , l/li,.olo 
o,....,,...,,,.,,tou•l c;;.,,.,,..,,,.,.,, Allol" 
REGIONAL CITilENS 
J:.>hnf'ed.,c k 
[rl..,.il •<l M .,-, e 
~~~-;~"cio~~~[~"~ 
Or. Ro,.,n., Wh~ooJun 
Or. OonBid J. But~l>alte r 
EXECUTIVE fiiOrFCTI)Il 
Et>gtn• G lt.ootl~ 
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MEMO TO: 
FROM : 
Subject: 
AREA CODE 618 214-2750 • AR[A COO£ 314 4.!1·4220 
Bond of Dlrcetort 
CHAIRMAN 
L•wrem::"' K. Roos 
s .......... . 
Sl. ,.,~;, co~"'' 
Board of Directors 
Environmental Task Force 
Leo A. Drey, Chairman 
TREASURER 
R•lph Smith 
'•••idl,g /udgo , ..... ~ .... c ........ ,. 
Draft Envi r o nme nta l Assessme nt, 
Pruitt-Igoe, Department of Housing 
The Environmental Task Force has reviewed the Draft 
Environmental Impact Statement concerning the proposed 
demo lition of the Pruitt-Igoe Housing Development and 
Supports the decision of the City of St. Louis, the 
St. Louis Housing Authority a nd H.U.D. to remove the 
r emaining vacant Pru~tt-Igoe bu~ld~ngs . 
Conte nt of the Draft Envi ronmenta l Impact Stateme nt 
The Task Force fou nd that thP. sta t ement adequately 
Stlrfaced the anticipated impact of t he demolition 
phase of the proposal , addressing noise pollution, 
air pollution and safety factors sufficiently to 
indicate that there should be no l ong term delete rious 
impact on the environment from this phase of the project. 
HOWEVER , 
THE SECOND P HASE OF PROJECT , DEALING WITH REHOVI\L 
AND DIS~OSI\L OF 'I'HE BUILDING RUBBLE , 1'/AS NOT ADEQUATELY 
ADD HESSEl) I N SEVERAL RESPECTS . 
Task Force Recommendation: 
The EnvironMe ntal Task Force rccomm2nds that the draft 
e nvironmen t a l assessment be g i ven p!:"e liminary end orse-
ment contingent upon expansion of the asscssme:'lt to 
address the f ollowing i ssues: 
l . The r e s hould be a clear expl a nation of 
>Jhere and how disposal of the, rubble will 
be accomplished. 
h"hile the statement discusses several 
alternatives 1 none i s actually proposed 
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as the best choice. There is not sufficient 
information provided in the statement to per-
mit a knowle dgeable recommendation as to the 
choice of one type of disposal site over · 
another . 
2. The impa ct - social, economic and physical - the 
one kind o f disposal sit e ove r another must be 
more adequately surfaced . 
The alternative of disposing of the rubble on -
s i te by u s ing it in the development of a park 
should be explo red further in the statement. 
3. A more precise es timate of the amount of solid 
waste anticipated should be made and document ed . 
4. The statement should explain whethe r or not 
parking areas will be i nc l uded in the dispos al 
pla n. 
5. The impact of t h e project, particularly t h e 
disposal phase, on the area ' s transportation 
s ystem should b e assessed to determine the 
degree of disruption, congestion, etc. (if any) 
which is anticipated. 
6. Alte rna tives for u5e o f the s ite on an inte rim 
basis following completion of the project should 
be explored. It s hould, at the very l east, be 
insured that weeds, etc. , will be cut, and 
7. 
8. 
the grounds not al l owed to become a dumping area , 
but be kept in a safe , environme n tally aesthetic 
a nd healthy condition . 
The concept of impl ementing a method to control 
the spread of rodents before the f irst phase of 
the project beg ins should be explored in the draf t 
s tatement. 
A mechan i sm to insure local citizen participa-
tion in decisions concerning redevelopment of 
the site should be d e lineat ed in the statement. 
l 
[ 
£ 
A final decis ion regarding the proje::ct by t he East-West. [ 
Gate way Coordinating Council should be made on l y after 
the information delineated abo~particularlv #1,2,&3) 
has been supplied for their consideration. [ 
~.review of thP. final Im.E;!_Et Sta tement by EWGCC Board, 
Staff and -Environmental Task Force is warranted on a ( 
.proje ct of .. this nature und scope and should b e requested. . ... 
Sl~/egk ·· t 
)hn H. Poelktr .... 
'JroiSJ.to .. lr 
•metE.Willilmt,Sr. 
·~ /lyollool$/,toulr 
r1ncisToucheite ......... ,. 
.Cioit.Countrl-rd 
ougluBoschert 
•nidi~~ Judge 
.Ciootle•(olutlr 
,':,e:.~;\!~::;aA~~'"''" 
ity o/St.loull 
aymo11dJelfe~on 
reoi<lenr,Southweote"' 
lhtoioCounciloiMoro" 
ohn W. Cooper, Jr. 
JeoldeM,SI. louioCou,.tr 
in/cipo/ IHI!We 
~.~¥:.~;~~:!:: .... ; .... "···· -~·-··-~"·~~ . ... ,lonni~g c ..... , ... ~,. 
rarvlnleonard 
uldlng Jud~o 
•fteuon Cou~tr 
!ike Snyk 
lce. ,tooidont,SoulhwOIIO" ' 
linoio(ouncoloi .'Aoro•o 
lmer l' ran&c 
~oirmon 
>Otdol(omtniu io"'" 
onroo(ounrr 
ohn G. Brawley 
lloirmon, lo -Stofe 
ovo/opmuiAgoncf 
obert N. Hunter 
\Jolf• gi, ut.Miuauri 
'olo Hog~"""' Commiu o"on 
arredP.Jones 
lli•l,lureouol 
'onri~g. !Hinoio 
oporlt,.nto/Jronoporlotion 
rank Kirk 
lroctor,/IHnoio . ....,,,,,., .. ,, ..... , 
o~ornmonlol Aflalro 
CGIONAl CITIZENS 
lhnfedrick 
lward'Moore 
auid C. Higgins 
)YW. Jordan 
r.RonttaWheadon 
r. Dorlald J . Burkhalte~ 
"<ECUTIVE DIRECTOR 
"ltnt G. Moody 
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MEMO TO: BOARD OF DIRECTORS 
FROM: SARA ROSCOE WILSON 
REGIONAL FORUM 
SUBJECT: DRAFT ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT STATEMENT, 
PRUITT-IGOE, IUJD 
The Citizen's Solid Waste Advisory Committee which 
has been working closely with tech!1ical staff for 
the l ast 1-1/2 years on the Regional Solid Waste 
1-lauagement Plan, reviewe d. the Pl-ui tt-Igoe Statement 
after the Environmental Task Force had made its 
recon®endations . 
I am, therefore , forwardin,g the com.Ini ttee' s comme nts 
for your attention: 
"The Citi zens 1 Solid Waste Advisory Committee to 
the EWGCC h as reviewed the subject report a nd 
makes the follow ing conunents a.TJ.d recorrunendations: 
The Committae is in agreement and supports 
the recommendations of the Environmental 
Tas k Force cont.aine d in a !-1em.o to the EWGCC 
Board of Directors dated June 7 , 19 7 4. The 
Conuni ttee h·ishes to emphasize a) that HUD 
and the Housing Authority wor k with the 
ElvGCC Solid lvaste Staff to e nsure the best 
possible disposa l site and/ or use of t he 
demolition waste be selected; and b) that 
the dispos a l of the demolition waste on s ite 
TH( $!1/Nt LOVIS ,f. If( A COUNCIL OF GOIIl lfNMtNTS 
and conversion to a park ·be evaluated in 
much greater depth since this alternative 
solves the waste disposal problem, elimin-
ates the transportation problems, and 
would provide a use compatible with the 
s urrounding r esidential neighborhoods of 
Desoto Carr, Yeatman, Montgomery-Hyde Park, 
and with the goals of the Model Cities ' 
Program. 
The Committee feels the subject EIS did 
not adequately discuss the alternatives 
to dernoli tion and redevelopment. Speci-
fically, the Committee had reservations 
on the adequacy o f the park alternative, 
as discussed above, and on partial use of 
the buildings. It is s uggested the EWGCC 
staff study or review the need and desir-
ability of a park in this area . " 
A. E. Bruns, Chairman 
Citizens Solid Waste 
Advisory Cornrni ttee-EI,GCC 
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A-95 Review: Pruitt-Igoe Draft 
Environme ntal Impact 
Statement (EIS) - St. Louis 
City 
June 3, 1974 
St. Louis City 
Jefferson, Cass, 20th, Carr Streets 
Demolition of 30 11-story resi-
dential buildings and appurtenant 
facilities, including seven boiler 
plants . 
Dept. of Hou sing and Urban Development 
St . Louis Area Office 
Kan sas City Regional Office 
Thi rty residential and accessory 
buildings covering 57.2 8 acres con-
taini ng 2,422 dwelling units. 
12-45 months 
$3.5 million - Executive Office of 
The President 
Office of Management 
and Budget (special 
funds) 
-2-
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PROJECT DESCRIPTION 
Background: Pruitt- Igoe is a public housing project 
which was completed in 1956. Initially prais~d a s 
an architectural success whose innovation would 
have the most positive impact on public housing, 
Pruitt-Igoe has deteriorated physically and symbol -
ically into the most infamous of the nat ion 1 s public 
housing developments. 
The original development cost was $36 million. An 
attempt in 1964 to rehabilitate and renovate the 
complex apparently was unsuccessful after $5 million 
was spent. The present outstanding debt obliga-
tion is $25 million. 
In 1971, a consortium of consultants under contract 
to HUD prepared the Pruitt-Igoe Action Program which 
estimated residential rehabilitation and redevelop-
ment costs for the complex at $30 million. In 1970, 
the St. Louis Civic Alliance for Housing estimated 
the rehabilitation cost at $39 million, and esti-
mated total demolition and redevelopment a t $22 
million. 
With an existing debt of $25 million, HUD finds the 
high costs of rehabilitation/redevelopment un-
a<..:<.;eptai:.Jle. A .i".i.tw Ueci!::> iOJJ i1a::; been Jctct<l ~ Uy tiUU, 
in concurrence with St. Louis City and the St. Louis 
Housing Authority officials, to complete ly demolish 
Pruitt-Igoe and leave the site vacant. Future l and 
use is undetermined at this time. 
Current Situation: Following the decision in mid-19"/3 
for total demoltion, Pruitt-Igoe was vacated. The 
last of the 587 families moved in Spring, 1974. A 
group of tenants initiated a suit against the Hous-
ing Authority for relocation monies: a settlement 
was made out-of-court in May, 1974. 
A f e nce has been erected around the site for safety 
purpoGes. 
Proposal: HUD proposes to totally demolish Pruitt-
Igoe with approximately $3.5 million in special 
funds from the ' Office of Management and Budget. 
The demolition will be by blasting except in in-
stances where there is "danger to a nearby struc-
ture or utility line. 11 The foUndations will not be 
removed and "a small amount of the rubble will be 
\,lSed to fill the foundations. 11 
HUD proposes to remove the excess rubble from the 
site by truck. A dumping place has yet to be de-
termined although a number of landfills have ex-
pressed in~erest. 
-.1-
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Ap£licant's Rationale: The rationale for total 
. emOITt~onis based on the ''contirliled deterior-
ation of the physical, social and aesthetic en-
vironments •.. , and the extremely~ high cost of 
rehabilitating the project, with uncertain re-
sults ... " 
The Prllitt-Igoe Action Program recommended re-
development of Pruitt Igoe as a residential com-
munity but finds this alternative viable only 
if 1) a combined effort is made by the political, 
civic and community elements of Metropolitan 
St. Louis and 2) Federal and local programs in 
surr.::mnding neighborhoods are continued. If 
these two requirements cOuld not be met, the Program 
recommends complete demolition. In light of the 
limited City and Housing Authority resources and 
lack of civic interest as well as the Federal mora -
torium on HUD programs, the Act ion Program's re-
habilitation proposal is rendered impotent. 
An additional reason for demolition is the nega-
tive effect Pruitt-Igoe has had on potential devel-
opment in adjacent neighborhoods, as stated by the 
Model City Agency and Land Clearance for Redevelop-
ment Authority. 
CLEARINGHOUSE COORDINATION 
The agencies and individuals listed below were con-
tacted for their comments on the proposal. A copy 
of each r esponse received to date is attached. Any 
additional comments will be forwarded to HUD. 
City of St. Louis 
John Poelker, Mayor 
Air Pollution Control Division 
Building Division 
City Plan Commission 
Traffic Division 
Water Division 
St. Loui s Housing Authority 
Land Clearance for Redevelopme nt Authority 
Model City Agency 
Human Development Corporation 
Council o~ Humar. Relations 
Lawrence K. Roos, Supervisor, St. Louis County 
Franci s Touchette, Chairman, St. Clair County Board 
Nelson Hagnauer, Chairman, Mad ison County Board 
Douglas Boschert , Presiding Judge, St. Charles County 
Marvin Leonard, Presiding Judge, Jefferson County 
Ralph Smith, Presiding Judge, Franklin County 
Elmer Prange, Chairman, Monroe County Board 
James E. Williams, Sr., Mayor, City of East St. Louis 
Senator Stuart Symington 
Senator Thomas Eagleton 
Cong~essman William Clay 
I 
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Tenant Affairs Board, St. Louis Public Housing 
Rt. Rev. John Shocklee, Housing Authority Board 
Jeff-Vander- Lou, Inc. 
Grace Hill Settlement House 
Carr- Central Heighborhood Corp. 
Federation of Heighborhood Organizations 
Montgomery-Hyde Park Neighborhood Corp. 
Murphy- Blair Neighborhood Advisory Council 
Yeatmun District Community Corp. 
Ms . Margaret Bush h'ilson 
Greater St. L~uis Regional Commerce and Growth 
Association 
Health and Welfare Council 
Bi-State Development Agency 
Laclede Gas Company 
Union Electric Company 
Southwestern Bell Telephone Company 
Metropo l itan St. Louis Sewer District 
Alliance for Regiona l Community Health 
U.S . Army Corps of Engineers 
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Institute for Urban and Regional Studies, Washington 
Uni vers·i ty 
Center for Urban Programs, St. Louis University 
Hugh Nourse, University of Missouri 
Missouri Commission on Human Rights 
American Institute of P lanne r s 
American Society of Planning Officials 
!-~ e.t.ian::o.l _ll_S!?I'JC i-:o. ti0!! of H0ns inc:! .::.nO RP.rlP.ve lo9ment 
Officials 
National Committee Against Discrimination in 
Housing , Inc. 
STAFF ANALYSIS 
1. Relationship to Plans, Policies and Programs--
The proposed action was found not to be in conflict 
with the Regional Land Use Pla n and with 
Water and Sewer Studies. 
In r e lation to the Regional Housing Plan, Pruitt-
Igoe is located in planning district nine of St. 
Louis City . This district has an estimated need 
for 5 ,700 additional standard units as of 1970, 
the highest need for any planning district in the 
Missouri portion of the region. The Action 
Program reha bilitation and redeve l opment proposal 
would ha·ve resulted in over 1,200 units. How-
ever, since this Program will not be pursued (as 
indicated above), the demolition will be remov-
ing presently substandard urii ts. The Housin<;r 
Plan emphasizes conservation and rehab1litat1on 
where . possible but redevelopment when these alter-
natives ,"'c;:annot or will not be : followed. 
In this ca:se, . as in other redevelopment areas, 
the loss of·•substandard units successfully aids 
\) 
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in achi~ving the regional goal of a - decent horne 
for every family only if those· units are re-
placed. It appears uncertain that future develop-
ment of the site will be residential and there 
are no plans to counteract the loss of the 2,422 
units thus intensifying the housing problem in 
the Region. 
The Draft EIS could not be evaluated in relation 
to the Transportation Plan since no information 
is provided on 1} possible routes trucks may 
us~ in hauling the debris from the ·site or 2) 
the extent of re-routing necessary. 
In relation to the regional Solid Waste situ-
ation, the possible impact of disposal of Pruitt-
Igoe demolition waste on the existing disposal 
sites in the region seems to be significant. 'fhe 
Interim Recommendations on Solid Waste Disposal 
in the Metropolitan St. Louis Area stated that 
short-term disposal needs were critical and exis-
ting disposal sites, even if upgraded to sanitary 
landfill status, would not be adequate to handle 
the volume of waste generated in the not-too-
distant future. Therefore, present and future 
demands on such facilities are a t a premium, and 
dispos ing of Pruitt-Igoe demolition waste in them 
\·:ould only ~-dd t0 ~n <'~lrei'!rly ser1ous interim pLuiJ-
lem. 
However, spec ifications for disposal of demolit ion 
waste are not as stringent as sanitary landfill 
requirements both in terms of site preparation and 
amount of cover material required. Therefore, 
if disposal is absolutely necessary, disposing 
should be in a site that would not be as e;:pensi v e 
to reclaim as a sanitary landfill. In this way, 
facilities needed for ordinary types of so l id 
waste would be conserved for that use. 
The Draft EIS estimates the rubble will weigh 
approximately 351,000 tons. The Housi ng Auth-
ority estimates provided to EWGCC approach 
830,000 ton s for the residential buildings. 
The Dare Wre cking Company which demoli shed t'V'O 
Pruitt-Igoe residential buildings in a 1972 demOJl-
stration did not have figures for the amount of 
rubble generated but stated that total demoli-
tion will result in a considerably higher ton-
nage than estimated in the Draft EIS. 
2. Technical Aspects--
The following points should be clarified or 
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addressed in the Final Environmental Impact 
Statement. 
Regarding solid waste: 
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A documented estimate of the amount of 
debris indicating the source and contenL 
of the basis for the estimate. 
A statement indicating whether the park-
ing lots will be left intact or demol- · 
ished thus adding to the anticipated 
rubbl e. 
State that the Housing Authority s houl d 
work with East-West Gateway to continue 
the sear ch for benef i cial disposa l sites, 
i .e., stream fill to s t abilize shorelines 
and highway construction, etc. Two bid 
documents should be prepared for the demo-
lition project, one asking the contractor 
to state the intended disposal site and 
one in which the contractor is required 
to use a disposal/reclamation site de--
termined by the Housing Authority. 'l'he 
best bid shoul d b e selected on a cost/ 
benefit basis. 
Regarding transportation: 
An analysis of the impact on local trans-
portation systems particularly in ref-
erence to police, fire and mass transit 
systems. 
Detennine which local streets can best 
handle the impact of the trucking and 
stat.e that truck covering will be re-
quired of haulers. 
Indicate who will accept r esponsibi lity for 
repairing any damage to streets ( the City , 
the hauler ' s insura nce, HUD, etc .). 
Regarding land u se: 
A reconsideration of ·the plan to crack 
basements and fill them in with rubble 
if this will hinder site desirability 
for future development. (Indicate, in 
general, the problems this may pose from 
an engineering standpoint.) 
.r"ildicate p l ans or alternatives for shor-t-
term use of the land p rior to potential 
permanent development. 
-7-
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The previous EWGCC rectUes~ for the) 'in-
clusion in the EIS of the nature and 
status of litigation brought on by the 
vacating of Pruitt-Igoe is quoted .in the 
Draft EIS but it is not addressed. In-
dicate this information in the Final 
Statement. 
Regarding health and safety: 
Indicate safety measures and .respon-
sibility for them during the interim land 
use period. 
State that a method to control the 
spread of rodents, etc. will be re-
quired prior to demolition. The 
Draft EIS states demolition will kill 
all rodent life but demolition of all build-
ings will not be simultaneous and the phas-
ing of the blasting will necessari ly a llow 
the escape of rodents, etc. unless other 
measures are taken particularly at the 
boundar"i es of the site. 
Regard~ng citizen participation : 
The Draft EIS states that "prior to 
any r edevelopment of the land, an En-
vironmental Impact Statement discuss-
ing the specific proposal wil l be written. 
HUD wi ll r eserve the right to give final 
approval to any proposals which may 
occur." Indicate that a mechanism will 
be developed to guarantee citizen in-
put and a statement that if citizen pref-
erences are not implemented, justifi·-
cation \'lill be given at that time. 
STAFF RECOMP£NDATIONS 
Proposed Policy~ The staff is concerned that the 
dcmolltion of an unsuccessful public housing de-
velopment may establish a precedent for other smaller 
public housing projects local l y and for the nation's 
public housing in general . 
Therefore, the staff asks the Board of Directors to 
re-affirm the polic i es of conservation and rehabili-
tation as adopted in the Regional Housing Plan and 
t0 go on record as stating that the demolition of 
Pruitt-Igoe is not. a solution but is a measure of 
last resort due to the magnitude of the conunitment 
of resources required to t·ehabili tate and this action 
should not be used as a precedent in dealing with 
?C/ik 
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public housing problems in the region. The staff 
further asks the Board to re-affirm the importance 
of the replacement of units lost in areas where there 
is a need for additional standard units if the goals 
and objectives of the Regional Housing Plan are to 
be met. 
The Draft EIS states that a number of individuals 
and groups have expressed concern that the d emolition 
of Pruitt -Igoe will lead to the demolition of Cochran 
Apartments. A rehabilitation effort, with first year 
funds included in $1 million of modernization funds, 
is scheduled for Cochran Apartments and there are 
no plans for demolition. However, in the event that 
future p lans are developed to use Cochran Apartments 
for housing other than families, citizen input in the 
planning process should be guaranteed. 
Environmental Impact Statement: The staff reconunends 
that the Board of Directors endorse the Environmental 
Impact Statement contingent upon the inclusion of all 
the considerations listed above (unde r Technical As-
pects). 
The staff asks that the Board request a staff re-
view of the Final Environme ntal Impact Statement to 
determine adherence to the endorsement contingency 
statement. 
copies ot the 90-page Draft Environmental Impact State -
ment are available for review at the Council•s offices . 
• !:. :; •• r ·l·~ 
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June 6, 1974 
East-West Gateway Coordinating 
Council 
720 Olive Street - Suite 2110 
St. Louis, Missouri 63101 
NORM"->-4 MURDOCH 
0 !R f C ~ ('10 0' PL .. I<IH.:<; 
Re: Pruitt-Igoe Impact 
Statement 
Dear Mr. Moody: 
We have reviewed the Environmental ilnpact Statement for 
the demolition of Pruitt-Igoe and have found it to be satis-
factory. We hope that the Council will give a positive review 
so that the Pruitt-Igoe property can again be put into produc-
tive use . 
Sincere ly, 
/V~IV~-re/L 
Norman 1-1urdoch 
Director of Planning & Development 
~~M:JS:dls 
HEALTH & \VELFARE COUNCIL 
OF METROPOLITAN ST. LOUIS. INC. 
U. LOUIS, MO. 63101 • 13141 
May 28, 1974 
Mr. Eugene G. Moody, Exec. Dir . 
East-West Gateway Coordinating Council 
720 Olive Street, Suite 2110 
St. Louis, l1issouri 63101 
Dear Gene: 
This is in response to your request for comments regarding 
the Draft Environmental Impact Statement for the demolition of 
Pruitt-Igoe. We have reviewed the statement and have only one 
comment concerning the contents: 
It is noted that under the present plan it would take from 
12 to 45 months to remove the rubble from the site. Assuming 
that normal procedures are followed it is conceivable that it 
~·.•~•..!!-:1 !:-e !~79 t-~f0!"~ t~~ ~i~~~ i~ 0:0"!71"'':""!~• -::Io;>~r<;>rt -<1'1 <'1 m:=~tiP 
ready ior new cievciopmenr:. \.je question r:r.e feasibility of Lhis 
schedule on the grounds that the faster Pruitt-Igoe redevelop-
ment can take place the bette r the chances of arresting the 
deteriorat ion of No:rth ·St. Louis will be so that the entire area 
can look fon .. ard to new life. Further, it is our observation 
that the conventional public housing projects on the north side 
have been experiencing declining occupancy. Conseq uently, an 
early turn-around in the fortunes of the Pruitt-Igoe area may 
well help to stabilize the remai.nder.of these projects. 
Accordingly, we suggest a speed-up in the plan for removal 
of rubble from the demolition area. 
gk 
GEORGE T. GU ER NSEV, Ill 
Pre~ i dent 
DAN MACDONALD 
E)etutive Oire etor 
,~rely yours, 
~~ 
Execu t i ve Director 
Cenlrt~l pl~r. n in .;~ t!l<;lfi " C'( for vl'llun lc.oty ond 
puhlit ~upported het~ l th , .... e lfare ond ttu:•ealion 
~ervicet in the mettorol ihn IHto. 
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Q!ity nf ~t.fljnui.a 
DEPARTMENT OF PUBLIC SAFETY 
DIVISION OF BUILDING AND INSPECTION 
Q 
jOHS H. POElKER 
Hay 22, 1974 
East-\"/est Gateway Coordinating Council 
Suite 2110 
720 Olive Street 
St. Louis, Hissouri 63103 
Attention: Hs Francine Cullari 
RE: Prui tt-Igoe Demolition 
Dear Ms Cullari: 
KE:-INETII 0. BROWN 
In response to your letter post-marked Hay 21, 1974, in 
which you requested out comnents to the Impact 3tatement frorn 
the Department of BousinE; and Urban Development, we suboitted 
our suge;cstions to the City Plan Coml!lission on its input concern-
ing this project sometime ago. 
f.. co-;:::/ o: otr 11 .S-..:.b;;c.:;t:d /~dditiv4al l'racautions fvi' ~!!iO:·­
li tion Utiliz.ing Explosives for Prui tt-Igoe Demolition Project", 
is attached for your perusal. 
HEW:ae 
1-Attu.chmcnt 
cc: File.s 
·7J.J;Z/ll!lk~~{ 
J.iichael E. 1:/erner, Acting 
Building Commissioner 
Suc;c;ested Additional Precautions for Demolition 
Utilizing ~plosi ves for 
Prui tt-Ieoe DemolitiOn Project 
J\dd to Bidd.ins Documents and/or ·specifications as f6llo\'t'O: 
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1. 1Jcr:1olition Contrnctor iu to obtain a proper permit for the de6olition 
of all buildinr~s rtt th.o? site and a ::;epa.ratc perci t for the u:;c of ex-
plosives fa~~ each !.mildinr, or each use occurance of blastin~ :J.~~nts , 
ul~ich ever i.:; t;rc:.t ter. 
D.:...scd on tmtFl.tisfactory safety prec<:~.utions and/or unsafe usc of ex-
plosives, the Building Co:;Jr.tis!Jioner of tflc City of St. Louis may re-
fu~e fiub::;equcnt pcrnits for the u~e of eXlllo0ivcs. 
2. The i)er:tolition Contractor and the Blastin~ Contractor, if under sub-
contt·act, shall be required to receive approval of the Der.~oli tion Con-
tr<:lctors ' Certifica tion ;.:.oard of the C.:ity of .:"it . Louis prior t o the 
aHard of this contract. 
3. All Laws and ~eeulations of the City of St. Louis related to l>tJr.toli-
t.1on a ""!U uer-:o.Lition Cont.r:J.c'LillR snalJ. til} ooservcd. 
N.B. : See L._'lw Dcpartr.:~cnt for verbc.r,-c. 
4. 11: lini muGl Innurnncc Coverace11 
~ucccst ~.1,000 , 000 t:inimun to cover BlastinG Cor.1pany, 
pnrticuln.rly f or l~rui tt-I~oc l.:e:-:oli tion, plus Contractor 
producinG proof of insurability U)Oil bi:ldint';, such as 
~l,OOO , (X)() blanket policy or letter of intent ·from Insur-
ancc Cor:'IJXmy. 
5. Bid-:ler ' s rn :.wU.nc Co;;.:~any shall SUf'l>ly id~ntification of ti~.1C, laca-
tion, who \·IOr:.Ccd , perfo:-r:r~d for, u.r:tounts of it1!lll r~lllce cov-:or~:;e , Com-
pc.ny insur e>J by, and Insur ance IGrmcinG Offic e l ocation, for all 
building dCr.l:'llition activities, usint.; explouives per f orr.cd ui thin 
t ho.: J ni ted :; t ,,tcs f or the p<1st two ( 2 ) yc".rs . 
11C:ption to reject by m1ar din[;11 • 
:.uthorit:r for qua lification, experience, reasons. 
6. That the awardin~ nuthcri ty or th~ Building Commissioner has the richt 
t o rc ~iuirc t hat nny principal or principals of the blasting company 
\• 
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or corpor.::!tion and/or tile Denali tion Contrac t ing i-'irr.1 to be present 
at nnd supervise o..ny a.n:i a ll use or handling of explosives wit~in 
t he Ci ty of .St . Louis. 
7. The Blastin~ Co::~pany sh·,~ll !'ilc ·.•i th the 3uilding Co:':lmissioner a 
corJplcte CJn:i detailed step by step accountinc , to ; ~e ther "'-ith build-
intj: drm1in0s and a site plan, df!scribinl} hoH the use of cxplo::;ivcr; 
is to be de!'lo:yfd , alan .--; ·with the ap;:~lication for the Bl n.!:>t ins Pcr-
:.:i t. .S (\'.C:. !' '~ ;:>C'rt ! :.:·d r1':" e. winr;s to include, but not be linitcd t n: 
· A. Size , location ( hy floor ann c ~: lur.m location) , type of erpl o-
sives , type of pri::;;cr or ':!ctonn.tinc; device , type of jelny , wir-
ing diar,ran, etc . lor end;. ch1.rge un .:ler ceparatc pri:::~er or delay . 
Inclu:ie ti:ae by d;:J.j. ?.n-1 h'.Elr 01t ...r!1ic i1 eY.;JlO.JiVc.J nre to be de-
tonated. 
IJ. Tot.:.tl quantity .JJ1.j ty;1e of ex;)lo.sives to be used for e.:~.ch build-
in;~ . 
C. Te;.;porr:ry stor::tt:~ location of cx:llOGiV~~::; ~/ri le chu.r~:cs n!'e bein~ 
set . 
D. 
inga and structun'>.l mecbers cc.ntaininG chart-;es, etc . 
r; . J"'.lblic .scc1tri ty r.JCC\sures by barrier location, type n.'1 .i ~ize Hi th 
vehicle accr:ss desi;_tr.atio!•s • .jecurity J:ersonnel t>y location and 
by whom er.:ploycd. (To include \)l'i t'tcn dcncription of sccuri ty 
personnal , a.::wi<.:n:-Jents ruld d:..ttics, for the scparc.:.tc periods of ti r:~c) . 
(1) Uurin~ t!le period fror.l 2 hour::; before delivery of exploRives 
to t~1c oite to 12 hours prior to expected detonOJ.tion of 
explosives; 
(2) DurinG the period !'ron 12 hours prior to expected detonation 
to the period after detonation as pr~scribed by ?cderal : ~e­
i?;U l utions for cleFtr.:...nce - but not less than 4 hours; 
( 3) JurinG t~.c r:c riod fror:~ clearunce a3 dcs..:.dbed above until 
the builJ.in.:; site i.s c l eared , levc:ed c..nd graded . 
F . Del ivery nne! routes uu approved by IC~ for explo.sivcs . (To in-
.c l u ::ie tc::~porary location · of explosives vehicles). 
B. All of the 3.bove, h. th;u ~F, should t o.kc into account the followina 
safety rule::3 and:•r egl.Jil:a':t iorts-:: '£~) f- . 
A. The area around the building at which der:1olition cx;..,lor. ivca \oli. ll 
be used, shall be· mintained clear· of the· public a:t'd all un-
authorized persons for a dist.::mce of no less than 300 feet dur-
inr, periods (l) and (2) in 7E above·, and lOO feet during per-
iod (3) above. 
B. There will bo n·:1 ua,~a:~ine storage of blasting agents permitted 
at the si tc. A single blast occurrance supply shall be trucked 
in properly r.t~rked vehicles and parked or located as prescribed 
by t.he :..uilJin;; Sodc, Federal and ICC ]egu·lations. Any and all 
excess explosives shall be dispos.ed of per ICC, l''ede:-"11 ~c r,ttla­
tior.~ , CL'ld t :-.."2 Ci ty Code, no l e::;s than 4 hours prior to blat;t-
inG opera.tivns. 
c. Cnce a. perr.1it is iz.s~ed, a."ld if. it is e::::;t3.blished- that proper 
precautions haven't been observed' and/or any unsafe Cleasures 
exists, and/or blastin~ cannot occur within one (l) hour of 
scheduled time , continuance to d<?tonation s~'lll be a t the dcs-
crction of the Building Cor.:::lis::;ioncr. 
D. 'l'hc Blnsti!lr; Con tr:tctor rrust submit for npproval 1 a r:;echanicn.l 
parate delay and location can be veri fied as expended or uncx-
per.dcd. 
E. .~.lee trir: ~ l'elc •)hone , ~Jan , 5eH<:>rs , nnd ~ .1ntcr 3crvice neer! nnp.::; 
I'. Frc building f!Xplosivcs dc::Joli t ior.i jci.smic onJ. J)hotographic 
Survey: 
'.there c·1f:r the uGe of CXj)losivc.:; ia nnticipa-:ed .,.tithin 300 
feet of privately o·mt:d buildin :~s or s tructurcu 'and/or nny pub-
lic sc;.,.~r und/or u..ny :;mhl:;.c utility s ervuce 1 auch f.l .::i eas , elec-
tric, .t ele pl-,onc or \.,.ater H~ich are to rcm&i n in service , i..,. 
which services CL':"'Qas other t han the i··rui tt-Icoc :.ii te . .Such 
use of ex:;losiv cr> shall be predicDted orJ a f ull Wld cont.:l cte 
pre-bl~1.st sei s mic ann photogr a phic survey of such buildings or 
struc tur'.:' s and n seis1.1ic survey of r.;uch utility services. 
Sei s r.1ic and photo7aphic s'..lr veyo must be co:~ducted or a,-
proved b:l t~e !ll as.ti ::r; Contractor ' ::; Ins urance Cor.;po.ny and shall 
include u pre-blastint: survey of one-half the desired quantity 
of explosives per charge or delay. ,\ sUr.1r.1ary report of t he r e-
sults of s cisoic da t a and photownphic surveys will be file d 
-4-
with the BuildinG Coi':lf:lissioner prior to i-elense of Blnating 
Perni ts for building de:':'!oli tion. 
·Said sU>'l:.~ary report to be filed by the .3ei st:'"iic Coopany 
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or In::::ur.:ncc Co::1 ·any rcs::oonsiblc .for pre blo.st !>cisuic tes t-
inr; u.n:1 inclu .i.e, but not be lir.Ji ted to, the follo· ..dng informa-
tion: 
(1) ~ · c.-al~ pa...-tico. l V<Jloci ty or cnert:,;y r a t io rec~i ·o~ed ·at the ~mild­
inc , f.; tructure or utility servic e in question, si~c of ex-
plosiveii in cha r Ge , location of char.r;e versus location of 
Uui lUir. t; , ctructu:·e or ut'il:. t:v m-:rvicc; 
iJate, ti:;tc and person or ~-ir;.l i nvol ved in explosive~ 
test 1 ru:d r clati on.ship of pre buildinr, blunt tcct to actua l 
buildinr; blnstinp, conditione; 
( 2) De::cript5.on of quantity, location , :!'ir;;J conriuctin,s nnd find-
inr,a ol photor:r aphic survey. Findings s hall inclut!e potent -
ial or actual structural problens or defccto; 
of explos ives so th::~.t struc t ural d.-"J.rnagc 'tlill not occur to 
nearby buildinr;s , structures or utility verviccs. (Nn.."<imum 
criteria peak pa!·ti.c-:11 velocity:: 1.92 t:ner~y Hatio = 1.0 
11. separate perr;li t for all hlnctin:~ to be purfor:;:..:d in con-
junction with ~rc blnr.t sl:'dGr.-,ic ~urvcyo \till nl r;o be required . 
,·, J'OSt. blast !"JhOt01"';FI.})~ 0UTVCY ~Si r.tilo.r t o the pre bl..,.:; t 
survey will also be r equired, and <J. sumnary ~i Vl'!'l to the 
Builrlin[: Comr.JigRione r ~r:i t hin one week ufter the use of 
explo•j vt-s as dcucribed in I t~n 2 ubove . 
9 . Succ~!!:Cful .,ii:: jer to furniah copi e u o f ar,proved r'eJern l For.11s 1;?07, 
4710 nnri 4721, fror.1 Depart n('n t of Trear.ury , "3urea u of Alcohol, Tobac-
co anJ ::·irP- l1n1r;; to the Duildinc Co.11nissioner and th~ ,.\l~~.rdinr-. Auth-
orit~, prior to mnrd of c0ntruct and/or relt'!:lse of pl)r!'!lits; 
10. ;Jucce::;oful :)iqdcr f:lU'>.~ _r c\cci vc r1 .... ·ri tten relce.se from. the Fire t-iarshal 
and the: ;it. Louis 3o.nb onJ i.rsoo !jquad of the :.it . Louie ~'o1icc Depart-
:.. ; \~ . ' . 
ment, priox:o :~o .. rHle .. ~~:c.->~1: .~erni_t _for us~ of C:Y._?louivcs; 
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11. .Succec.sfal :~id.dcr will he rc ·:uired to observe nll G~Yt.. He~Jlations 
r~laL.ivt:! to J0.:1;,.•!itio!1 and Ulnstin~ (a::> de·;cribed in i1c_t.ln.:·tment of 
Labor Occup.:::.tion<:.l .Safety and i!ealth Ju.L1inistr.:::.tion, Cart II of Fed-
ii.ansn:,; City .rcsionnl (J ~'fice as prescrihcd for demolition oz_ler~ti.ons 
involvin;:; :-e1:Joval of a3b~utoa, ins'...tlatio:ls or covc:- ~.nc.:; or r...J.tc~·ials 
bearing such components; 
13 . :.3.-Joe =~.ents .sh,:ll b.J cl~:;.red oi nll boiler6 , t a nk3, <.:.n d similar r.laterinlB 
which are lik~ly to crer:.t·~ voids or arc>:J..::; r.:.,~ce}.,.ti ;,le to con~iderabl~ 
s ettler:;,mt through dcterio!'htion, rus tin::; , etc. i 
14. &"1.sc~e:1t sl:~bs :~.:1d found:..tio:1u nre to be broken u.nd crncl~ed sufficiently 
15 . ':'":i s offic~J r cco!.1..!e:1:!:; t '-1·-t no bl.:,.cti tLt~ -~ !~ pe!!"'~li~tcd ·~.'ithin 200 feet of 
th·~ \~estern boun•.i:..I.I'y of Jef_fe!·=.;on, t:1c nort~ern boumb.ry of ·::nns . t ;-:e 
B'Jll'.:!~crn boun l:u·y of Carr (or t!lc lib::.·.:tr:ts, s c :to-:.1:;, churc ~ls, :>:.)oto 
Community Center or .i: rui tt -'...chool, unless n~re~r.J('!ntR to VH.Cate can be 
re,,c:-,(•~!). !io 1)lnuti~r; !>c:r·!'i. ~.ted ui.t!1i !1 3:)0 :'r.ct of llr.:..on _..aectric .Sub-
st:·.tion, o:- t~1e :..acl~·ie C,i:\G J uilUi...,c, no l.•l ::s~in~ a t .-:uil·ii nt?; !nl 4 v c 
the ':rn'"':nnit~' .:;covi cc J uild.ir.c , or • ..1it!".i n 50 ft . o!' cn:r :.ct i.v•: 1tnc!cr-
~(round \fCJ.ter , gut; , c l fJct.r-ic , telephcne or t-....... L.. f>ervlce . 
..ilo;r 
CITY OF ST. LOUIS 
DEPARTMENT OF PUBLIC UTILITIES 
WATER DIVISION 
OFFICE Of WATER COMMIS;)IONER 
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L~;fr',:, .·~ Jq(4 
CONWAY B. BRISCOE 
'fa/It» 11. uffnll<>y 
«<lJl t{ :?,,Jiie 'fllt!tl~ SAINT LOtnS, MISSOURI- 63103 
TEL£. ~S3-4lll 
DONALD C. GUILFOY 
D eputy Water Commil• ~loner 
1\r, Eugene G. 1\oody 
Executive Director 
1\ay 23, 1974 
East-West Cateway Coordinating Counci I 
720 01 ive Street 
Suite 21 I 0 
St. Louis, Missouri 63101 
Dear 1\r. l~oody: 
Tid :; i s in r l:!piy to your i etfe r { sianed Ov t= ranc.:ine cuilarij 
re ceived May 22 , 1q'(4 re questi ng our c ommen t s on the Environ-
mental Impact St a tement by th e De pa rtme nt of Housing and 
Urb an Developm e nt re l a tive to the dem olition of Pruitt -Igoc . 
This demolition and the fol!ot-1ing hoped for redevelopment 
wit I not materially affect the Water Division of the City of 
St . Louis. 
Reduced occupancy in the pa s t dimini s he d water requirem ent s 
t o the point wher e th e pr ese nt zero occupancy a nd cons umption 
docs not e ffect ou r sys tem. 
Th e a1·ea is s urrounded by ma ins of amp l e s ize capab l e of 
adequately serving a ny futur e deve l opment of th e ar ea. 
As f a r as thi s office i s conce rned the prepara ti on of this 
e l abora t e Environme ntal Im pact St a t emen t seems ha rd to jus -
tify. 
Very truly yours, 
~~ c. B. 6 r1scoe, 
Water Comalssioner 
CB G/k f 
DEPARTMENT OF THE ARMY 
ST. LOUIS DISTRICT, CORPS OF ENGINEERS 
210 NORTH 12TH STREET 
ST. LOUIS, MISSOURI 63101 
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LMSED-BR 29 May 1974 
¥a-. Eugene G. Moody 
Executive Director 
East-West Gate•vay Coordinating Council 
720 Olive Street, Suite 2110 
St. Louis, Missouri 63101 
Dear Mr. Moody: 
Thi~ is in resvonse to your recent request for conune nts on the draft 
environmental sta tement for Pruitt Homes and Igoe Apartments Public 
Housing Complex as prepared by the Department of Housing and Urban 
Development. 
We have reviewed the information contained in this draft statement and 
find that it is an adequate assessment of the relationshi p of the pro-
posed action to activities and projects unde:c the jurisdiction of this 
Engineer Distr let . 
Under the possible disposal sites listed on :Page 43 of the statement it 
should be noted that the Department of Housing and Urban Development's 
proposal for utilizing the Mississippi river:front is still u.""lder consid-
eration by this District, with no action being authorized at this time. 
We appreciate having the opportunity to revh:w this draft impac t state-
ment. 
Sincere ly 1\~ur~, b • 
~ tL~-
IEMI 
, c. g :Lneering Division 
LEGAL DEPARTMENT 
RICHARD L . ECKHA RT 
LACLEDE GAS COMPANY 
720 OLIV£ STREET 
.ST. LOUIS; MO. 63101 
(31<41 2.3 1- 3800 
1 •. 
O 'F COUNSEL 
FRANK W. MAY 
16? 
MORRIS [;.STOKES 
•ssoco•TE ca:,.r<,.l cou,.SEL 
HOWARD ELUOTT,.J~ . 
May 30, 1974 125• EI\ST HIGH STR(I:T 
.JCrFt:RSON CITY, NO. 65101 
LAWRENCE .J . SANNES 
Mr. Eugene G . Moody 
Executive Director 
East-West Gateway Coord{nating Council 
720 Olive Street, Suite 2ll0 
St. Louis, Missouri 63101 
Re: Draft Environmental Impact Statement 
Demolition of Pruitt-lgoe Public Housing Complex 
St. Louis , Missouri 
Dear Mr. Moody: 
Mr. Liberrr.an, President of Lacle d e Gas Company , has asked 
me to respond to your letter inviting comments on the above Environ-
mental Impact Statement relating to the demolition of Pru!tt-lgoe by 
blasting. 
Our comments a re entire ly concerned with the references on 
Pages 39, 40 and 4 7 of the Statement to the precautions which will 
have to b e taken to protect those utility facilities which must re-
main in the area and which a re necessary in providing service t o 
adjacent ureas. 
As s ta t e d in the attached copy of letter from H. E . Ba iley 
of Laclede toT. P. Costello of the St. Lo ui s Housing Authority dated 
February 28, 1974, Laclcde 1 S primary concern i s for a 24 " cast iro n 
low pressure gas main which extends through the e ntire Pruitt-Igoe 
a re(l and i s essential to maintenance of adequate service to many 
customers outside Pruilt-Igoe . It will be appreciated if those en-
trus ted with completing final plans for the demolition will give 
Laclede an opportunity to be fully advised and to participate in 
decisions for demolition which might affect the 24" gas main 
above referred lo. 
RLE/md 
Attachment 
cc: Mr. Elmer E. Smith 
Regional Administrator 
Very truly yours, 
(L vL a-A,( f-__ 5:_1-4 ~Jr 
Richard L. Eckhart 
Department of Housing and Urban Development 
Federal Building, 9 11 Walnut Street 
Kansas City, Missouri 64106 
Mr. H. E. Baile y 
- 2-
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., 
Mr. T. P. Costello 
Exc.cuttvcl Director 
St. Louio lbuc. i.n:-; huthority 
1221. Locuot Street 
St. Louio, l!iosouri 63103 
Peer Ur. Coote11.ol I 
J'obrusry 20, 1974 
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<:.: ! ,. ,,, . .. 
'• j, 
3950 Forcot Park lloulovord 
Saint Loul.o, Mo. 63100 
Ao ouc,gected in your letter of .January 22 1 19741 lVe have rcvlc~·;cd cxletlne Laclede 
Ge.o CQ:o;;nny l'adHtico in t he l"ruitt-Igoc houoina project nnd tho effect that d•:no-
lition n:J.ght hove on theoo fadUtieoo 
H<" carve Pruitt.-!r.:oc through a central tr.o tcr station housed in a cmall bU11C1ng 
o'mcd by the lbuoins AuthoL"tty ancl aclclrcaoecl 2700 Caoa Avenue, 'A'hia m.1.tcr ctotion 
'dll. he r.c;::..,vad and the lina oervina lt. abandoned, uo Goon as uoo la no longer 
required. 
c-..~..- r- :-~.rn.~:-::y cor.ccrn io for a ?..!." cnet iron, low prcsoura m:1ln loc.1tcd on D.n cnoe• 
1:-.en\:. 1.n 'V .:::~· ·::r:od Zl.ml Strr>r•t "'~·d. r:'P ~rt~!~do:> th!"~~[;!~ ~!-:~ ~:-:t.!r::. p:-cj~. ::t. ~1-;1" ~u.:.<i 
io our primal:'y iuw p::cssure oupply for th!.e entire area.; it acrvea tha Pruitt 
Ele;nentury ~chool, directly, end 13 csr;c:nl:.ial to rnaintcnanco of adequate C.~<"~rvice 
to ma.ny c.uotm:J~ro outc-ddo l'ruitt-Inoe. l'hio IMin paaocs ov~r (one location) and 
thro\tgh (t\o:o lccnt1.ons ) underground tunnc la connecting various buildings compr{o .. 
1nr, l>ru1tt .. It;cn. \Je e.ra concerned ab~ut the ultimata dicpooitton of thcoc tunnel3 
no He ll o s poeuiblc b l aot effect at the ti~o of Ucm'.>lition. Th<J nc3reet pr mdmity 
of thto msi.n, to eny builUing, io at 2140 Caus \:lherc the main lieEI 22' \;.•~ot.:. of tho 
weet buildinG line. Clcarr.nce ia lese than 50 ' a t three other loc.otionc. \·Jc arc 
aloo concerned about dcbrie falling on the ground over our lnain cince thin \r.-ould 
.adverocly affect our P:.ccoe to the main ohould any leaks occur. 
There uro no r..::..;ledc-owncd fncilitico oc!.:vt.n.,a th0 C<K-:munity Bailtling. at 2401 
D!cl~aon. :..:.i.:her thio buildinr, io served tlircctly fr.o:n tho projec t [r.s diotribuU.on 
oystCIT" ,~: by Gtco.n from one o f the boi ler rlo.n~s. In either c&Gc, if thiu building 
is ~J~- :.; e>crved, you tu.J.Y Hteh to conside1.· n new uaa (mpp ly fror:~: a c:oureo outcido t.h~ 
l~:.~itt-Icoe complc:.c:. 
L \rou ld ulao like to point out tha .. tho Cocle of Fc.:lc1·..:,1 ltceulationo, Title 49, 
Part i92, porL'.[;raph 192.727, "Tro.nEJportntion cf Natlll:nl Gao c.nd Other Gao by 
Pipoi!nc: Hini1r.:.L~ Fc <l E::ral S.::.fcty StcnJunlo" oat~:~ up :'::"(!quircw.{!Uto for the abandon-
ment or innct!vDtion of fnc:llitica. The n.'ltur.a.l eco diatribution syotcm t; t:-l"Ving 
tho l)t-uitt-Igoc cc::!plex, l}!ld o-wned by tho !lou~ina f:.uthority, io ouch a facility. 
If Lo.cleUe may he of a.ny (tarvico in 1ntt!rpre~1ll.ij or 1mplemantlnu th1e Coclc 1 please 
feel free to contact ma, at any ti.c::tch 
• T. P. Cootello 
brunry zr,, 1974 
go two 
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y I eugr;cot that ue meet early in yout· plnnning ot<lgcs to d1ocusa oui:' mutual 
nccrne rq;aruing thta c:kmol1tion project. I cnn be reached nt 231-3800, 
~t. 513. 
tn.r 
lc : ODF 
Yocro very truly, 
n. E. llaHcy 
Englncering Department 
Z. E. Barnas 
President 
Mr. Elmer E. Smith, Regional Administrator 
Department of Housing and Urban Development 
Federal Building, 911 Walnut Street 
Kansas City, Missouri 64106 
Dear Mr. Smith: 
169 
Southwestern Bell 
1010 Pine Street 
St. Louis. Missoun 63101 
PhOne (314) 247-5400 
June 18 ' 1974 
Thank you for the opportunity of reviewing the draft 
of the Envi ronmental Impact Statement regarding the demolition 
of the Pruitt-Igoe public housing complex in St. Louis, Missouri. 
Our comments follow: 
We have stated according to the report, that· demolition 
of the buildings will not affect telephone service to other a r eas. 
Please be advised also that we have removed al l of our salvageable 
facilities from the site so we are not now involved with the timing 
or method of demolition as far as damage to our faci lities is con-
cerned. 
As a corporation both involved with and greatly concerned 
with the future of the city and its people , we are very interested 
in the future of the site . We tend to agree with the statements 
in the study which indicate that removal of an evident failure will 
have some positive effect but certainly a planned use for the site 
which would offer hope would have a far greater effect for the ulti-
mate good. We hope that such a plan wi ll be soon forthcoming. 
Thank you for your consideration. 
Very truly yours, 
~,:~..-o --v_;i_,<Z-, 
r_/ 
EXHIBIT R 
Saint Louis Regional Commerce & Growth Association 
Ten Broadway/Saint Louis.Missquri 63102/314 231-5555 
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Mr. Elmer E. Smith 
Regional Administrator 
Department of Housing and 
Urban Development 
Federal Building 
911 Walnut Str~et 
May . 31, 1974 
Kansas. City J"d~~ri 64106 
Dear Mr • .Sm~:j 
In ,.re~~onse~ t~ your letter of May 8, 1974, regarding the "Draft Environmental 
Impact Statement" for the demolition of Pruitt- Igoe, the following comments 
are submitted on behalf of the St. Louis Regional Commerce & Growth Association. 
We believe that complete demolition of the Pruitt- Igoe project will greatly 
benefit the City of St. Louis by providing the city with a large tract of land 
available for redevelopment. Its location, adjacent to major building projects 
currently underway in the downtown area, will enhance its future use. New 
construction on this land can result in significant benefits such as new 
jobs, increased earnings and other tax revenue for the city. 
In our opinion, there are two very important conditions related to our recom-
mendation of the demolition of this project. First, we believe it is essential 
that the demolition work be accomplished quickly, with appropriate safeguards to 
insure a minimum of disruption and/or damage to the surrounding area. Secondly, 
it is absolutely essential that the land be redeveloped without delay. 
The RCGA is prepared to assist the City of St, Louis in its planning for this 
area as Hell as to provide information and assistance to prospective develope rs. 
Gene Noody 
EWGCC 
er're1y, 
?b:?t,MORLEY, JR. _.~,;~T iT;~ 
Execut ·ve Vice- President . ..,_' :'. L ..... /;,'f ;;. . f. ·/ f ·, REcEtvfil .-; ~ 
j ~· JUN 3 ' .Q11) . 
\'r- Rf(; AD~ . ·.\< '~ DHuo .· ~R. ; 
\ <.' K. C., AIO I ' 
EXHIBIT R V.>. ;(( .' ,,~~ 0 !'Jilt • ~r ~-.... : '-
'J.~:.t~ .'!.-
,. 
UNION ELECTRIC COMPANY 171 
1901 GRATIOT STREET - ST. LO U I S 
MAII.lNG ADDRESS: 
May 31, 1974 
Mr. Elmer E. Smith 
Department of Housing & Urban Development 
Federal Building 
9ll Walnut Street 
Kansas City, Missouri 64106 
Dear Mr. Sm1 th: 
P.O . SOX 14 9 
S T . I.OU I S, M O . 63 166 
SubJect ; Draft Environmental l-et Statement 
Demolition of Pruitt-Igoe Public Housing Complex 
St . Louis, Missouri 
We have reviewed the Draft Enviro.lliDental Impact Statement for the 
Prui tt-Igoe Project and feel that the statements covering the effects of 
tb.e demolitioh work on Union Electric are satisfactory, although not 
specif ic. 
Attached is a copy of -.zy February 8, 1974, letter to the St. Louis 
Housing Authority on this subject that covers in greater detail the pre ... 
cautions that we feel will be necessary to protect our facilities and to 
insure continuity of service to our customers in the surround!~ areas . 
Please contact me if you feel that any additional information is 
needed for the preparation of the Final Environmental Statement. 
J PW/ cd 
cc: Mr. Eugene G. ~ody 
East-West Gateway Coor dinating Council 
720 Olive St. , Suite 2UO 
St. Louis, Missouri 63l0l 
Sincerely, 
;1' ~ . w (h--(\An:~ 
'j . P. Woodward 
EXH I BIT R 
WASHINGTON UNIVERSI1Y 
John M. Olin Library 
\ 
\ 
\ 
f 
HECI<MAN 
B I N!!.~L N C. 
SEPT03 
N.. MANCHESTER,INOIANA46962 
